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Originally known for its focus on fetish products, Stark Distribution

has turned into a wholesaler for all areas of the market. We talked

to Adam Durack, Stark’s wholesale business manager, and 

learned that the fetish market is still the company's hobby horse.

Quo Vadis, erotic market? A question that can’t be answered

with absolute certainty. But there are people who can make

qualified guesses. Samir Saraiya is one of them. In our 

interview, the CEO of Digital E-Life shares insights into the market.

Could you imagine starting a career as a porn actor? Jack Romanski

can. However, it is very unlikely he will ever take this step given the

success in his chosen career. In our latest Monthly Mayhem, the 

inventor of Gvibe discloses interesting details about his life.

When it comes to the creation and popularisation of soft SM 

products, Sportsheets is one of the big pioneers in the industry.

Founder Tom Stewart grants EAN insights into the development of

Sportsheets and his strategy for the European market.

Some manufacturers are watching with concern as companies

from the Far East launch their brands in Western markets. But 

Henrique de Oliveira, founder of the newcomer brand H8ZE, feels

that this development is more of an opportunity than a problem.

Page 162 Page 166
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Page 228

Page 84
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C O N T E N T

Given their proven effectiveness, MaleEdge & JesExtender should

be part of every retailer's range – also because these products 

offer an impressive profit margin. Klaus Pedersen tells us why his 

extenders are successful and how the trade can benefit from them.

Reportedly, half of all women in the US suffer from pelvic floor problems

following childbirth. So far, Kegel balls were the only solution to this 

problem, but now, Colette Courtion has developed a product that

seems poised to turn this segment on its head. Its name: vSculpt.
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Montreal,  Canada − In the same wind of change since the

star t  of 2015, SHUNGA Erot ic Ar t  is  introducing a new revam-

ped product l ine: Kissable Massage Creams. Although it was

presented as a scoop in L.A . for a small  group of pr iv i lege

customers,  the real launch wi l l  be at eroFame in October.

“We only had 6 bott les f i l led for the show in L.A . just to show

the product” says Guy Roussy, General Manager at Shunga.

New Shunga's Kissable
Massage Creams

“Afew of our customers had the

chance to experience them

at the A.N.M.E. in Los Angeles. But it

was a tease because the production

wasn’t done yet. In eroFame, we’re

taking orders. It’s ready!” says Linda

Mclean Shunga’s customers service.

“Now we are talking about a tasteful

experience for massage. It beats any

edible massage oils, even if they

taste great. Plus, it feels right for any

season of the year compared to the

lukewarm oil coming from massage

candle. It’s a massage product that

will sell all year long,” continued Linda.

The product went from a jar in a box

to a beautiful new plastic bottle de-

dicated especially for creams. The

bottle is practical because it’s upside-

down so the cream comes out easily

until the last drop.  The new massage

creams design respect the new

image change.  “This image is much

more colorful, romantic, refined and

polished. For each flavor or fragrance

a different colored Shunga is attribu-

ted, which pleases consumers”, says

Jean-Pierre Hamelin, Marketing Di-

rector. Shunga Erotic Art now has 6

new Kissable Massage Creams ad-

ding 4 new exciting flavors: Intoxica-

ting Chocolate, Pear and Exotic

Green Tea, Almond Sweetness and

Strawberry Sparkling Wine. In addition

to existing remaining flavors; Exotic

Fruits and Raspberry Feeling. “Exqui-

site scents and so tasteful!” says Ma-

non Vallée, Vice-President. “It’s the

perfect product for a romantic, nou-

rishing and fulfilling massage. Plus,

they’re now easier to use and with a

charming new design. The cream is

so silky, it’s smooth, it tastes great and

leaves the skin feeling fresh and non

greasy. It’s an unforgettable massage

experience!”

For an unforgettable massage experience

N E W S

Word of welcome
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“Hanover opens its gates to the

world“ - this slogan is repeated every

spring by the organisers of CEBit

when the world's biggest computer

trade show takes place right here in

my home town. I'm not sure if we

should borrow that line for eroFame,

but – going by the number of exhi-

bitors - it is definitely the leading b2b

trade show for the international adult

market. So I will say that we are now

opening the gates to our industry,

and we are proud to be doing so

for the sixth time.

Ladies and gentlemen, dear visitors

and exhibitors, esteemed friends:

Welcome to eroFame 2015!

For many, this trade show has al-

ready become a natural part of

early October, but we are also

happy to welcome new faces with

each new event. Our industry is in

steady motion, and the numerous

new products and innovations – not

to mention the opportunity to meet

old and new partners in person -

more than justify this event. At ero-

Fame, the who is who of the industry

come together, veterans and novi-

ces alike, and that alone should be

reason enough to take the trip to

Hanover.

I wish all of you productive, exciting,

wonderful days at eroFame. Brace

for THE industry event of the year –

we did our best to set the stage for

a great business event.

On that note, all the best

Yours truly

Wieland Hofmeister 

Dear readers 

Shunga Erotic Art now has 6 new Kissable Massage Creams 
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Sparta is made from silky soft silicone, is rechargeable,

waterproof and comes with a large ring at the base

for ease of stimulation and control. “Sparta is taking pro-

state massage to a whole new level,” says Monique

Carty, Director of Nexus. It replicates the come hither

motion often used during prostate massage with a finger

which is something that hasn’t been done before.” Ne-

xus is predicting that Sparta sales will soon reach that of

its bestselling, award winning Revo range, especially

due to its competitive price point. Visitors to eroFame

can view Sparta and the rest of the Nexus range on

stand 98.  The Nexus team will be taking pre orders of

Sparta, shipping ready at the end of October.

Nexus launches Sparta

London, England - Nexus will be launching

Sparta at eroFame, the latest in its prostate mas-

sager portfolio. The new addition incorporates

unique stroker technology at the tip of the shaft

which gently strokes the prostate at five different

levels of intensity controlled by the user.

A new sensation for prostate pleasure

Visitors to eroFame can view Sparta

and the rest of the Nexus range on stand 98
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Pulse II solo’s 9 different intensity levels are easily

controlled by two buttons and the powerful

 vibrations stimulate the penis. Pulse II solo can also

be used as a revolutionary masturbator, if additional

lubricant is used. Pulse II duo doesn’t just stimulate

the penis, but also has additional outer grooves. This

makes it a perfect love toy for couples because it

can simultaneously stimulate the penis and clitoris

during foreplay or sex.

You can find a video about how to use the product

here: http://www.orion-wholesale.com

Pulse II solo (item number 0583596 0000) / Pulse II

duo (item number 0583600 0000)

For orders and further information please contact:

ORION Wholesale, Mr Hauke Christiansen, phone

0049-461-5040 210, fax 0049-461-5040 244, e-mail:

hchristiansen@orion.de, 

http://www.orion-wholesale.com

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has expanded i ts  ent i re range of products:  the re-

volut ionary “Guybrator” Pulse I I  solo & duo is now avai lable f rom the erot ic special ist .

Pulse I I  solo can be used as a masturbator and help men have completely new orgasm ex-

periences. An erect or non-erect penis can be put into the black st imulator.  

“Guybrator”

New at ORION Wholesale: 
Pulse II solo & duo by Hot Octopuss

Mömbris, Germany - Urethral sounds are part of

Mystim since the early beginnings. The high sales

figures show the wide range of supporters that urethral

sounds have. The electrical stimulation of the Mystim

urethral sounds intensifies the lust even more. 

Until now the Mystim urethral sound-family consisted of

Slim Finn, Thin Finn and Propper Finn. Those toys mostly

separate by size. While Slim Finn has a slender 6 mm

diameter, the other two go strong with 8 and 10 mm.

Ticklberry Finn satisfies with a new design. The vibrate

form intensifies the stimulation increasingly. Like his family

members, Tickleberry Finn convinces with a softly roun-

ded tip, which renders the insertion into the urethra. Tick-

leberry Finn has an 8 mm diameter and an exciting

length of 19,5 cm. “Mystim posts great sales success

with its urethral sounds every month. A wider range of

products will top this success even more. We went for

an elegant design for the Tickleberry Finn, paired with

great electrical stimulation.”, says Christoph Hofmann,

CEO of Mystim. 

Mystim‘s urethral sound-
family keeps growing
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Apart from the current bestsellers such as

 AQUAglide, BIOglide, Soft-Tampons etc.,

 JOYDIVISION will also have many new products 

on display.

Without a doubt, with a completely new generation

of prostate stimulators, the XPANDER series shares

 centre stage among the product novelties that,

thanks to their innovative operating principle, allow

sexual experiences of a very special kind. "We did

not simply wish to extend the series of our successful

Booster and Booster Pro prostate stimulators, but rather

wanted to design a completely new kind of stimulator.

With the XPANDER, we have succeeded at resolving

the innovative backlog with regard to prostate

 stimulators and have developed an entirely new form

of technology. "With the XPANDER, you will be able to

significantly increase your turnover in the growing

 segment of male toys. Look forward to the topseller

that is Made in Germany," says board member Oliver

Redschlag. 

XPANDER

Hanover,  Germany - At eroFame in Hanover,  with a representat ive exhibit ion stand in the

typical blue corporate colours,  the Hanoverian manufacturer JOYDIVISION international

AG wi l l  once again be represented from 07 to 09 October.

At eroFame, JOYDIVISION presents true innovation and a world first

For more information on the XPANDER product series,

please visit www.XPANDER.com
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Lovehoney’s Commercial Director

Ray Hayes said: “We’re thrilled to

have had such a fantastic response

to Motörhead already and we’re

ready to rock out with everyone at

eroFame. We’ll also be launching new

products and our brand spanking new

Trade website which should help our

customers a great deal when deci-

ding what they would like to stock from

our fantastic offerings. We’re immen-

sely proud of our core brands and we

can’t wait to share them with all of our

current and potential trade custo-

mers.” After a busy and demanding

year, the team recently welcomed

Laura Wood as their Trade Sales Ad-

ministrator, who’s responsible for ad-

ministration and logistics. In her pre-

vious role in the company, Wood was

a member of the Warehouse ma-

nagement team. Sabrina Earnshaw,

who was recently promoted to Brand

Development Manager, has taken Lo-

vehoney Trade stateside to Philadel-

phia to build upon the success al-

ready achieved in the US by the team.

This is good news for Lovehoney’s US

associates who will now have a con-

tact they can meet with regularly, on

a face to face basis. Ilona Laboviciute

and Merlin Doherty were also promo-

ted to Business Development Executi-

ves. Hayes said: “We are thrilled to

have Laura on the team. She brings a

wealth of knowledge and experience

from her days in the Warehouse team

dealing with logistics, couriers and in-

ternational suppliers. The team have

Bath, England - Lovehoney’s Trade Sales team have been busy prepa-

r ing for eroFame 2015 where they’ l l  be launching new excit ing addi-

t ions to the Fi f ty Shades of Grey range, showcasing the Motörhead

Off icial  P leasure Col lect ion and introducing their  new Trade web-

si te. S ince i t ’s  launch in early September of this year,  Motörhead

- The Off icial  P leasure Col lect ion has enjoyed a continuous spot-

l ight in the mainstream media, being featured in publ ications

such as the Dai ly Mir ror,  The Sun and Ker rang, to name but a few. 
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worked incredibly hard over the past

year and it is great for the them to feel

like their work has paid off with some

great job promotions. Sabrina, Ilona

and Merlin have proven themselves

to be fantastic assets to an already

thriving team. We will miss having Sa-

brina in the office but wish her all the

best in the US.” The job boost comes

after Lovehoney’s most successful year

to date which was largely influenced

by the global popularity of erotic phe-

nomenon Fifty Shades of Grey. Love-

honey secured the exclusive world-

wide licence to design, manufacture

and sell Fifty Shades of Grey sex toys,

bondage items and pharmacy pro-

ducts approved by author E L James

back in 2012. The sex toy company

has sold over two million units of the

award winning Fifty Shades of Grey

Official Pleasure Collection.

Lovehoney Trade Sales Team brings
 Motörhead to eroFame
Laura Wood is the new team member

Etten-Leur, The Nether-

lands - The Dutch

wholesaler Rimba has

expanded its program

by a new brand named

Power. Power includes two battery-

powered, black wands and a dozen

different attachments made of high

quality TPR material. These attach-

ments have an internal diameter of

4.5 cm. Thanks to their flexibility, they

fit on all wands with a head of at least

4.5 cm in diameter. This allows to ea-

sily turn a wand from an external mas-

sage into a massager for intimate use. 

New Power Wands available at Rimba Wholesale

All Power products are in stock at Rimba

Laura Wood 
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On an organic farm in Austria, the company

found a appealing template with 3.5cm

 diameter and 23cm length. The "Big Green" has a

clearly structured head and the leaves on the stem

provide a unique texture. A bestseller in SelfDelve as-

sortment is the corn cob. For many women, 

5cm  diameter of the original were quite a challenge,

so that there is now a smaller variant of the 

maize  dildos. The new version is 20cm long, 

4cm thick and more conical. Refreshingly colorful 

is the new dildo series "FILOU". It is available in 

the colors petrol, purple, pink and plum as well as

different neon colors. A bit more glamorous are 

the colors "Fresh Ocean" and "Indian Summer", which

are made with sparkling particles. Furthermore, 

the company has decided to provide all products

with barcodes and EAN codes, due to increased

 logistical challenges. 

SelfDelve expands the Garden of Eden
collection

Dresden, Germany - The German di ldo manufacturer SelfDelve has released three new

products .  The "Garden of  Eden"  col lect ion has been extended wi th  two new toys :  an

 asparagus and a del icate corn. According to the company, many of i ts  customers have

long desired an asparagus di ldo, for his phal lus- l ike shape.

Aspargus & corn
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EAN Online is the homepage for

the erotic retail trade, for whole-

salers, distributors, and manufacturers.

The site has always presented the la-

test information from the industry, be

it new products, new people taking

over important positions, industry

events, etc. EAN Online has been the

watering hole where the trade mem-

bers can quench their thirst for infor-

mation. And of course, nothing is

going to change about that. Howe-

ver, the adjustments to the site

have not merely been cos-

metic in nature as

www.ean-online.com

also boasts a lot of

new features now.

From now on, the arti-

cles and interviews

from the print

magazine will

also be availa-

ble on www.ean-

online.com, and in more ways than

one. Like before, you can access the

print version of EAN in digital e-book

form – which has also been moder-

nised and optimised –, but the arti-

cles can also be found directly on

www.ean-online.com. And if you're vi-

siting the site from your smartphone,

fear not because the whole layout

adapts to the size of your screen, so

no more zooming in and out. 

“When developing this new version of

the site, we wanted to make it as user-

friendly as possible,“ says Randolph

Heil, editor of EAN & eLINE, commen-

ting on the motivation to create this

new version of the site. “We want new

and old users to find what they are

looking for right away so they can ac-

cess the information they need

quickly and easily.“

The simplified connection to the big

social networks makes it even easier

to share interesting articles with

friends and business partners all over

the world – all it takes is clicking the

buttons at the top of the page. Also,

if you want to be the first to learn

about big industry news, you might

want to follow EAN Online via its social

media channels. This way, you won't

miss any developments in the indus-

try. Alternatively, EAN also offers a

newsletter which has been supplying

subscribers with the biggest news

 from the world of toys, lubricants,

 lingerie, etc. on a weekly basis for

 several years.

What's more, the visitors of  

www.ean-online.com can now also

comment on articles and news right

there on the site, and not just on the

social media sites. Also, EAN has

 decided to offer all the features and

facets of the site to the users for free

and without registration, so you don't

have to log in as has become

 obligatory on many other sites. 

General overhaul and many 
new features for EAN Online

It is undisputed that more and more people turn to the internet first when looking for information,

and the members of the erotic trade are no exception. Therefore, EAN Magazine decided to give

its online presence a thorough overhaul. The new and improved version of the site can be found

at www.ean-online.com. The German-language site of sister magazine eLINE got a facelift as well.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - ‘Urban Chic’ is the character

of Leg Avenue’s new lingerie collection, a collection

that answers the ‘Sex and the City’ need of women.

Everyone knows Leg Avenue is a highly feminine, ele-

gance, and glamorous brand with a naughty touch. And

this is exactly what this ‘Urban Chic’ character of Leg Ave-

nue’s new collection screams:

naughty elegance. Lingerie, even lin-

gerie in the erotic industry, can be

more so much more than just ‘sexy’

and Leg Avenue proofs this like no ot-

her brand. 

In the spotlight: 
naughty elegance by Leg Avenue  

www.ean-online.com

Leg Avenue is realising a new collection 
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“We have had certain customers in the know, wai-

ting ‘fur-ever” for our 'secret' I Rub My Kitty mas-

sager. Being the idealists we are, we wanted to wait

until we got it Purrfect. Well, it’s finally here! With a confi-

dent look and elegant crystal choker, this sophisticated

feline will keep you purring for hours to come”, says

Creative Director and Founder, Tony Levine. 

I Rub My Kitty is the just the tip of iceberg in new products

and customer services coming out of Big Teaze Toys in

the coming months. “We are confident, that I Rub My

Kitty will be a successful follow up to our internationally

famous, I Rub My Duckie massager”, says Tammie John-

son, Operations Manager of Big Teaze Toys. This Travel

Size Kitty, will be available in 3 colors, Pink, White and

Charcoal Gray. Waterproof and requires 1 AAA battery

to keep Kitty happy. 

Retailers and distributors find I Rub My Kitty and other

Big Teaze Toys presented in the Eropartner booth, #59

To make an appointment at show, contact Big Teaze

Toys at info@bigteazetoys.com. 

Big Teaze Toys to
debut new products at 2015 eroFame 

Los Angeles, USA - B ig Teaze Toys is  gearing up for the eroFame trade show in Hannover,

Germany. The company wi l l  be launching their  long awaited: I  Rub My Kit ty.

I Rub My Kitty
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NS Novelties , NUEI, O-Products , Odeco Ltd., Oktano GmbH, Goldlight , 
ORION Versand GmbH & Co. KG, OVO, Ozze Creation, Pasante Healthcare, 
Patrice Catanzaro, PeachBud Co. Ltd, Peter Domenie Mode, Petits Joujoux by Mystim,
Piasaa USA LLC., Pipedream Products, pjur group Luxembourg S.A., PM Body Leather,
Poliboy Brandt & Walther GmbH, Pomzero Ltd., Pretty Love Toys, Pure Play Media, 
R H Smith and Sons T/A Fever, Reckitt Benckiser (Durex & London), Rocks-Off Ltd.,
Rouge Garments, RW-Großhandel, Scala Playhouse, Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber
GmbH, Sensualle, Sezmar, Shandong Libo Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd, 
Shenzhen Greenbaby Sci-Tech Co. Ltd, Shenzhen Oigle Technology, 
Shenzhen S-hande Technology Co. Ltd, Shenzhen Viais Technology Co Ltd, 
Shenzhen XISE Toys Company LTD, Shots Media B.V, Shunga Erotic Art, 
Sign Magazine, Sino Process, SpaLex, Spartacus Enterprises, Sportsheets International ,
Stark Distribution, Swan Vibes, System Jo, Tabassum Promotion & Merchandising GmbH
SMLOUNGE, TENGA Co., Ltd., The Rabbit Company, TOKYO DESIGN (H.K) Co.,
 LIMITED, TONGA BV, TOP POWER TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD , Topco Sales / WSM
 Investment LLC, Transtumm International, Turkuaz Medikal Ltd. Sti, Uberlube, 
UM Products Limited, UTOO Toys, Viaxi, Vitenza Ltd, VPS Film-Entertainment GmbH, 
We-Vibe, Wenzhou Chisa Toys Co,,Ltd, Wenzhou Shergbo Technology Co. Ltd., 
Wet International, Wicked Sensual Care, Wingpow International Ltd, Xgen Products, 
XR Brands, YESforLOV, Yiwu sunspice lingerie company limited, Zemalia, 
Zhongshan Jinsan, Garment Factory , Zini Co.Ltc, Zorba International 

Excerpt of the 
list of participants

Already now 
more than

220*

confirmed
 participants
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Claredale Distributors has provi-

ded the Australian adult mar-

ket with the industry’s top brands for

37 years, having been one of the

original wholesale businesses to bring

adult products to the region. With a

unique understanding of the market

down-under, the Claredale team

has brought The Screaming O’s Top

25 best-selling items to its customers

as a welcome introduction to one

of the U.S.’s best-selling brands for

men, women and couples. “The

Screaming O specializes in fast-mo-

ving and affordable products that

appeal to the mass market and act

as entry-level items for those who

are new to the idea of sex toys – a

category that Australian retailers rely

on for steady sales,” Claredale Dis-

tributors General Manager Ozzy Sar-

man said. “We knew it was a good

fit after learning of the company’s

commitment to quality and body-

safe materials, as it proves that The

Screaming O shares our respect for

customer trust and satisfaction. We

look forward to a fruitful and long-

term partnership!” Claredale Distri-

butors customers will have full ac-

cess to The Screaming O’s Top 25

fastest-moving disposables and

reusables, including the now famous

Ohare vibrating rabbit ring, the 100%

silicone PrimO vibrating rings, and

multiple SKUs from the vibrant Color-

PoP collection of neon-hue vibrating

rings and mini vibes. “Stocking the

current Top 25 is a smart move, as it

provides a no-brainer selection of

SKUs proven to be best sellers and

will give Claredale Distributors’ cus-

tomers enough variety to see how

The Screaming O products perform

on the show floor,” The Screaming O

Account Executive Dan Holman

said. “This partnership is the latest ex-

pansion that The Screaming O has

made into this important market and

we’re pleased to have the support

of such a respected distributor.”

The Screaming O expands Australia presence
with Claredale Distributors partnership

Los Angeles, USA – The Screaming O has expanded its reach

into Australia following a new partnership with Claredale Distri-

butors, one of the continent’s top adult wholesale outlets. With

growing international interest in The Screaming O’s fast-selling

and affordable sex toys, this recent deal will make the popular

“gateway” brand available to an even wider consumer base

while promoting healthy, more satisfying sex for all Aussies. 

Award-winning manufacturer builds new relationship with Australian distributor

Almere, The Net-

herlands – Exciting

new from TOYJOY

Manpower: it is adding

several must-have

products to its great

line of male pleasure

providers. The Power

Stud Sleeve, one of the new items, is

a thrilling way to explore his masculinity

together and get adventurous! The

Power Stud Sleeve, now ready to or-

der, is a great value penis sleeve de-

signed for dual pleasure. The trans-

parent, studded sleeve provides him

with a snug fit and extra stimulation,

while giving his partner more girth to

enjoy. The flexible sleeve is body-safe,

a one-size-fits-most and made of

quality TPE. The sleeve comes in a

modern transparent packaging which

displays the product beautifully.

Thanks to the affordable price-tag of

the TOYJOY Manpower range, this

item is a great choice for your entry-

level consumers who want to explore

the world of adult novelties. The Power

Stud Sleeve isn’t the only new item in

the TOYJOY Manpower range. The

collection will also be expanded with

must-have Power Studded C-Rings;

amazing vibrating cock rings with a

teasing, textured clit stimulator. 

Explore your masculinity with TOYJOY Manpower

The Screaming O has expanded its reach into Australia 
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Los  Angeles ,  USA -  The icon ic  I  Rub My

Duckie by L A-based manufacturer  B ig Teaze

Toys has been selected to be on the cover of

the t r i logy of  books  t i t led;  “Del  P lacer”  by

Elena Montagud. 

I Rub My Duckie

The books are a series of three romance novels that feature

different duckies on each cover. The first part of the trilogy,

titled Trazos de Placer, will feature the I Rub My Duckie Devil,

while the third part, Palabras de Placer, shows I Rub My

Duckie Bondage.Earlier this summer Tony Levine, founder of

Big Teaze Toys, was contacted with the request to use his

imaginative, playful product ideas. “I was really honored that

they wanted to use my duckies on the covers. I wish I could

read the books, but my Spanish no es bueno”. The trilogy will

be made available via worldwide publication house Penguin

Random House. Trazos de Placer can be ordered via Ama-

zon.com and can also be found in the Kindle store. The pa-

perback is available since September.

Hong Kong, China - Nomi

Tang’s Australian strategic

partner Next To Nothing has

brought Nomi Tang’s hot selling

products to the Brisbane Sexpo

during 20th -23rd Aug. As a

newcomer in the Australian mar-

ket, Nomi Tang had success in

the last couple of months, especially the anal toy “Spotty”

and the signature lay-on vibrator “Better than Chocolate 2”.

"Obviously, Australians have a very good taste for trend setting

items, since our top 2 hot selling toys are in especially high

demand over here." Nomi Tang’s overseas manager, Martin

said humorously. "Thanks to NTN, SEXPO is a great opportunity

and an effective platform for us to obtain business and im-

prove our brand recognition."

Spain’s Next Book Cover Model

Nomi Tang pleased with
success in Australia

Nomi is successful in Australia 
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Men are beginning to demand the same treatment,

but there remains a number of myths and miscon-

ceptions that need to be busted first. LELO’s new collection

of prostate products are accompanied by a new video

(http://www.youtube.com/user/LELOofficial) in collaboration

with VProud, featuring real couples discussing prostate

massage for the first time and exposing some of those

myths. Steve Thomson, Global Head of Marketing for LELO

said: “For too long prostate massage has been surrounded

by myths and regarded as a taboo. It is a topic many

men shy away from but just like LELO helped remove the

stigma of female pleasure products LELO has now turned

its attention to male prostate pleasure too.” To open up a

conversation about prostate pleasure LELO today not only

revealed the best prostate massagers available on the

market but also released an educational and informative

infographic busting the myths around prostate massage.

Did you know when it comes to prostate massage: 71%

of men are open to trying it / 8 out of every 10 women

are happy to perform it / Prostate orgasms are 33% more

intense than penile orgasms With the potential to offer the

most explosive orgasms known to man, HUGO is big on

power and on innovation. Featuring LELO’s exclusive Sen-

seMotion remote control technology, HUGO is a prostate

massager that represents an entirely new way to think of

men’s pleasure - whether it’s part of coupled or solo play.

With two powerful motors and 8 variable vibrating settings,

HUGO is perfectly formed for bigger, better, hands-free or-

gasms. Expertly crafted to offer accuracy and intensity,

BRUNO is all about artisanal pleasure. With two powerful

motors, one in the curved tip for accurate prostate stimu-

lation and a second in the base, the luxurious BRUNO is a

prostate massager that packs 6 intense vibration pat-

terns into an expertly crafted body for comfort and

hands-free prostate orgasms. Silky silicone and fully wa-

terproof construction make BRUNO the most desirable

prostate vibrator in the world. For sophisticated men

seeking more daring play and the most intense orgasms

ever, LOKI is the ultimate in luxury prostate massage.

Perfectly shaped and angled for sophisticated and

powerful prostate stimulation, the waterproof, rechar-

geable LOKI features 8 variable settings for a more ad-

venturous and sophisticated kind of pleasure.

Stockholm, Sweden - LELO launched 3 new male sex toys, destined to rock the world of male

pleasure to its core. The HUGO, the BRUNO and the LOKI luxury vibrating prostate massagers are

ushering in a much needed conversation on the way we view male sexual pleasure in relation to

women’s sexual pleasure. There is a steady and growing trend in men searching on Google for in-

formation on prostate massage, evidence that men are becoming more comfortable with their

sexualities and that they’re growing envious of how many luxury sex toys there are for women. 

HUGO, BRUNO & LOKI

New LELO sex toys revolutionize how we think
about prostate orgasm
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London, England - LUVSENSE London has laun-

ched the LUVVU mir ror,  the world’s f i rs t  mir ror

for lovers, in Hong Kong at The Adult Asia Expo. 

LUVVU: the 
mirror for lovers

The brand and the product have been created in London

where Directors Elizabeth Gordon and Neil Schofield first

met in 2010. Elizabeth and Neil have spent the last five ye-

ars building both a business and a life together. Umbrella

company TSM Meridian was created and the entrepre-

neurial Greenwich-based couple have been developing

their unique bedroom product the LUVVU mirror, along with

their retail brand LUVSENSE London. Following extensive re-

search of the pleasure product market, Elizabeth and Neil

discovered the format for LUVVU had yet to be developed,

and recognising a gap in the market embarked on what

the couple have called a ‘fun but highly challenging’ jour-

ney to bring the LUVVU mirror to market. Sharing a passion

for beautiful design and effective functionality, the ambiti-

ons couple already have plans to extend the LUVSENSE

range following the launch of LUVVU and are looking to ex-

pand their business overseas. Director Elizabeth Gordon

comments: “We had no idea when we started out what a

journey we had in front of us! It’s been fascinating to be in-

volved in the pleasure product industry over the past five

years and witness how adult consumers have started to

embrace new brands and products with confidence and

a sense of adventure. There are some really beautiful and

innovative products already on offer, and we believe the

LUVVU mirror will be a welcome addition, offering a unique

experience for both romantic and adventurous lovers.” The

LUVVU mirror has an RRP of £285.00, it will be available to

purchase from www.luvsense.london. 

A very unique bedroom product
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The RodeO Spinner is powered by

a 3-speed plus pulse bullet and

encased in a soft SEBS sleeve that

features a unique fin-like extension

made especially for additional clitoral

stimulation during certain sexual po-

sitions. Fondly nicknamed the “jean

seam,” this firm and flexible acces-

sory provides a pleasant flicking sen-

sation and helps women get even

closer to orgasm with every motion.

With its convenient finger loop, users

can adjust the placement of the

“jean seam” for optimal control du-

ring grinding or rubbing movements

to intensify the experience. The Ro-

deO Bucker features a 3-speed plus

pulse mini motor, giving couples

powerful vibration in a more com-

pact shape. This design features a

solid SEBS ball that makes direct con-

tact with the clitoris for firm, targeted

stimulation ideal for women who

prefer steady pressure to help send

them over the edge. And its conve-

nient finger loop makes it easy to po-

sition the Bucker right where she wants

it. The RodeO series is the latest addi-

tion to The Screaming O’s selection

of relaxed-fit penis rings that keep

powerful vibrators in place without

tight constriction. This stretchier and

more comfortable fit is growing in po-

pularity among men looking for an

effective vibrating ring without the

snug sensation of a cock ring, and

The Screaming O is retailers’ go-to

source for this popular design feature.

“The RodeO Bucker and RodeO Spin-

ner are some of our best-selling sum-

mer releases and customers have

been raving about their thoughtful

design features – especially their su-

per-stretchy fits,” The Screaming O

Account Executive Conde Aumann

said. “The Spinner’s amazing ‘jean

seam’ has been a home run while

the Bucker’s compact size has given

shoppers the power of a full-size vi-

brator but in a petite shape. And with

their super-stretchy SEBS material, the

RodeO series offers a softer alterna-

tive to the wide selection of cock

rings on the market – perfect for be-

ginner users and those of us who just

want to enjoy the ride.” The RodeO

Spinner and RodeO Bucker are

made of pure SEBS that has been

independently lab-tested to assure

optimum material quality and a

body-safe experience. Both are wa-

ter resistant and are powered by re-

placeable AG-13 batteries.

The Screaming O introduces new
 ‘RodeO’ Vibrating Rings with relaxed fit

Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming O has introduced the RodeO Spinner and RodeO Bucker,

two new vibrat ing r ings that bend and stretch with every move to give couples complete

control  and a more relaxed f i t .  These unique couples toys feature comfor t-st retch r ings

that won’t  feel t ight with the added bonus of f inger loops that let users adjust posit ion and

pressure with ease, result ing in a customized – and comfor table – rol l  in the hay. 

New Rodeo Spinner & Bucker offer powerful vibration with stretchier rings

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The

newest Glas̈ designs are now

available at Eropartner Distribution. The

Glas̈ collection is a value priced as-

sortment of handmade glass pleasure

products for both men and women.

The range now features 30 bestselling

styles of dildos, double-headed mo-

dels, the so-called juicers and butt

plugs, each individually hand crafted

from body-safe, borosilicate glass. The

new Gläs designs include the Realistic

Head Glass Dildo, Curved G-Spot Sti-

mulator Glass Dildo, Straight Glass

Dildo, and the Glass Butt Plug in two si-

zes and Glass Juicer. All items are non-

porous, easily to clean, with water and

antibacterial soap, can be warmed

with hot water, or chilled by putting in

the freezer. “The Glas̈ collection inclu-

des a very diverse range of toys and

is very competitively priced without

compromising on quality or design”,

notes Eropartner Distribution’s Head of

Purchasing, Elcke WIeffering, “We are

excited about offering the new de-

signs to our European retail partners”. 

Six new Glas̈ designs available at Eropartner Distribution
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Cottelli Collection in
new packaging

Environmentally friendly and promotional

Flensburg, Germany - Al l  “Cottel l i  Col lect ion”

products are  del ivered in the new packaging

– more modern,  more innovat ive and more

promotional!

The new packa-

ging is made of

a high-quality card-

board box that can

also be used as pa-

ckaging for gifts.

This cardboard box

is covered in an ad-

ditional slipcase

with a detailed

image of the re-

spective product,

as well as a des-

cription of the pro-

duct in 9 langua-

ges. The new

product images are

more emotive,

more passionate

and more seductive, and they therefore increase the

customers’ incentive to buy the product. Not only is the

new packaging an eye-catcher and guarantees a sale,

but it also is more environmentally friendly in comparison

to the existing blister packaging. The new packaging

can be stood up or hung up and more products will

now fit in the sales space because they are more com-

pact. They also take up less space when in storage. At

the moment the new packaging for the categories Lin-

gerie / Nightwear / Party Outfits / Costumes and Cottelli

Plus comes in two sizes: small (205 x 147 x 35 mm) and

medium (287 x 180 x 42 mm).

The “Cottelli Collection” label stands for exclusive high-qua-

lity fashion and over the past 25 years has become best-

selling lingerie label in the erotic industry. It offers extraordi-

nary lingerie combinations, trendy clubwear and seductive

high heels for women who love to be fashionable!

New packaging

for the “Cotelli Collection“
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Thanks to its two separately con-

trollable motors, Bi STRONIC FU-

SION boasts 64 out-of-this-world

combinations. After a challen-

ging design phase and exten-

sive testing with toy users worldwide,

the Bremen sex toy producer has

created an innovative German

made market first with the Bi STRO-

NIC FUSION. The new Bi STRONIC FU-

SION opens a whole new sexual uni-

verse and combines the thrusting

action of a pulsator with the inten-

sive stimulation of an external vibra-

tor. The toy’s velvety smooth and cur-

ved body, made from medical

grade silicone, stimulates the sensi-

tive areas of the vaginal opening

with its shallow grooves. With each

thrust, the curved toy tip makes G-

spot massage a breeze. With two

separately controllable motors, first

find your own personal favorite set-

ting, then save it with the touch of a

button – the ultimate highlight. Like

all toys of the STRONIC family, this

dual pulsator can be used hands

free... to let your fingers go exploring.

In short, the Bi STRONIC FUSION has

everything you need for sensual mo-

ments that are out of this world, with

or without a partner. The refined

shape and the powerful, innovative

and ingenious technology of shaft

and extension combine the best of

both worlds, guaranteeing to take

you to places you’ve never been

before. This groundbreaking dual

action toy has been created with

the highest quality standards and

the typical charm renowned of the

FUN FACTORY. The easy to use con-

trol unit with its three raised buttons

ensures safe handling in every posi-

tion and allows for intuitive control

of both motors. The red FUN button

stops and starts the Bi STRONIC FU-

SION whilst the remaining two but-

tons control the pulsation and vibra-

tion. Of course, it’s always possible

to switch off one of the motors at

any time. With nine varying pulsating

settings as well as seven different vi-

bration settings, Bi STRONIC FUSION

boasts sixty-four stellar combinations.

Store your favorite one easily with

the touch of a button.

Bi STRONIC FUSION – 
The orgasm innovation

Bremen, Germany - The Bi STRONIC FUSION is the world’s first dual action toy to combine a pul-

sator and vibrator in one. The pulsating shaft simulates realistic thrusting motions in a variety

of intensities, whilst the extension provides strong vibrations to stimulate the clitoris and labia. 

Thrust and vibration – all in one toy

Almere, The Netherlands - Prepare

for the most incredible, rechar-

geable, rotating masturbator plea-

sure made possible by Pipedream!

The Rechargeable Robo-Bator is a

turbo powered design that is gua-

ranteed to take you on a very plea-

sure, hands-free ride! It is now ready

to order at Scala Playhouse. The new

Robo-Bator by Pipedream is an in-

novative masturbator which features

an advanced rotation mechanism

that puts a whole new spin on hands-

free pleasure! This turbo powered de-

sign does all the work for you, allo-

wing you to truly lean back, relax and

enjoy the sensational movements.

The pleasure provider features 9 thril-

ling rotation patterns to choose

from. Each pattern has its own uni-

que color sequence on the LED-dis-

play screen, which adds a contem-

porary twist to this already great

product. The Robo-Bator is USB-re-

chargeable and has independent

controls for functions plus rotation

direction. The Robo-Bator is currently

available at Scala Playhouse in the

Ass and Mouth interface.

The next generation of masturbators
has arrived at Scala Playhouse
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With classically multi-purpose bullet styling, the size

and shape of the bullet fits against the users’

 sensitive areas perfectly. It’s absolutely ideal for all kinds

of external stimulation, especially clitoris and nipples with

pinpoint precision, or the head of the penis or testicles.

The 5-functions are cycled through the click of a button

on the ergonomically designed remote, which is lit up by

a white light for easy play in the dark. The Bnaughty Classic

is made from nonporous, body-friendly PU coated ABS

plastic making it easy to clean and versatile when it

 comes to choosing lubricants. As a member of B Swish’s

Classic Line of personal massagers, the Bnaughty Classic

comes with a storage pouch and is available in 3 sexy

colors, Plum, Hot Pink and Black. The Bnaughty arrives in

chic black packaging making a great visual impact.

Learn more about the Bnaughty Classic with

 Educational Flyers, Educational Video

and online marketing support available

on B Swish’s B2B site: us.bswish.com or

email at: info@bswish.com 

Los Angeles, USA - The Bnaughty Classic remote bullet massager remains a

best seller for boutique brand B Swish. The Bnaughty Classic is a pleasure

trove with its si lky bullet boasting f ive power ful and quiet functions along

with a compact and ergonomic remote controller with an easy-to-use single

push button. 

B Swish’s Bnaughty Classic remains
a best seller

Flensburg, Germany - 15 outfits

from the “Noir Handmade” label

are now available exclusively from

ORION Wholesale. With this label the

Flensburg erotic specialist has expan-

ded its extensive assortment and now has even more

trendy looks and styles. The “Noir Handmade exclusive”

collection is sexy and figure shaping, and although it

mainly appeals to connoisseurs in the gothic or fetish

scene it does also appeal to fashion-conscious club-

goers. High-quality materials like wetlook, powernet and

lace are used to create outstanding outfits that fit like a

second skin. All outfits are available in S, M, L and XL.

Some outfits are also available in 2XL and 3XL. 

“Noir Handmade exclusive” is now available from ORION

Wholesale. The collection will be presented by the erotic

specialist at the eroFame in Hannover from 7th – 9th

October 2015, where those interested can take a look

for themselves and be convinced by the top quality

outfits at moderate prices. 

New at ORION
Wholesale

N E W S

Bnaughty Classic comes in 3 sexy colors

The Bnaughty Classic remains

a best seller for B Swish
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"The Fleshlight Warmer was de-

signed to warm the SuperSkin

sleeve to a snug temperature, just

like the real thing. And we are

happy that the new Australian Flesh-

light Girl Angela White and the British

Tanya Tate are very demanded

from Europeans. Apart from that we

released the Fleshlight GO Surge &

Torque which are lighter, shorter and

more discreet than the original, ma-

king it easier than ever to use

anywhere, anytime and with a

single hand. Their 'Value Pack' ver-

sions with a Fleshlube Water 100ml

and a Fleshlight Wash cleaner were

launched on September. These pro-

ducts have become a bestseller in

a short space of time due to their

middle range price, similar to the

well known Flight."

The QuickShot, a new product, is

going to be released on ero-

Fame. "This will be the smallest ver-

sion of a Fleshlight masturbator

and will surprise everybody due its

excellent quality and good price.

Because we at Fleshlight believe

in the right to open-ended plea-

sure, we’ve developed the Quick-

Shot. Our most compact sleeve

yet features an unobstructed exit

point, and is ideal for couples’ oral

play or masturbation. This

is the outcome of a couple of ye-

ars of research and selection to

respond the increasing demand

of this kind of product from our

main customers in the last years.

So we will release a product with

the same high quality of the rest

of the Fleshlight products but with

the smallest price of the range."

Fleshlight will present its
 latest products at eroFame

Sevi l la,  Soain -  As we get closer  to the last  quar ter  of

2015, Miguel Capi l la would l ike to summarise the Flesh-

l ight novelt ies 2015: 

QuickShot to be released on eroFame

Almere, The Netherlands - Light

up your love life with the new

brand LUZ by TOYJOY! The unique

Lovelight Collection – from LUZ by

TOYJOY - will ignite your deepest de-

sires with its amazing LED ambience

light feature. This new range helps

you set the mood for some intimate

fun in the dark! All the pleasure pro-

viders for women and couples in the

brand new LUZ by TOYJOY range are

USB-rechargeable and feature a

multi-colored LED ambiance light.

This light, which has a chic golden

surface when not in use, will change

color when you change the vibra-

tion setting. Are you in the mood for

some red hot fun, some purple se-

duction or green gratification? Ignite

the passion and light up your love

life with these one-of-a-kind pleasure

providers. The LUZ by TOYJOY Love-

light Collection will launch with 4 uni-

que designs; ranging from a thrilling

cock ring to a powerful G-spot vibe.

LUZ by TOYJOY was officially presen-

ted during the ‘Tropical Temptations’

Scala Fair on the 6th and 7th of Sep-

tember; and received a lot of

praise by the Scala Fair visitors.

“This collection will definitely stand

out from all other ranges. There is

nothing quite like it”, one of the re-

tailers gushed to our Sales Repre-

sentatives. Scala Playhouse has

also created a very chic LUZ by

TOYJOY POS display to help you in-

troduce this collection to your con-

sumers; and offer them a full in-

store brand experience. 

Light up your love life!

At eroFame Fleshlight

can be found booth 27
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“The warehouse with a larger floor

space, will give us the opportu-

nity to carry a wider assortment of

our current brands”, said Head of Pur-

chasing, Elcke Wieffering, “We’ve al-

ways had our eyes on a number of

products that we wanted to carry but

due to the physical limitations of our

previous building did not have

enough space to store

them.” The new ware-

house offers Eropartner

Distribution to the opportunity to build

on the relationships with current ma-

nufacturing partners by carrying a wi-

der assortment, and supporting them

in any way possible with their sales

and marketing efforts. “In the past

few years the number of people wor-

king at our head office and the wa-

rehouse has grown rapidly. We are

tremendously happy with our staff

and when designing the new buil-

ding we wanted to make sure to take

their needs into account as well”,

adds Sjerk Wieffering. “This resulted in

a state-of-the-art lunch room and

adjacent outdoor terrace. But the

eye catcher of the building is un-

doubtedly the EP Café, for which we

have exciting plans”. The new Ero-

partner Distribution headquarters is

located at: Tomatenmarkt 1, 1681

PH Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands. And

can be reached via  info@eropart-

ner.com or +31 (0)288 82 00 00.

Eropartner Distribution
builds new warehouse

Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion announces the complet ion of their

new warehouse. The dist r ibutor f inished moving everything to i ts  new location and star t ing

middle of September al l  operat ions are located there. 

Space for expansion

Flensburg, Ger-

many - ORION

Wholesale’s new,

neutral calen-

dars 2016 are

now available!

This year the

erotic specialist ORION

has seven different versions: Pin-up Ca-

lendar Sexy Girls 2016, Item Number

0180050 0000, Sweeten day-to-day

life every month with these 12 sweet

girls, which show off their hot bodies

to you in exciting poses. 

Colour pin-up calendar (softcore). Size

297 mm x 420 mm / Pin-up Calendar

Big Boobs 2016, Item Number

0180033 0000, 12 hot girls with sexy

curves expertly putting their boobs in

the limelight, Colour pin-up calendar

(softcore). Size 297 mm x 420 mm /

Pin-up Calendar Hot Ass 2016, Item

Number 0180068 0000, Enjoy the

backsides of lovely girls in hot poses –

a must-have for bum lovers! Colour

pin-up calendar (softcore). Size 297

mm x 420 mm / 

Pin-up Calendar Men 2016, Item

Number 0180432 0000, A masculine

“treat” every month! 12 muscly guys

that will whet your appetite: hot bodies,

slightly covered or completely naked

in exciting poses with beautiful scenery

in the background. Pin-up calendar

black/white (softcore). Size 297 mm x

420 mm / Pin-up Calendar Real Cocks

2016,  Item Number 0180483 0000,

Would you like anything else? These

guys show off what they have! Pin-up

calendar black/white (softcore). Size

297 mm x 420 mm / Pin-up Calendar

Hot Girls 2016, Item Number 0180130

0000,

The extra hot wall decoration! 12 girls

show off everything without any ta-

boos in breathtaking poses...  Colour

pin-up calendar (hardcore). Size 297

mm x 420 mm / Pin-up Porn Calendar

2016,  

Item Number 0180530 0000, An in-

tense and in-depth look into the world

of porn: there is an extreme position

to suit everyone’s taste, whether it is

oral, anal or vaginal! Pin-up calendar

black/white (hardcore). Size 297 mm

x 420 mm. Delivery possible only while

stocks last.

Neutral erotic calendars 2016 from ORION
Wholesale

Impressive: the new Eropartner building 
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Hot Octopuss sits at the cutting

edge of sex toy design, creating

next generation toys for men, women

and couples, which are designed to

fit in with people’s lifestyles. The pro-

ducts from Hot Octopuss stand out

because they combine science and

innovation to bring sex toys into the

21st century. Hot Octopuss produces

Pulse II DUO and Pulse II SOLO which

utilize cutting edge technology to ad-

dress the importance of sexual health

alongside pleasure. These state-of-

the-art sex toys can be

used even by men suffe-

ring from erectile dys-

function, and can help to reinvigorate

couples’ sex lives. PULSE II DUO is the

first sex toy ever to feature two inde-

pendently-controlled motors for the

tailored pleasure of both partners.

Samir Saraiya, CEO of Digital E-Life,

said, “Our approach is to provide the

Indian market with the best interna-

tional products. Constant innovation

and additions to our range make sure

we stay true to our promise of provi-

ding our customers top-quality versa-

tile choices. With our buyer base on

the increase, our partnership with Hot

Octopuss will not only aid in reaching

out to a wider audience but also en-

rich the already extensive range of

products we distribute.” Adam Lewis,

co-founder of Hot Octopuss, added:

“The Indian market for sexual health

and wellness products is a very exci-

ting and fast-growing one, and we

have wanted to reach out to it since

we launched. Now we are very plea-

sed to announce this new partnership

with Digital E-Life – as the largest distri-

butor in this sector they are ideally pla-

ced to help us reach as many people

as possible with our products.”
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Hot Octopuss signs exclusive Indian 
distribution deal with Digital e-Life

Mumbai, India - Digital e-Li fe has signed an ex-

clusive agreement with Hot Octopuss, an award-

winning Br i t ish sex toy brand, to bring the com-

pany’s products to India. Digital e-Li fe is India’s

largest distr ibutor of sexual health and wellness

products, reaching a huge market of 1.2 bi l l ion

people across different channels across onl ine

and off l ine retai l  outlets. 

Unique sexual wellness products will now be available in the Indian subcontinent

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - LOKI

is the newest vibrating prostate

massager by LELO and designed in

a unique way so that it tar-

gets the prostate more ac-

curately. LELO’s LOKI is

now available at Eropart-

ner Distribution. “LOKI is

form, function and style

combined”, explains Elcke

Wieffering, Head of Purcha-

sing, “The redesigned base provides

additional stimulation externally while

providing safety and security, and with

six pleasure settings, everyone is sure

to find the perfect intensity”. The

smooth silicone design delivers the in-

tense vibrations direct to the prostate,

and compared to BILLY, LOKI is slightly

thicker for a more fulfilling and satisfy-

ing experience. LELO also presents

LOKI in a brand new packaging ad-

ding to the ultra luxurious feel of the

product and brand. Furthermore LOKI

is 100% waterproof, easy to clean,

and can be used in the bath or sho-

wer. The massager is rechargeable

via USB, making it the perfect acces-

sory to take with you on your travels.

LOKI is now available in two colors,

Federal Blue and Obsidian Black and

is backed up by one year warranty

and ten year quality guarantee.

New at Eropartner Distribution: Loki by LELO

Adam Lewis, co-founder of Hot Octopuss,

and Samir Saraiya, CEO of Digital E-Life

LOKI is available

in Federal Blue and Obsidian Black
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OBob was fashioned after tradi-

tional wand-style hand massa-

gers with a bulbous head that deli-

vers powerful vibration with a wider

surface area and a non-porous ABS

plastic base makes the entire mas-

sager look like a portable and po-

cket-sized person. OBob gives men

and women the perks of the perfect

partner and will never let them down

(just as long as there are batteries

nearby!) thanks to its brand new mo-

tor, which features a unique low pitch

for a deeper rumbling sensation.

“We’ve put recent R&D focus on vi-

bration frequency and what pitches

might be optimal for intimate plea-

sure, and we chose to equip OBob

with a low-pitch motor to offer a

more penetrating vibration,” The

Screaming O Account Executive

Conde Aumann said. “As part of our

dedication to consumer trust, we’re

incorporating evidence, research

and past experience in our develop-

ment process in order to create ef-

fective products that serve a pur-

pose, and OBob is one of several

new releases this year developed

with that ethos.” OBob’s body-safe si-

licone head bends and flexes at al-

most any angle to accommodate

users’ unique needs and massages

at three powerful speeds with a bo-

nus pulsation function. When not in

use, OBob literally stands tall on his

own two feet and is small enough

for travel and discreet storage. “We

made OBob to be sturdy, dependa-

ble and ready to satisfy our fans’

every need – what more could so-

meone want in a Battery Operated

Buddy?” Aumann said. “And in anti-

cipation of shipping, our graphics de-

partment has been creating colorful

and interactive displays for retailers

looking for unique merchandising to

support OBob’s official arrival. We can

make almost any supportive materi-

als our customers might need – sim-

ply send in your request with 30 days’

notice and we’ll make the magic

happen!” OBob is made of ABS plas-

tic and body-safe silicone that have

been independently lab-tested to

assure optimum material quality and

a body-safe experience. OBob is wa-

ter resistant and powered by repla-

ceable AA batteries.

The Screaming O introduces OBob ‘Battery
 Operated Buddy’ with clever marketing campaign

Los Angeles, USA – The Screaming O is off icial ly shipping OBob, a cheeky and fun handheld

vibe shaped l ike the rel iable and power ful  Battery Operated Boyfr iend that consumers wish

for.  This l ightweight electr ic vibe features a smooth rounded si l icone head and adjustable

neck connected to a uniquely shaped “body” that combines clever market ing with smar t

functional i ty,  al l  at a competit ive pr ice point that sets a new standard in this category. 

New handheld massager features special low-pitch motor for more satisfying sensations

Almere, The Netherlands - Em-

brace your intimate desires with

the new, elegant Foreplay stimulator

by CalExotics. This sleek, high-quality

design from the Embrace collection

is now ready to order at Scala! The

Foreplay stimulator will please your

consumers with its dual flickering tick-

lers; providing double the stimulation

and double the pleasure! It has 7

sensational functions of vibration, es-

calation and pulsation; and is made

of luxurious body-safe silicone. The

design features an easy push-con-

trol button and is USB-rechargeable. 

Another new addition to the Em-

brace collection is the Felicity Wand.

This beautiful wand vibrator features

independently controlled triple mo-

tors with alternating patterns. It offers

7 functions of intense vibrations, pul-

sation and escalations; plus 6 inde-

pendent speeds for each function. 

Embrace your intimate desires!
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In addition to being part of the “Big

Brother” house, Farrah will be repre-

senting her featured adult toy line in

the UK, made exclusively by Topco.

The line appeals to both her male fans

with the award winning “Farrah’s Grip

On Stroker” to an inflatable version of

the popular reality TV star, complete

with a cyberskin pussy and ass, and

to her female fans with the new line of

Farrah’s silvery vibrators.“We know that

people in England will be talking about

Farrah on “Big Brother” and having her

branded adult toys there will certainly

increase sales,” mentioned Valentino

Tolman, International Sales Director for

Topco. “We made sure there was

enough Farrah masturbators and vi-

brators in the UK to keep all of her fans

happy.” The British realilty TV show, “Ce-

lebrity Big Brother,” airs weekly in the

UK and features Farrah with other

American adult stars on the team, Ja-

nice Dickenson and Jenna Jameson.

“This should be an interesting show to

watch to follow Farrah and her Ameri-

can team live with her British counter-

parts,” added Tolman. “Here at Topco,

we’re all set with the increasing de-

mand for Farrah’s toys and we can’t

wait to see what happens.”

Simi Val ley, USA - Topco’s Celebri ty Ser ies and MTV’s “Teen

Mom” star Far rah Abraham recently joined the Br i t ish real i ty

program, “Big Brother” with elegance and style. 

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The

new Hydromax X20 is the latest

addition to the Bathmate range.

The Hydromax X20 has the same

great features as the Hydromax

X30, and X40, but is a little smaller,

designed for guys whose penis in

no longer than 6 inches. Bath-

mate’s Tim explains: ”The reason

why we have brought the new X20

to market is because we have a

lot of customer demand. We have

concentrated on pumps that are

for the average man and bigger,

this has left a gap in the market, a

gap which we have now filled. We

aim to ensure we make a product

suitable for every man on the pla-

net". The Bellows system now incor-

porates a new, soft sealing, full

support comfort ring to give the

user reduced pressure and greater

comfort around the penis base

and testicle region. As an added

bonus, it is also removable for

ease of cleaning. While the new

Super Flow Latch Valve system al-

lows for single hand filling in the

shower, making using and positio-

ning the hydropump much easier.

Also, the internal bellows size has

been increased, and the number

of convolutes reduced to allow the

user to gain even more impressive

girth expansion. 

“The Hydromax X20 is manufactu-

red in Bathmate’s own factory in

the United Kingdom and all parts

are made from the highest quality

materials,“ explains Eropartner’s

Head of Purchasing, Elcke Wieffe-

ring, “It rounds up the successful

Bathmate assortment we carry at

Eropartner perfectly”. 

Eropartner picks up Bathmate’s Hydromax X20

Topco Sales celebrity star Farrah
Abraham takes on England

The Hydromax X20 has the same great features

as the Hydromax X30, and X40, but is a little smaller

British reality program, “Big Brother”

Farrah Abraham recently joined the

„Big Brother“
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All love toy novelties can be found at the

beginning of each of the categories. All

of the catalogue texts are, as usual, in two

languages – German and English. ORION

offers the best possible range of products

with its complete erotic assortment, and is con-

stantly working on increasing and optimising its assort-

ment at fair and stable prices. The focus is also on mo-

dern innovation and of course on customer satisfaction.

This is why the Cottelli Collection products are now being

delivered in new packaging – more environmentally

friendly, more innovative and more promotional! Fur-

thermore, ORION Wholesale’s modern, automatic high

rack warehouse has a record amount of goods in stock

ready for its customers, so that they can rely on the

well-known outstanding delivery capacity. The new ca-

talogue is, of course, also available as an e-paper ca-

talogue that can be browsed through online at

www.orion-wholesale.com. The ORION Wholesale cata-

logue is also available in a promotional, neutral A5 ver-

sion – “Erotic Highlights” in either German or English / A4

Retailer Version 2015/2016, in German and English, 578

pages: item number 0900028 0000 / “Erotic Highlights”

in German with retail prices, 452 pages: item number

0900010 0000 / “Erotic Highlights” in English without pri-

ces, 452 pages: item number 0900540 0000.

Flensburg, Germany - The best ORION Wholesale catalogue ever is  here! 578 trendy,

colour ful  and glossy A4 pages with a f i rs t  class product presentat ion. The catalogue

also has numerous novelt ies and bestsel lers f rom the ent i re product l ine, which are

marked as such on every page making i t  easier to have an overview. 

The new catalogue is released

ORION Wholesale: A strong partner with a
catalogue packed full of the latest trends

Mömbris, Germany - Mystim will attend two famous

fairs in October. The company presents at ero-

Fame and at Venus its high quality toys. World premiere

will have Tickleberry Finn, the elegant designed urethral

sound, with exciting E-Stim technology.   Besides urethral

sounds, the company will show its wide range of products

with and without E-Stim. Popular are the E-Stim Vibes! They

combine the classical vibrator, with exciting satisfaction

of electrical stimulation. October 7th – 9th you will find

Mystim at the eroFame Fair at booth no. 44. “We place

high value to a close contact with our partners and dis-

tributors. Therefor we like coming back to the eroFame

fair.”, Christoph Hofmann adds. The Venus will be from

October 15th till October 18th. The famous erotic fair at-

tracts visitors since 1997. Mystim as well is excited about

showing at Venus again. You find Mystim at hall 18. 

Visit Mystim at the 2015
eroFame and Venus
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New is the Mighty Mouth. This

vibrating pleasure stroker

offers deep throat action from

a noduled chamber that feels

just like the real thing. It is versa-

tile with an impressive 30 functi-

ons of vibration and a totally wa-

terproof design. As an added bonus,

the Mighty Mouth can be used with

or without the suction cup swivel

mount that’s included, unlike many

other masturbators.

This season COLT also adds silicone

toys to its lineup, the XXL Pumper

Plug and Silicone Super Rings.

The popular inflatable plugs

from COLT just got supersi-

zed and are now availa-

ble as the XXL Pumper Plug. It’s made

of silicone that inflates evenly, features

a suction cup base, EZ-squeeze bulb

and quick air release valve for superior

play. Unlike anything on the market,

the Silicone Super Rings are soft, stret-

chy, come in two sizes and are avai-

lable in red or black. New cleaning

systems from COLT offer two incredi-

ble ways to stay fresh and clean. Vibro

Cleanse is an oversized, superior

cleaning system with a removable sti-

mulator offering 10 functions of vibra-

tion, pulsation and escalation for an

added bit of enjoyment. The curved

beaded nozzle offers comfort and re-

ach, and is removable for easy

cleaning. COLT Master Cleanse offers

a syringe-style hygienic cleaning sys-

tem for more intense action. The tip is

soft, pliable and can be removed for

easy cleaning. Both systems can be

filled with any liquid. All-new powered

and flexible anal probes by COLT of-

fer 10 functions. The Ramrod and Fle-

xer are generously sized, tapered and

textured silicone probes. The unique

feature of these probes is the flexible

tip that can be bent to hold any po-

sition. Jackie White, Vice President of

CalExotics, says, “I love the Ramrod

and Flexer. They are super powerful

but the really cool part is they flex and

stay in place. I haven’t seen a probe

this large with this feature on the mar-

ket. COLT fans are going to love it!”

CalExotics and COLT release new COLT
GEAR

Ontario, USA - CalExot ics and COLT team up to br ing new COLT GEAR to the market.  These

al l -male products are power ful  and feature the iconic red and black designs. “COLT is  an

incredibly popular l icensed brand for us.  Special ly tai lored for the gay men’s market

with premium products,  our newest addit ions are big and bold, just  l ike COLT, and

consumer l ike i t  that way,” says Founder and CEO of CalExot ics,  Susan Colvin.

Male products in iconic red and black designs

Wimborne, England - ABS is

plumping up their pleasure

portfolio with the new Doxy Skittle.

This versatile new vibrator gets it’s

name from a likeness to a bowling

alley pin – a unique design that de-

livers powerful pleasure for couple’s

play or a solo session. With a rai-

sed ridge, the Skittle can be used

for external pleasure zones

like the nipples, shaft, frenu-

lum, perineum or cli-

toris – but the design allows for ama-

zing internal pleasure, too. The Doxy

Skittle is a plug-in-and-play vibrator

that’s easy to use. The vibrations vary

from a slow simmer to an all-out

blaze as the user switches from a

gentle buzz to a powerful experi-

ence. The Skittle features a 3-button

controller and a 12 foot long lead

gives plenty of range to move and

play. The Skittle is easy to operate

and uses basic “+” and “-” buttons

to switch the intensity higher or lower.

The control buttons light up and lead

the way in the dark. The Skittle can

also be switched into an escalating

pulse mode for extra thrills. The Doxy

Skittle is made from high quality sili-

cone and is smooth, comfortable

and non-porous. This toy is easily

cleaned and maintained for regular

fun. This toy is for vaginal or anal use

and a water based lubricant adds

a perfect glide for enhanced play. 

Doxy Skittle now available at ABS

The Doxy Skittle is

now available and shipping at ABS
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It is a trade fair that is dependent on

brands such like Vitenza to come in

and introduce new ideas to the mar-

ket, in order to keep it exciting”, ex-

plains General Manager, Django Ma-

récaux. According to Max Fischer,

responsible for the German market,

Vitenza wants to demonstrate to po-

tential contacts their unique focus on

personal care, “our existing partners

already know how dedicated we are

to giving a unique service, which

combines understanding the client,

providing continued support and de-

livering value to them. Now, it is time

to show new customers what Vitenza

are about.” Knowing that this year,

eroFame has gathered more than

200 exhibitors, Vitenza plans to stand

out by offering attractions and original

ways to interact with clients, as well as

a number of show exclusive offers.

“Our customers have wanted us to

exhibit at a show such as this for some

time, so that they can speak with the

team face to face about business

development. For new clients, there

is a great opportunity to get hands

on with our exclusive lines and ask any

questions they might have. What’s

more, there is a photo booth and pri-

zes to be won” says Samuel Ruddy,

the UK Business Manager for Vitenza.

Vitenza is available for the full three

days of the exhibition, on stand 254,

next to the cocktail bar

Vitenza on eroFame

Beckenham, England - Fol lowing an incredibly active last 12 months, Vi tenza shows no

signs i f  s lowing down, as they exhibit ing at eroFame this month. Af ter seeing a higher than

targeted sales growth over the past year and a rapidly expanding client base, the wholesale

company are confident this year is  the one to star t  attending. “eroFame is a gathering of

the world’s biggest and best dist r ibutors.  

Booth number 254

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Crea-

tor of erotic jewelry, Diogol has ra-

pidly become the international stan-

dard for an increasingly

demanding market. The uni-

que products are the result

of prestigious partnerships

with leading designers and amongst

others Swarovski, and all steps in the

production chain are located at the

Diogol production facilities, situated

near Paris. Eropartner Distribution has

now added the Diogol collection to

its assortment.  “The Diogol collection

is gorgeous to look at“, explains Elcke

Wieffering, Head of Purchaing at Ero-

partner Distribution. “Diogol has put

great care in the design and finish.

We are sure that our retail partners will

appreciate the quality of the products

and how they are a true work of art.“

A touch of luxury

Almere, The Netherlands - Great

news for all Fleshlight fans: the

Fleshlight GO Surge and GO Torque

are now ready to order at Scala.

These compact masturbators are

pleasurable proof that good things

really do come in small packages.

The Fleshlight GO collection, con-

taining the Surge and Torque, is a

new take on the classic Fleshlight

masturbators. These items are more

compact in size, measuring an in-

sertable length of 7 inches; which

makes them more agile, lighter and

making them the perfect travel-

companions. Due to their smaller si-

zes, they also come with a lower

price-tag; making them an at-

tractive try-out option for first time

Fleshlight users. For fans of the origi-

nal Fleshlight look and feel, the

Surge is a great choice for compact

pleasure on

the go. This

masturbator has a pink vaginal en-

trance and is similar to the aesthe-

tics of the popular Pink Lady Stamina

Trainer design. Voyeurs will be more

enchanted by the Torque; which has

a transparent case. Both the Surge

and Torque are made of Fleshlight’s

famous Real-Skin material, although

varying in internal texture. 

Fleshlight GO arrives at Scala Playhouse

Diogol's erotic jewelry

is now available at Eropartner 
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Bringing their newest additions to

the world-famous Swan Col-

lection, the Special Edition Swans

were debuted in a royal purple in-

troducing new functions never be-

fore seen by Swan. As always, their

incredible vibrations are powered by

BMS’ own PowerBullet technology for

unbelievable sensations. Keeping in

line with power, the new PalmPower

Recharge also was on display with

much excitement. Those who al-

ready love the Original PalmPower

have been wanting a cordless ver-

sion since it was first launched – and

now it is finally here. For the first time

ever, customers are able to enjoy

nearly the same amount of power

as the Original PalmPower with the

freedom of being cordless. The

PalmPower Recharge is made with

a black body and still features the

iconic pink cap (included with pur-

chase). New PalmPower Attach-

ments are also available which can

turn the PalmPower into a number

of different variations sure to suit al-

most any user’s tastes. PalmPower

Attachments have been designed

to work with both the Original Palm-

Power and the PalmPower Recharge.

Both the Special Edition Swans, Palm-

Power Recharge, and PalmPower At-

tachments will be made available

from Scala in the coming months. 

BMS Factory announces astounding
 success at Scala Fair 2015

Toronto, Canada, September – Held September 6th and 7th, the Scala Fair  is  host to top

manufacturers f rom around the world as they come together to show their  newest products

to Scala customers.  In a s imilar fashion to previous years,  BMS continues to be one of the

brands with the most buzz at the show. 

Special Edition Swans, PalmPower Recharge, and PalmPower Attachments

Mömbris, Germany - Mystim is ex-

cited about collaborating with

the Australian company Windsor Who-

lesale Australasia. By this, Mystim keeps

building an international distribution

network and introduces its high per-

forming electrosex toys to Australia.

Mystim is the international market lea-

der for erotic electrical stimulation. The

German company stands for high

class quality and innovative ideas.

Mystim is already being sold in more

than 50 countries all over the world,

growing constantly. The company ex-

tends its range of products perma-

nently and keeps strengthening the

brand. Windsor Wholesale is one of

Australia’s leading suppliers to the adult

retail industry, by offering over 5000

products from the world’s leading

brands. Since 2005 they sell sex toys,

after being specialized in erotic ma-

gazines since 2000, and are very suc-

cessful by doing that. „We are excited

to revolutionize, together with Windsor,

the adult retail market in Australia. We

are looking forward to have a suc-

cessful future in Australia with our one

of a kind E-Stim products and the in-

novative bridge between those and

classical sex toys.”, says CEO of Mys-

tim, Christoph Hofmann. With Mystim

as a partner, Windsor expands its

range by selling high quality E-Stim pro-

ducts. "Electric stim is a rapidly growing

category down under, we are excited

to lead the way with Mystim" says Da-

vid Watt, owner of Windsor Wholesale

Australasia. Together, Mystim and

Windsor, introduce one of a kind elect-

rosex products to the Australian market

- such as the Pubic Enemy No 1 and

2 or the E-Stim vibrators. The Pubic

Enemy No 1 is the world’s first cock

cage, with electrosex stimulation.

Mystim partnering with Windsor Wholesale Australasia

Steve Bannister and Maggie Nicol

at the Scala Fair 
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The winners of the AAE Awards

E V E N T
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Which place in Asia could be more per fect for an adult b2b trade show

than Hong Kong? The metropolis by the mouth of the Pearl River is only

a few hours '  car r ide away from the industr ial region of Shenzhen, and

it is home to the airpor t with the most international f l ights in the world.

This means that producers and trade members from

East and West have no problem reaching the city,

and on September 27 to 29, they f locked to the

 former crown colony in droves to attend As ia

Adult Expo as the event took place for the

thi rd t ime. Amid t ropical  temperatures

and the hectic bustle of the mega city,

the visitors were welcomed by more than

190 exhibitors from eleven countries at the

fairgrounds of the Hong Kong Convention

and Exhibi t ion Center.  Here are some

 pictures from the show.

Impressions from the big Asian trade show
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AAE Hong Kong 2015

The opening ceremony of AAE

was influenced by Chinese folklore

The Hong Kong Convention

and Exhibition Centre was the location of AAE
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Susanna Xu of ML Creation,

one of the main sponsors of the show

Laura and Thomas had come to China

to present the German brand Fun Factory

Stephanie Zhang

of Odeco

Jack Zhang of Fei Fei Leather Industry

was very happy with the the show

Timmy Wong, Johanna Huang, and Marc Williams

presented the products of  IMTOY

Lily Bu of

Dongguan Newway Toys

products made of medical liquid silicone 

Candy Feng introduced the visitors to

49
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The lingerie collection

was only part of Lucky Bay's AAE presentation

Henrique de Oliveira, Jason Chan, and Juliano de Oliveira

from Conasia had brought their H8ZE brand to the show 

The Puramour team:

Christina Meng, Ray Ruan, and James Wang
Audrey Laborie, Peggy Fan,

and Nathalie Vernin (Exsens)

Highly motivated: the team of

Shenzhen D X Intech Technology  

The team of BKK develops

high-tech masturbators with VR goggles

Elizabeth Gordon of Luvsense London presented

the LUVVU Mirror which had its international premiere at the show

Danny Xiang presented the

products of his company, NV Toys
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Scala had p icked “Tropical  Temptat ions“  as  the theme for  the i r  in -house show on Sep-

tember  6  and 7,  and despi te  the ear ly  autumn weather,  th i s  mot to  made a lo t  o f  sense

s ince the v i s i to r s  o f  the show wandered in to  a jungle of  in te res t ing products ,  lucrat ive

discounts ,  and exc i t ing brand presentat ions .  And wi th  love ly  decorat ion and a great

eye for  detai ls ,  the Scala team made sure ever yone forgot that the summer had off ic ial ly

ended in  Western  Europe.  The v i s i to r s  had p lenty  o f  oppor tun i t ies  to  learn about  new

products  f rom Sca la ' s  supp l ie r s  and a l so

about  the growing range of  Scala ' s  p r ivate

brands.  In  addi t ion to  a l l  that ,  the t rade

member s  cou ld  ta l k  to  the  p roduce r s  i n

person,  wh ich i s  o f ten ver y  hard to  orga-

n i se  outs ide a t rade show.  That ' s  a l so  one

of  the th ings  that  makes  the wholesa ler ' s

in -house show so popular  among reta i le r s .

The re  i s  a lways  amp le  t ime  fo r  bus ines s

ta lks ,  and a lso fo r  chat t ing and catch ing

up wi th  o ld f r iends  and col leagues .  And of

course,  ever ybody in at tendance is  t reated

to a b ig dose of  Dutch hospi ta l i ty.

Scala's house show us-
hers in the winter season 
Industry and trade meet in Almere
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A staple of the Scala house show:

the Cash & Carry area 
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TOJOY brought many

new products to Almere 

Keith and Rebecca Thompson

are retailers from Dublin, Ireland 

Rocks-Off's own Lulu Shwartzer 

Roxana Mendoza presents

new CalExotics products 

Michael Sonner (HOT), Huda Lutz (EAN),

and Christoph Hofmann (Mystim)

Jesus Ruiz puts the fun in

product presentation 

A very lively

product presentation
Angela Mustone and

Roxana Mendoza (CalExotics)

Gijs and Joost (Mister B) 
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Michael Sonner (HOT)

and Huda Lutz (EAN)

Klaus Pedersen (MaleEdge) presents his new initiative

for the support of the trade with POS materials 

Steve Bannister and

Maggie Nicol (BMS)

Fleshlight's Miguel Capilla

holding the new Fleshlight Go 

The lingerie experts of Leg Avenue:

Andre Visscher and Walter Kroes

The dynamic Pipedream duo:

Jesus Ruiz and Raymond Houtenbos 

William Garland and the metal

version of the Doxy Massager 

Great success: product training at

the stand of SystemJO 
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bystart enthusiastically inaugurated

its new facilities at  September 14th. bystart is a

dynamic and young company with a potential

that goes beyond the erotic industry as it has

been created to take advantage of the resources

and highly skilled people behind Sex4Fun and fo-

cus their abilities on other areas of business.Sex4Fun

was the star of a party that counted among its attendees

many trade partners such as suppliers and customers. The facili-

ties expand over more than 64,000 sq. feet of modernism and elegance, and the

showroom, where eroticism and prestige create the perfect symbiosis, had the biggest visual

impact. Then again, that amalgamation is something we have come to expect from Sex4Fun.

This space was created and designed by the company’s own design  department, and it re-

ceived countless compliments, which made all the collaborators thrilled and proud of their

progress with Sex4Fun. This event marks the beginning of many projects, as the company

continues its fruitful, proactive, creative and entrepreneurial approach.
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Impressions from the festivities

Sex4Fun has big    
in new company

Modern and elegant:

the new bystart building 

Nelson Duarte describes

the company's new capacities 

Sofia Martins (bystart), Ludmila

Taalman (Wet), Nelson Duarte (bystart)

Michal Sonner (HOT), Andre Visscher (Leg Avenue), Ana

Sampaio (bystart) and Helen Clyne (a2z Services)

The entrance area 
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   house-warming party 
headquarters 

In the best of moods: Liliana Mesquita,

Vania Delgado, and Sofia Martins 

Shots' Sales Manager Andrea Marocchini

and bystart's Director Nelson Duarte 

Dancing with the bystart team 

Jorge Amorim from bystart's logistics department

explains the advantages the new building offers

Nelson Duarte and

Fleshlight's Miguel Capilla 

Nelson Duarte

conversing with customers 

The showroom 
Eliana Magalmaes

welcomes the arriving guests 
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Contra

The other day, a friend asked me about the current trends

in the sex toy market, so I told her that app-controlled

toys were in the ascendant and that it was possible today

for one partner to control the other's vibrator while he was

in Berlin and she was in London. My friend's reaction was

pretty obvious: She laughed and laughed, and then she

laughed some more. Couples going for that kind of thing

was purely a male fantasy, she said. And maybe there's

more truth to that statement than you'd initially think. While

we do live in a world of high-tech gadgets and global

connectivity, we should still take the time to ask who the

target audience for such products is. Sure, there are

people who look for new and exciting thrills, but how big

is that group, does it really justify the current hype? And

will the rest accept these products just because they're

everywhere? High-tech euphoria is well and good, but is

it maybe a bit premature to call it the next big thing? Will

these toys ever be “must have“ products or part of a cer-

tain – or yet to be defined – lifestyle? We'll have to wait

and see. By no means do I object to technological pro-

gress in our industry, the thing is just: It has to have a point,

a purpose, added value. Is it enough to produce some-

thing only because you can? Do the new sex toy techno-

logies really improve the consumers' experience, or are

they little more than marketing gimmicks at the end of

60

Over the course of the years,  the sex toy market has seen

constant change and development – in terms of design, of

functionality, of technology, of materials, etc. At the moment,

however, the industr y seems to be in the middle of a veri table

quantum leap, exploit ing the possibi l i t ies offered by modern

technology, most prominently smar tphones. But are the new

tech-fuel led features that are introduced in today's sex toys

real ly of relevance to the consumer?

the day? If so, you'd end up with a lot of bells and whistles

and little purpose. And what will happen if producers lose

sight of what the consumers really want and develop

new toys based predominantly on technological advan-

cements? New technologies are important, but they

should still take a back seat to the factors that really matter

to the consumers when they buy a sex toy. And by that, I

don't just mean things like functionality, design, price, ma-

terials, etc., but the very reason why people buy toys: se-

xual satisfaction, pleasure, intimacy, fun, maybe also to-

getherness, sexual wellness, and sexual health – the list

goes on. By all means, it is awesome that you can get all

these things with your partner across a gulf of thousands

of kilometres, I'm just saying that we mustn't lose sight of

the important factors amid the whirlwind of technological

advancements and possibilities. Of course, you could ar-

gue that there are also high-tech products in other mar-

kets, and nobody's complaining about them. However,

the point of a high-tech tooth brush is easier to fathom

than that of a vibrator that can be controlled via app.

Some people find it hard to see the added value in that,

especially newcomers to the world of sex toys. Imagine

this scenario: A consumer takes a shine to a sex toy be-

cause he likes the shape, the functionality, and the ma-

terials, but ends up not buying it because it has technical

features he doesn't want that are driving up the price.

That would be a gloomy future, indeed, but like so many

gloomy futures, it can be prevented as long as we don't

lose sight of the bigger picture.

The pros and cons of technologically advanced products in the erotic market

F E A T U R E
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exclusive

Point at issue: high-tech sex toys

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief
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It has only been a few weeks since

one of the biggest tech events in

Europe, the Internationale Funkaus-

stellung Berlin - the Berlin Radio

Show. As always, there were lots of

new TV sets, connected household

solutions, and highlights from all ot-

her areas of what is commonly

called consumer electronics. And

naturally, there was a lot of buzz

surrounding the latest smartphone

models and the growing range of

wearables. Admittedly, no new

ground was broken in this area, but

it cannot be denied that there is

steady progress in the world of mo-

bile communication.

Alas, the latest technological de-

velopments from the erotic market

are yet to make an appearance

at IFA. Our industry has not been

embraced by giants such as Sony,

Samsung, or Apple, nor has it

brought forth a big mainstream-

accepted tech company of its

own, but there are numerous pro-

ducers who think about ways to

make sex toys better by using mo-

dern technology. Smartphones are

particularly well-suited to create

connected, user-friendly experi-

ences of pleasure that have not

been possible in the past. And gi-

ven the fact that about 1.9 billion

people own a smartphone – a

number with a clear upwards ten-

dency -, most potential users al-

ready have the necessary tool to

delve into this new world of sexual

satisfaction.

Smartphones have already

changed the every-day life of

countless people, and it is remar-

kable how deeply these little com-

puters have penetrated modern

society – all the more so if you

consider that it hasn't even been

ten years since the launch of the

very first smartphone. And since

you probably  own a smartphone

yourself, there's really no need for

me to go into detail about all the

purposes these mobile devices

can serve: communication, navi-

gation, social networks, etc.

And now there is another purpose:

to control your sex toy. Given how

quickly technology advances in

many areas, I am sure that soon,

it will be the rule rather than the

exception that you can control

your toy via smartphone. Maybe it

won't be next year, or the year af-

ter, but I feel we'll be getting there

much sooner than some people

dare imagine today. This develop-

ment will not only be fuelled by

the easy availability of the neces-

sary technologies, but also by

changes in user behaviour: As we

get used to relying on our

smartphone in so many elements

of your daily life, it will only seem

like a logical step to also use it in

your sex life.

The extent to which these features

will be used ultimately hinges on

user friendliness. Nobody wants to

invest long hours to familiarise

themselves with a system, especi-

ally if it's a sex toy.

That goes for smartphone control

apps as well as for other techno-

logically advanced solutions.

Speaking of which, there has been

another area has benefited greatly

from technological advances and

steadily continues to gain popula-

rity: teledildonics, i.e. controlling a

vibrator or masturbator from any

distance. This may only seem a

small step away from smartphone-

controlled sex toys, but the oppor-

tunities are vast. Of course, there

is still lots of potential to be une-

arthed, and lots of research and

development to be done, but the

big problems that have marred at-

tempts at long-distance sex in the

past are definitely ironed out, so

there is definitely a bright future

ahead for such toys.

People had sex and orgasms long

before the invention of the vibrator,

and it is fairly obvious that this latest

technological development won't

mark the end of our sexual evolu-

tion. But it may well be the next

step. Today, connected high-tech

sex toys with app control may only

be fun gadgets for early adopters,

but this product category is still in

its infancy. Of course, some con-

cepts and companies will fail –

they always do -, but in the end,

there will be a new status quo

among sex toys, and I for one

would be very surprised if it didn't

include smartphone-controlled

toys – simply because people

 already own a smartphone and

are used to using it for all sorts  

of things.

F E A T U R E

Randolph Heil, editor 
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John looked at the products that were currently available

on the market and thought he could do a lot better.

How right he was! John invented the world’s first penis

pump designed to be used specifically in water, creating

62 

Bathmate's inventor John Oakes recal ls  how Bathmate came in to being in 2004: A f r iend

of John's had had a ser ious spinal injur y,  meaning he could no longer gain and maintain

an erection. John, an exper t in hydraul ic engineering and an award-winning engineer,

 l is tened intent ly to his f r iend's problems, he enquired about the products he had tr ied and

if  he had found them to be useful .  John was surpr ised to hear that his f r iend hadn't  found

one product that would provide him with an erection despite the number of potions, lotions,

creams, and pumps he had tr ied.

Bathmate - 
A British icon

hydraulic pressure around the penis. John says: “Hydraulic

pressure is uniform and unlike air, which when pressurised

become spongy and inconsistent. The key to Bathmates

success is the consistent pressure our pumps produce,

F E A T U R E
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.................

We aim to ensure that we have the

right product for every man on the

planet.” Joe Mosalski 

................................ 
“

exclusive

Bathmate's General Manager, Joe Mosalski 
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creating consistent results.” 

When John gave the first edition of

Bathmate to his friend, the results were

nothing short of amazing. This led

John to believe there was a market

for his invention...

Bathmate was launched onto the

market in 2006. At that time, the

 Bathmate was manufactured in a

small factory in Wakefield, England,

and initial sales were slow. “When you

launch a new product into an existing

market, its always difficult to gain

traction. The distributors wanted to

know that we would be here in 12

months! We knew we had a great

product, but we also knew we had to

convince distributors, wholesalers,

 retailers, and most importantly the

end user how great the products

were", John said. In the early days,

things were certainly tough, leading

John to look for an investor to take

the brand to the next level. Through a

mutual acquaintance John was

 introduced to Carl Pallister, who has a

well rounded business background

and knows a good idea when he

sees one.

The two first got together in a hotel

room where John gave a very

 informative and well-rehearsed pre-

sentation explaining  the Bathmate

pump. Carl remembers, "At that time,

I was looking for new and exciting

 product. John's presentation was

 interesting, but at that time, the adult

industry was something  I knew

 nothing about. I needed to go away

and research the industry and the

product before I made a sizeable fi-

nancial commitment". Carl carried

out his research, reaching the con-

clusion that the Bathmate project was

one he could add value to and help

move forward. The business

 continued to grow, and the expansion

meant recruiting more quality people

into the business. In 2008, Joe Mosalski

joined the company as General

 Manager. Joe's impact was felt im-

mediately with new structures and

procedures implemented throughout

the business, plus the introduction of

a global shipping plan for all

 Bathmate retail sales. Bathmates were

now being sold in 70 countries

 globally

2008 was a land mark year for Bath-

mate with the birth of the Goliath, the

world's largest water-based penis

pump, John recalls "We were getting

so many calls from guys who had got

so big they could no longer fit in the

Hercules, we really had no choice but

to design and build a new supersized

pump". Goliath was selling well right

from the start, with production

 struggling to keep up with demand.

By 2010, sales had reached such high

levels that additional manufacturing

space was needed. The whole

 operation was relocated to a new

factory in Dewsbury – just a few miles

from Wakefield – in the summer of

2010.

In October 2012, more new products

were brought to the market, the

F E A T U R E

The Bathmate headquarters in Wakefield, England

The Hydromax X20 has

hit the market this summer 
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 Hydromax X30 being the first. This latest Hydromax water

pump was fitted with a new design of bellows made from

a 'state of the art' elastomer. When used in water, the

 Hydromax X30 achieves the maximum negative vacuum

pressure allowed by the medical authorities, making it the

most powerful and at the same time safest penis pump

on the market.

Next,The Hydromax X40 was launched onto the market in

March 2013. It is the big brother of the X30, with the same

great features but 15% bigger. Again, demand for these

new products exceeded the production capacity. Clearly,

the Hydromax was what the market had been waiting for,

and sales rapidly grew all over the world. In 2013, further

new products were added to the Hydromax range, starting

with the latest 'Super Pump', the Xtreme. All this put the

manufacturing facility under pressure once more and furt-

her relocation became necessary. A four acre site in Wa-

kefield, one hundred metres from Bathmate’s original

home, proved ideal: An existing factory three times the
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size of the Dewsbury facility already existed there, and the

site also has acres of land to expand the factory if need

be. The site was purchased and the new factory

 refurbished during the autumn of 2013, and UM Products'

total investment in the location and the latest manu -

facturing technology totalled over £1 million. The whole

 operation moved from Dewsbury shortly before Christmas

2013. The foresight in purchasing the four acres of land

along with the factory soon became apparent as sales

had once again increased significantly during the

 refurbishment period, and even as the manufacturing

operations were moved during December 2013, plans

were already being made for a substantial extension to

the factory. Bathmate continued to launch new products,

and in July of 2014 they presented their first non-pump-

 related product - the Hydrodouche. “Douches have been

around for a long time, but like with so many products,

there haven’t been any significant steps forward in design

or materials. We researched the market extensively and

listened carefully to our target audience, and we believe

we now manufacture the best douche available”,

 Managing Director Carl states. 

Some of the key features and benefits of the new douche

are:

Every component is made from medical-grade material,

ensuring safe hygienic use /

Gravity fed system – puts the user in total control, without

nasty spikes in pressure or temperature /

Completely controllable – the user controls the

 temperature of the water that fills the collection vessel;

the user also controls the flow rate with the hand controller

/ Adaptive Shower connector – fits any shower / Lifetime

guarantee on all parts – if for any reason any part of the

douche fails, UM Products will replace the part free of

charge / Easy to use – designed to be intuitive, making it

very easy to use / It’s a smart douche -  it has a PHD (Per-

sonal Hygiene Device) in cleaning

9” Nozzle – ensuring thorough cleanliness / Multi direction
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Bathmate's inventor, John Oakes 

The Hydrodouche – Bathmate's first non-pump-related

product was launched in July 2014
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flow Nozzle - makes sure the user gets clean 360 degrees

/ Hygienic Wand Holder – keeping the nozzle away from

contaminates 

Also in July of 2014, UM Products launched a range of

Bathmate Power Rings, available in 3 designs: the

 Gladiator, Spartan and Barbarian. “As usual, we have gone

the extra mile to ensure only the very best quality products

reach the market and carry the Bathmate name”, Joe

explains. 

Bathmate Power Rings are made from Elastomex (trade

marked) which is a unique blend of TPR and TPE. This new

material is designed to make the Bathmate Power Rings

the toughest and most flexible rings on the market. The

rings are phthalate free and skin-safe. Using Bathmate

Power Rings will give the user an enhanced erection

 experience which in turn will improve performance and

lead to greater sexual satisfaction. 

Bathmate also offer a range of in store displays. “For a

long time, Bathmate's success was attributed to internet

sales, but there is a big market in bricks and mortar retail

66 

as well. The key to selling Bathmate through bricks and

mortar is to provide customers with effective education

about Bathmate products, and we do this by providing

our resellers with some very effective in-store displays” Carl

says. The latest product release from Bathmate is the new

Hydromax X20, first seen at ANME in 2015 The Hydromax

X20 has the same great features as the Hydromax X30

and X40 but is a little smaller, designed for guys whose

penis is no longer than 6.0 inches when erect. The

 company has decided to bring the new X20 to market

because there is such great customer demand. “We have

concentrated on pumps that are for the average man

and bigger, this has left a gap in the market, a gap which

we have now filled. We aim to ensure that we have the

right product for every man on the planet”, Joe explains. 

The final step in the current Bathmate evolution is the be-

spoke design and manufacture of the latest edition of the

Bathmate show booths, Carl adds " We have gone the

extra mile in producing a state of the art booth. We are a

quality brand and we want to make sure we are perceived

that way at the shows. Also, we want to show our products

in their best possible light."

There is a long line of new products currently in

 development at Bathmate, and the next new pump

launch is scheduled for January 2016. Later that year, the

company is also going to launch its first female product

which once again will be a world first.
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Bathmate's Brand Manager, Tim Brown

.................

The key to selling Bathmate through

bricks and mortar is to provide cus-

tomers with effective education about

Bathmate products.” Carl Pallister  

................................ 

“
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„benno von stein is a way of life,“ says Claudia Pohl -

who runs the company together with her husband

Christoph - when asked to describe the brand's philosophy.

The two had already been familiar with the adult market

since 1992 when they started creating leather wear for

various companies. Their focus has always been on quality,

sophisticated design, and functionality, the couple points

out. The quality of the raw materials is very important,

 particularly when you are dealing with a natural product

such as leather, therefore, the benno von stein brand only

uses materials made in Germany or its neighbouring

 countries. On top of that, there is also a collection made

of “vegan leather“ which was launched five years ago. 

As Claudia explains, these products are created for a new

target audience. “Vegan leather is synthetic imitation

 leather – no animal had to die so we could make these

products.“ She continues: “The way it feels when you wear

it is almost exactly the same as with real leather. Apart

from the fact that this material is easy to clean, the price

is another advantage since these outfits are available

from 120 euro up.“

Keeping up with the latest trends is a necessity in  

the  fashion industry. And of course, things have

changed quite dramatically since the Pohls first

started creating products for the erotic market.

Back then, the customers were happy if they

found anything of interest in this niche. Today,

that's a little different – thanks in part to the

 internet. Also, the market has grown to such

68

Wahlwies is a bucolic l i t t le town near Lake

Constance – and i t  is  home to benno von

stein, a brand that has been par t of the adult

market for more than ten years,   thr i l l ing

 aficionados and fans with creative products

based on designs by Christoph Pohl.

an extent that the term niche is no longer  appropriate, 

as Claudia explains. “One of the trends we've been

 observing lately is that the consumers don't  differentiate

between fashion and erotic wear!“, the  designer tells us.

Also, the success of books such as Fifty Shades of Grey

has piqued the interest of many people who have no

previous experience with erotic outfits but now decide to

visit specialised stores to learn more about leather fashion. 

If you want to learn more about the benno von stein

brand, a visit to eroFame in October might be a good

opportunity – and all the more since the producer will also

showcase their new women's collection in Hanover. “Slick

dresses, skirts and tops, all of which can be combined

with harnesses as eye-catching accessories!“, says

 Claudia, giving us a  glimpse of what we can expect from

benno von stein's eroFame presentation. “And to add -

special touch, we also offer multi-coloured feather epau-

lettes and belts. You can combine these accessories any

way you like.“ Instead of presenting their entire real-leather

collection, benno von stein is going to put the focus on

new products this time, for instance the new  clubwear-

style fashion line for men. In the unlikely case that trade

members don't find what they are looking for among the

collections displayed at eroFame,  benno von stein also

caters to specific requests as Claudia explains: “Our

 designer, Christian Pohl, personally works with trade mem-

bers or private labels to  realise special customer requests.“

Claudia Pohl presents her company to EAN

exclusive
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benno von stein: sophisticated design
and functionality

Christoph and Claudia Pohl,

founders of benno von stein
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S h e  s h y l y  w a l ke d  i n t o  t h e  b o u t i q u e  k n o w i n g  s h e  w a n -

t e d  s o m e t h i n g  t o  s p i c e  u p  h e r  s e x  l i f e .   H e r  a n d  h e r

h u s b a n d  w e r e n ’ t  h a v i n g  t h e  k i n d  o f  s e x u a l  c o n n e c t i o n

t h e y  u s e d  t o  a n d  h e r  s a t i s f a c t i o n  w a s  w a n i n g .   S h e

k n e w  s h e  n e e d e d  s o m e t h i n g  n o n - t h r e a t e n i n g ,  v e r s a -

t i l e  a n d  y e t  a l s o  w o u l d  b r i n g  h e r  m o r e  p l e a s u r e .

Taking the Shape Of Pleasure 
and Versatility – Customers Want It All

By Jaiya

73 

How many times has a customer

walked into your store with this

profile?  They want a product that

does it all.  Not only that, they want

something that will help them rekindle

their marriages and bring great

 satisfaction.  In today’s market

 products have to deliver versatility 

that surpasses giving someone an

 orgasm.  From helping a customer

feel safe, to reinvigorating their desire,

to reconnecting with pleasure or

 feeling pleasure for the first time –

pleasure enhancing products have

big shoes to fill.   

One of the biggest issue a

 manufacturer and retailer have to

face when it comes to products is

that every single person is different;

every body is shaped differently, every

couple fits together differently, and

people’s experience level and

 comfort level is different.  That’s why

products that can move and bend

with a person’s body but is also

 designed in a non-threatening way is

a great place to begin.  

Take the Silhouette S8 for instance.  It

flexes and bends for multi-directional

position.  It’s ergonomically designed

to form to the body.  This USB

 researchable, premium silicone

 enhancer can be used with a partner

or for solo pleasure.  It can be used

on a female body or male body - in

water (it’s 100% waterproof) or on

land.   This product takes the shape

of pleasure because you can bend

it to your liking.  

The versatility of a product can also

be featured by your sales staff.   If I

take the S8, for example, I can come

up with unlimited possibilities for use.

I could press the flat end into my

 clitoris and wiggle it back and forth.  I

could insert the long end into my

 partner’s bum and press the flat end

into his perineum.  I could bend it and

insert the long end so I get pressure

on my g-spot.  I could alternate using

the long end like a vibrating finger

with my own non-vibrating finger.  I

could use it on my nipples, in between

my toes, to squeeze my tense

 shoulder muscles… 

When a customer comes in train your

staff to skip listing features and ins-

tead talk to all the benefits and ways

a  product could be used.  Get your

client’s mind to see the pleasure,

creativity and potential connection

unfolding.  Then you can add the

 features as icing on the cake.  

She was grateful that the sales

person was so open and helpful.

The moment they told her all the

 different ways the S8 could be

used she envisioned playing at

home with her husband.  She felt

excited that perhaps this was

one key to a better connection

with him.

Of course a sex toy isn't going to

solve all of your customers' problems,

but it can be one step towards get-

ting them on a journey to great

 satisfaction and igniting more love

and passion. We’re on a mission  

and part of succeeding in that

 mission is getting people on a path

to pleasure.

She left the store feeling hopeful.

Tonight she planned on playing

solo, she needed to try it on her

own before she introduced the  

idea to him.  A smile spread  

over her lips as she felt a familiar

feeling ignite between her legs.  

“My  sexuality isn’t dead”, she

thought to herself and her steps

lightened as a glow spread on  

her cheeks.

Jaiya is an award-winning Somatic

Sexologist, author of Red Hot Touch

and Blow Each Other Away, founder

of New World Sex Education and a

CalExotics Expert Sexpert. She can

be found at www.missjaiya.com and

on www.ClubCalExotics.com.

F E A T U R E
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Due to continued violat ions of competit ion

law,  vabel le  cosmet ics  GmbH has  f i led a

lawsuit  against Procter & Gamble (P&G) at

the regional cour t in Frankfur t, Germany. The

reason:  P&G fa l se ly  and cont inuous ly

 c la imed to have developed the f i r s t  min i

 format razor. In reality, however, vabelle had

al ready launched the i r  pocket -s i zed

 int imate razor,  the s.Hair  Int imate Razor,  in

2014, long before the P&G product. P&G did

actual ly  acknowledge that ,  making a

 declaration to cease and desist,  but vabelle

feels that the company has fai led to ful ly

remove those deceptive statements from the

in ternet .  A f te r  P&G re fused to  pay the

 imposed contractual penalty of 50,000 euro,

vabel le is  now enter ing an action.

“Being a small, innovative producer, we can only be

successful if the big, American companies abide

by the rules of fair competition. Fairness also means staying

with the truth. Everybody knows that people only remember

the name of the first man on the moon. And as far as

 intimate razors are concerned, we beat P&G to the punch.

Now we expect the court to rein in P&G,“ says Oliver Gother,

Managing Director of vabelle cosmetics GmbH.

The s.Hair Intimate Razor is designed particularly for the

 female intimate area, and while offering the regular blade

width, it is much smaller than comparable products due

to the special handle. The smaller size entails several

 advantages, the most important being that it is easier to

reach certain areas with the s.Hair razor than it would be

with regular razors. Moreover, this product is perfect for

trips as it fits nicely into any handbag. But the s.Hair Intimate

Razor is not just small, it's patented handle also sports an

unusual shape.

F E A T U R E
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s.Hair Intmiate Razor was the first intimate razor in mini format

of vabelle cosmetics GmbH

Oliver Gothe, Managing Director

Vabelle files competition case 
against Procter & Gamble 
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This handle is based on a

 design by Austrian inventor Dr.

Matthias Wassermann, who 

had already applied for a

 patent on October 27, 2005.

The Austrian patent, granted on

January 15, 2008, also applies

to numerous other countries, among them 

Germany and  Switzerland. Prior to the collaboration

with vabelle, who are using the design under license,

Wassermann had offered the patent to P&G who

 declined only to develop their own mini format 

razor later on. This  product hit the market in early April

of 2014 under the name “Venus Embrace Snap“.

Upon launch, it was advertised in an anti-competitive

way  in the  accompanying press and social  

media campaign, being labelled “the first razor in 

pocket format.“

“P&G should have known that they were making

 incorrect statements. This has had a severe impact

on the market prospects of vabelle,“ says Dr. Kevin

Kruse of BRANDI Rechtsanwälte, a law firm based in

Bielefeld, North Rhine-Westphalia, who represents

 vabelle in the current legal action to defend their

competition law claims. “A company like P&G simply

has to act quickly and thoroughly upon signing a
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 declaration to cease and desist. If a false advertising

message is allowed to take on a life of its own, smaller

competitors have a hard time asserting themselves

in the market.“

Apart from their s.Hair Intimate Razor, vabelle have

also developed special care products for the intimate

area that are being sold in German pharmacies and

in stores of the drugstore chain Müller across Europe.

The s.Hair line is the a unique collection of quality

 intimate care products for body- and beauty-

 conscious women. Using lactic acid, these products

are perfectly attuned to the natural pH of the female

intimate area. They contain neither paraffins nor

 parabens as those preservatives strain the skin. s.Hair

products help the user eliminate the typical side

 effects of intimate shaving such as dry or reddened

skin, ingrown hairs, or pimples.

The s.Hair products cater to a vast and growing

 market. According to the latest data, 80 per cent of

all women shave their intimate area on a regular

 basis, and more than half of them complain about

the side effects. Various market research institutes

state that the volume of  intimate care products in

the market has increased by roughly 30% in the past

year, and this upward trend is likely to continue.
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.................

Being a small, 

innovative

 producer, we can only be

 successful if the big, 

American companies abide by

the rules of fair competition.“ 

Oliver Gothe 

................................ 

“
intimate shaving: the s.Hair Intimate Razor

Small and designed specifically for
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The visual component has benefited the most from

 recent technological developments. There are various

goggles or special attachments that can display  

high-resolution images with a nigh-imperceptible grid

and even follow the eye movements of the user in real

time. This way, you can look around in the simulated

 environment without the use of additional controls. It goes

without saying that 360-degree images benefit greatly if

78 

Most  o f  us  on ly  know i t  f rom episodes  of  S tar  Trek :  The crew enter  l i fe l i ke  computer

 s imulations to get away from the monotony of everyday space-faring l i fe. On the holodeck,

they can invest igate cr imes in  V ictor ian London as  Sher lock Holmes,  p lay poker  w i th

 histor ical characters,  or t rain combat against v i r tual enemies – and on the space stat ion

Deep Space Nine, they can even rent holo suites for rather pr ivate interests.  Whi le thing

such as warp dr ives, telepor tat ion, and other Star Trek future technologies remain f i rmly

lodged in the realm of sci- f i ,  holographic environments are actual ly inching closer and

closer to becoming a thing of the present thanks to technological advancements in the

f ield of v i r tual real i ty (VR).  But of course, there are st i l l  some very real obstacles that need

to be overcome before we can enter our own l i t t le holodeck af ter a hard day's work..

Virtual Reality

you can simply look at certain areas without having to

move them into the centre of the screen via mouse or

finger movements. The original resolution of the image is

divided up between two eyes, however, so it should be

very high resolution to make the result believable. With

Nokia, Google, and others working on 360-degree ca-

meras at the moment, it should be easy and affordable

to create and enjoy all-round images before long.

Simulated worlds

exclusive
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Project Morpheus will

utilise the power of Playstation 4 
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In the United States, this new

 technology has already reached a

much broader level of accep-

tance (most of it, however, is limited

to mobile devices; other than that,

there are only comparatively

 developer versions of virtual reality

goggles right now). Soon, viewers

will be able to get the full 360-

 degree experience when watching

sports events or concerts and feel

like they're really there, right by the

playing field or the stage. And

 there's more. Democratic Presi-

dential candidate Bernie Sanders

already had one of his campaign

appearances filmed in 360

 degrees – so if you want to, you

can even take a look at the sparse

notes for his speech. Moreover, the

classic entertainment industry is in

the process of producing shows

and movies particularly for virtual

reality devices, and a few adult film

companies have already launched

180-degree content onto the

 market. One of the undisputed

 pioneers in this area is Spanish

company VirtualRealPorn that offers

intimate sex experiences for

 interested users. Since the perfor-

mers seem very real, however, the

virtual scenario may prove a little

too close for viewers who prefer a

certain safety distance.

Naturally, the users feel completely

immersed if the virtual reality

 experience is realistic enough, and

that is also reflected in the way they

talk about it. After watching events

via VR devices, many users refer to

these events not as if they had wat-

ched them but as if they had actu-

ally been there. There is a nice little

anecdote from the online commu-

nity that underpins this impression:

Gareth Edwards, the director of Star

Wars spin-off movie “Rogue One“

was given VR goggles to get an

 impression of a set for the film. After

a few moments he commented

that the whole thing looked much

better in real life – and by real life,

he meant his VR experience.

It is for a reason that Lucasfilm, the

special effects wizards of ILM and

Skywalker Sound have launched

ILMxLab, a company whose

 purpose is to create immersive

 entertainment products. The Verge

did a feature on the company,

 showing, among other things, a

speederbike chase across the ice

planet of Hoth, experienced by an

Oculus Rift user. However, ILMxLab

is only using such demos to test the

capabilities of the new technology

so it is doubtful that the speeder-

bike race – or at least this version

of it - will find its way into consumers'

living rooms.

From cardboard to high-end

The entry barrier for virtual reality is

lower than for most other new

 technologies. As a matter of fact,

all you need is some cardboard,

magnets, and lenses to create a

cardboard mount for your

smartphone, and, strapped around

your head, it turns into perfectly

functional VR goggles. On the

 internet, you can order finished kits

for less than ten euro. Plastic

 headsets such as the Zeiss VR One

admittedly offer more wear

 comfort and a better visual

 experience, but you can also get

great results from cardboard

 solutions. After all, the quality of the

VR experience depends solely on

the power of your smartphone,

 particularly the display resolution.

Zeiss Product Manager Franz

 Troppenhagen is certain that the

big mobile phone producers will

 optimise their upcoming models for

VR technology, so the next gene-

ration of smartphones should be

able to provide the same kind of

experience as specialised solutions.

F E A T U R E

The cardboard mount

for smartphones costs roughly ten euro
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can't reconcile what its seeing with what it's feeling. This

effect is much stronger during simulated body move-

ments than, say, when playing a game that puts you in

control of a race car, an airplane, or a spaceship.

Of course, the most logical solution to this problem

would be to have the body perform the movements it

experiences in the virtual environment – but making

that work is nowhere near as simple as it sounds. Oculus

and HTC/Valve have developed special controllers for

their goggles, with buttons for interactions and sensors

to provide information about the position of the user.

For further spatial data, the HTC Vive utilises two sensors

that are placed throughout the room, while the Oculus

Rift relies on a little infra red camera. Sony, on the other

hand, is reviving its Playstation Move technology that

was originally developed for the Playstation 3 and

 consists of two special controllers and a camera. All

three systems are already surprisingly effective, albeit

not always intuitive, but they require lots of space, so

users might want to think about moving some stuff out

of the living room. After all, you wouldn't want to walk

straight into a table when exploring virtual worlds, now

would you? There are already concepts for treadmills

that allow the users to move freely without really

changing their position in the real world. And thanks to

safety features such as a rail in belly height or a

 harness, there'd be no chance of the users wandering

off the treadmill because they are so deeply immersed

in their virtual experience.

F E A T U R E
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Talking about specialised solutions:The current leader

of that pack is the Samsung Gear VR. Like the

 cardboard VR goggles, this device uses the display of

a smartphone, in this case the Samsung Galaxy Note

4 or Samsung Galaxy S6. However, additional sensors

make for smaller latency and even more precise

 motion detection. The Innovator Edition of the product

is already available in stores, and a more advanced

model is to follow soon.

In spite of all this mobile quality, the best VR experience

is still to be had with stationary solutions. Three compe-

ting companies and their products are getting the most

buzz in this area right now: Firstly, there's Oculus – now

owned by Facebook – and their Rift, secondly we have

HTC and Valve and their HTC Vive, and then there's

 Sony's Project Morpheus. The big difference to the mo-

bile VR solutions is that these goggles have their own

display and are fed with content via connected devi-

ces. In the case of Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive, that

device is a computer, preferably a high-performance

PC if you really want a smooth and immersive experi-

ence. Project Morpheus, on the other hand, is designed

for Sony's Playstation 4. The increase in display resolution

and other improvements have rid these products of

many of the teething problems that troubled their early

prototypes, but there is still one issue that hasn't been

fully solved yet. Some people still get a feeling of nau-

sea when quickly turning their head, a sensation similar

to feeling seasick, the reason being that their body

More comfort and a better visual experience

than the cardboard version: the Zeiss VR One 
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Given his posit ion as CEO of Indian company Digital  E-L i fe, Samir Saraiya gets around a

lot as he vis i ts  many international t rade shows and general ly takes a close look at the

 var ious markets for adult  products.  Now, he shares his observations with EAN, in a highly

interest ing inter view about t rends, the cur rent status of the international erot ic market,

and the oppor tunit ies and dangers that l ie ahead. 

Samir, you are jetting around the world a lot, visiting

trade shows for erotic products. Which global trends

and developments have been the most prominent in

recent month?

Samir Saraiya: One of the most interesting develop-

ments that I see is that product innovation and

 differentiation is fairly limited. Lack of large scale

 investment dollars in this industry, coupled with quick 

 replication of products, has led to a situation where

 innovative brands are getting less time to reap the

 benefits of their innovation. Additionally, traditional

 Chinese OEM and ODM manufacturers are now trying

to build their own brands while, on the flip side, leading

distributors are also building their own brands via private

label manufacturers, leading to a situation of increased

competition. On the positive side, I believe the   e-

commerce revolution has led to a substantial growth

of the business, this category being a natural fit for e-

commerce. Additionally, the industry is slowly moving

away from the ‘adult’ or ‘erotic’ positioning to more of a

‘sexual health and wellness’ kind. It is also moving to-

wards a standard FMCG business with more distribution

and retail channels like super  markets, pharmacies,

 vending machines, and  convenience stores stocking

and selling these products.  Consumers are becoming

more savvy than they used to be, as the presentation

of product content in various  forms like ratings, reviews,

and videos has increased by leaps and bounds which

has led to greater awareness about sex-toys and their

Around the world with Samir Saraiya 

Samir Saraiya, CEO of Digital E-Life, thinks it likely that

FMCG companies will tap into the potential of the erotic market

exclusive
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“I believe that the avant-garde or 
renaissance of sex toys is yet to come.“
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usage. Consumers have evolved

and are much more knowledge-

able about the sex toy industry than

before, which is a great sign of the

industry moving towards maturity. 

Is the Western world - Europe, the

USA, and some others – still some

sort of avant-garde when it comes

to sex toys?

Samir: I believe that the   avant-

garde or renaissance of sex toys is

yet to come. While the US and the

European countries are the pioneers

in terms of innovation and making

new headwinds in this industry, the

significant emergence of new age

products is yet to come. Except for

a few products like the We-Vibe, Hot

Octopuss, OhMiBod, Womanizer

etc. there is not too much going on

in terms of groundbreaking, innova-

tive products. However, there is a lot

of potential with the internet and

mobile revolution in terms of building

technology into the products, and I

believe that this will happen fairly

soon. There is a need for sizeable

investments in research and deve-

lopment. Unfortunately, this industry

is not as glamorous as others, hence

the investor community and the

start-up community have limited

participation which I believe will

change in future. 

Is the role of China in the erotic mar-

ket changing from assembling and

manufacturing toys towards a de-

veloper of new products?

Samir: Across industries, a lot of ma-

nufacturing is moving to China. In

our industry, there are pure play

 Chinese product developers and

manufactures as well as hybrid

 concepts like Western companies

where design and development

happens in the West while manu-

facturing is done in China.

 Additionally, there are companies

like Wingpow that have offices in the

West and do private label manu-

facturing in China for their Western

clients. The Chinese have a great

capability of quickly replicating suc-

cessful products and hence the

 lines of new product development

are getting blurred. Culturally, unlike

the West, Asian markets are

 generally mobile-only markets. In the

West, consumers have a different

device for different purposes like

computer, mobile, iPod, camera,

etc., while most people in Asia rely

only on their cellphones for a

 multitude of purposes. I believe

Samir Saraiya speaks at Asia Adult Expo

S A M I R  S A R A I Y A
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The industry has the

potential to grow

significantly by  

investing in educating

consumers about the

 different  products and

their  benefits.“

................................ 
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China will lead innovations connecting mobile with toys,

and a good example is the company Magic Motions

which claims to have developed the world’s first ‘wea-

rable smart vibrator’ and the first ‘smart mini vibrator’

which is app-controlled and has motion sensors. A lot

of Chinese OEMs and ODMs manufacturers are also

moving towards building their brands for the global mar-

ket and a good example is the company Odeco. In

the near future, China could well be involved in the pur-

chase of global brands across the world. TOPCO Sales,

for instance, is primarily Chinese-owned already.

In case there are global trends and developments,

are there also global brands? Would Fifty Shades be

an example for this?

Samir: Yes, there are, but not so many examples to

cite. Fifty Shades of Grey, LELO, Penthouse, and   We-

Vibe are some of the few brands in this industry that

are known across the world. The reason is that very

few brands are spending massively on brand building

which is understandable because of the unavailability

of capital in the industry. LELO is a trendsetter in terms

of changing the perception of sex toys with fabulous

design and hence, have created an unbelievable

following and brand value. Then there are other legacy

brands like Hustler and Penthouse that are extremely

well-known because of their association with this
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 industry for a long period of time. Lovehoney with their

brand licensing initiatives like Fifty Shades of Grey and

Motörhead seems to have a lot of merit in terms of

creating brands in this industry. 

Compared to other markets, do the brands of the

erotic market get relatively little recognition? What

are, in your opinion, the reasons for this - and will it

change in the future?

Samir: There is an underlying taboo associated with

this industry and hence, there are restrictions in 

terms of brand building. There is also a lot of pushback

from publishers and media owners to promote brands

in this space. Even Google and Facebook have res-

trictions in terms of advertising. Unlike the alcohol and

tobacco industry, there is limited capital available to

brands for pure brand building. Additionally, brands

and distributors alike need to break the ‘adult-ness’

of these products and start moving more towards se-

xual health, wellness, and hygiene. Breaking the 

 ‘adult-ness’ requires creativity, and we should 

leverage  humour, consumer interest, and excitement

about the category and sex in general. I still don’t

think this has been optimised yet and there’s lots of

room for improvement here. Also, what brands need

to do is sell aspirations and fantasies more than the

product itself.

I N T E R V I E W
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Mainstream store shelves from around the world – from left to right: USA, Hong Kong, and Dubai
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You are active in India, which is itself a booming

 market. In which other countries do you see the most

potential for growth of the erotic industry?

Samir: India has a lot of potential, but still nascent in

terms of market size. I believe there’s a huge oppor-

tunity waiting to be tapped in the Middle East and

Africa. Personally, I have been getting a lot of

 enquiries for partnerships and joint ventures from this

region.  Distributors should evaluate the Middle East

countries and the African continent as part of their

growth plans. The product portfolio will differ across

different customer segments and different geogra-

phies due to social and political factors. The latent

potential already exists, with ‘grey markets’ already

present in these regions. 

Where do you see the biggest risks

for the international love toy

 market right now?

Samir: As I mentioned before,

 products are getting more and

more commoditised. With a proli-

feration of brands and little

 differentiation, the industry could

get overcrowded and it would be

difficult for some organisations to

sustain in terms of margins and other costs. Additio-

nally, the industry has the potential to grow significantly

by investing in educating consumers about the

 different products and their benefits. There should be

outreach  programmes to the medical fraternity which

should in turn be prescribing products for different

consumers. On the distribution side, the products

need better  availability at standard retail outlets. 

There is debate about whether or not the erotic mar-

ket is crisis-proof. How much do crises like the one

that hit Europe some years ago affect this industry?

Samir: I believe the erotic market is here to stay and

is less affected than other industries by a global crisis.

In tough times, the luxury segment could go through

challenges owing to an economic crisis. However,

most of the other segments are already maturing

 towards FMCG, consumer durables and hygiene

 products. In most geographies, these products have
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become ingrained into the daily lives of people, and

economic downturns will have a limited impact

across the low and mid-price range of products. In

terms of fads, there would be some fads which may

come and go like BDSM. 

In Western Europe, there is a lot of talk about a rising

acceptance in regards of love toys. Is this something

you can also see on other continents?

Samir: Yes, Western Europe has been a pioneer of

this industry from the days of Beate Uhse-Rotermund,

who started the first sex shop in the world, to the cur-

rent market scenario. Adult toys have seen a rising

acceptance in other geographies too, especially the

US, Canada, and Australia where there is greater

 acceptance at the government level. The Asian

 markets through China, Japan, and

South Korea will also follow suit. This trend

will then slowly percolate into other geo-

graphies which traditionally have been

late adopters for this industry.

Will the erotic market stay a niche-mar-

ket, or will it expand into other markets

or get absorbed by them respectively?

Samir: I believe that large FMCG

 companies will eventually recognise the  humongous

opportunity and potential of this category and start

acquiring brands once social acceptance has

 increased to a certain extent. Church & Dwight (Trojan)

has already entered this business and Reckitt

 Benckiser (Durex) is now expanding into various

 categories. I believe companies like Victoria’s Secret

have a natural brand fit with the lingerie and 

cosmetic side of the industry and that it is only a mat-

ter of time  before they jump in. Large companies

from the FMCG, pharmaceutical, and cosmetics

 Industries like Unilever, P&G, and J&J that have deeper

pockets and larger investment potential might want

to acquire brands or companies that really innovate

and create world-class products. Alternatively, once

this industry gets the attention of the investor

 community and  receives growth capital, the

 companies that get  funding will evolve rapidly and

become very stable financially. 
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East countries and the

African continent as
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A col laborat ion between two successful  and rapidly growing companies that rank among

the market leaders in their  market ter r i tor ies -  that 's  always wor th a headline. And that 's

exactly what happened in the home par ty market when Dutch company Ladies Night and

Austr ian home par ty organiser Maison-X decided to join their  forces. As a matter of fact,

the new par tners are already busy at work, and as their  f i rs t  steps, they have taken over

the homepar ty branch of Beate Uhse. We inter viewed Er ic Vonke, head of Ladies Night,

and Mar tin Rulofs, Managing Director at Maison-X, about the reasons for their collaboration

and their  plans for the future.

“Collaboration 
instead of competition!“

Ladies Night and Maison-X have taken over the home

party division of Beate Uhse in Germany. How did

that come to pass?

Martin Rulofs: We have experienced rapid growth

 throughout the past years, and when we met Eric and

Yvonne of Ladies Night Holland, we became not only

 business partners but also friends. We all quickly realised

that we could learn a lot from each other – especially

since our companies are still very young – and that

 together, we would make an unbeatable team. So our

collaboration got stronger and stronger. Of course, Beate

Uhse's Ladies Night Germany was a franchise of Ladies

Night Holland, and since we had already known each

 other so well, and because Eric realised what a great

 opportunity this was, he suggested that we forge an

 alliance and collaborate in the German market. We didn't

hesitate and seized the opportunity.

Eric Vonke: Ladies Night Deutschland has always been a

franchise project of ours, and naturally, we are in very

close contact with Beate Uhse. When Beate Uhse called

us and asked if we wanted to keep going with Ladies

Night Deutschland without them, we said Yes. At that point,

we had long  established contact with Maison-X – we had

met Michaela and Martin the year before and hit it off

right away. How quickly these two made a name for

Ladies Night and Maison-X collaborate 
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Yvonne Ubbink and Eric Vonke,

founders and CEOs of Ladies Night 
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 themselves in the industry with  Maison-

X is really impressive, and they are

very successful in  Austria, Switzerland,

and Italy. What's more, Maison-X was

already active in the German market.

So instead of looking at them as

 competitors or even rivals, we be-

came friends, and we soon realised

that the best strategy for the German

market would be to join forces with  

Maison-X. Collaboration instead of

competition! Working together instead

of working against each other!

Home parties have been becoming

more and more popular. Why 

did Beate Uhse walk away from 

this market?

Eric: Home parties are a type of

business that requires long-term

commitment and persistence. For

Beate Uhse, it made more sense to

invest their time and efforts in the  

e-commerce segment where results

are achieved much quicker.

Martin: Compared to the online

market, home parties are much

more work, and they only pay off in

the long haul, so I can definitely see

why Beate Uhse decided to focus

on their e-commerce activities.

Maison-X and Ladies Night are 

basically competitors, and given

your rate of expansion, it would 

probably only have been a matter

of time before you became rivals.

Why did you choose to collaborate?

Martin: That's what many people in

the industry wondered, but to be

honest, we never looked at each

other as rivals. We both see the

 bigger picture and the advantages

arising from our our collaboration,

with one company benefiting from

the strengths of the other. Ladies

Night has private brands and

 experience, and Maison-X has a

clever strategy and system. These

things will help us establish a

 presence in more European

 countries. The first steps towards that

goal have already been taken with

the introduction of our bilingual

 website and bilingual system.

Eric: We chose to collaborate

 because both Ladies Night and

Maison-X have the potential to be-

come much bigger than they are

today, the potential to be a market

leader in the whole of Europe. We

will achieve this goal much quicker

by working together. This way, there

won't be any rivalry between us.

Eric, Beate Uhse home parties in

Germany were a franchise of your

company, Ladies Night. When

Beate Uhse dropped out, did you

consider continuing on your own,

just Ladies Night?

Eric: Actually, no. We already have

so much work in the Netherlands,

and we want to and need to focus

on that. The Maison-X system is

 perfect if you want to achieve quick

growth, and they have a great

 logistics strategy. Add to that our

 eleven years of experience in this

market and our private brands, and

you get a great package. Together,

we can make sure that Europe gets

the best of both companies.

Martin, Maison-X had already been

active in Germany before, and

being an Austrian company, you

were in a perfect position to work

this big, lucrative marketplace. So

why share it?

Martin: Our plans and conside -

rations go beyond Germany – we

want to become a market leader

in many European countries, and 

if you look at it that way, a 

collabo ration made perfect 

sense. That said, we have also

made a big step forward in our 

expansion strategy  for Germany

thanks to this collaboration, and we

created a much more advan-

tageous position for our Ladies Night

private brands. Now, we can

achieve quicker and more sustai-

nable growth and set ourselves

apart from the competition 

more clearly.

What's going to happen with the

Beate Uhse home parties now?

Eric: We will continue to offer our

services to our home party custo-

mers, only from September 1, we

will do so under the Maison-X

 banner. Most party hosts have

 already switched to Maison-X so

things should go very smoothly.

Beate Uhse will continue to advertise

the parties and will direct interested

parties our way.

Martin: As we already mentioned, the

Beate Uhse customers will get all the

support and all the products they are

used to, only from September 2015,

they will get it from Maison-X. We are

already in contact with most of the

party hosts and it is safe to say 

that Maison-X is in a great position 

in Germany.

E R I C  V O N K E

M A R T I N  R U L O F S

.................

Our goal is to be

made number one 

by our customers.“ 

Eric Vonke

................................ 

“
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The core markets of Maison-X are Austria, Switzerland,

and Italy while Ladies Night is very active in the

 Netherlands, Belgium, and Czech Republic. In

 Germany, we now have a collaboration between

these two companies. How will this affect your future

expansion plans. Will you tackle new markets

 together, or will you divvy them up between the 

two companies?

Martin: We will work together in all our future markets to

ensure the biggest-possible success in these countries.

Eric: We will collaborate in all European markets we

have yet to tackle, and together, we will colour them

all pink!
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Which European

countries are at the

top of your list?

Eric: England will

probably be the

next to get the 

Maison-X/Ladies

Night treatment.

Martin: England is the next country on our list. But there

also seems to be increasing demand in Sweden 

and Norway.

Ladies Night and Maison-X have a grand total of 500

 consultants who in turn host roughly 10,000 home parties

a year. Is it your goal to be number one in Europe?

Martin: Yes, definitely. We want to provide top quality

and top service to as many consultants and, in turn, as

many consumers as possible.

Eric: Our goal is to be made number one by our

 customers and their party guests. Growing and

 expanding, that's well and good, but we have to uphold

the principles that have made us this successful. Private

brands of the highest  quality, professional customer

 service, and a passion for well-organised parties, hosted

by the best consultants you could wish for  - that's what

will take us to the top. 

How will the home party market develop over the course

of the next few  years? Is there enough potential for

 expansion, or will we see predatory competition in this

market sooner or later?

Martin: There is still potential, but you are right, sooner or

later, competition will get more aggressive, there will be

crowding out, and that's why private brands are so

 important. Only through such brands can you ensure

your place and your raison d'etre in the market. If you

are only selling the big brands, you will have to compete

more and more with the online shops out there.

Eric: Companies with smart strategies and future-

oriented products can still expand and grow. The 

other  companies, however, that all purchase and 

sell the same products and don't have private 

brands ... well, there is already predatory competition

among them, and also between them and the 

e-commerce  segment.
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We both see the big-

ger picture and the

advantages arising from

our our collaboration.“

Martin Rulofs 
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Michaela Kainer and Martin Rulofs,

founders and CEOs, Maison-X
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Soft S&M has had a huge surge in the last years. Do

you see this trend still prevailing, or will something

new be the next step for the market?
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“We are not a company that churns
out redundant SKUs in multiple colours.”

Tom Stewart: For the past two decades, soft restraints

have always been the category leader in bondage

products. I'll share an anecdote with you; we had a

neighbour with an online business that focused on

 hardcore bondage products. When they started

 carrying our Under The Bed Restraint System and our

Beginner Bondage Kit, our softer products outsold their

hardcore products 10 to 1. Since then, that company

Tom Stewart on the latest plans and developments at Sportsheets
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We will be re-introducing 

‘The Sportsheet’ our original

 product that we invented. This Velcro

bondage bed sheet was the original

 product that launched our company 

25 years ago. In the ‘product life cycle’

The Sportsheet is so old, it's new again.”

................................ 

“

One might say that Spor tsheets have been

way ahead of the curve when they launched

their  namesake product 25 years ago. The

market has changed greatly since then, and

the Cal i fornia-based company has brought

us many other products.  Given how much

time had passed, i t  fel t  l ike a logical step

to go back to the or iginal Spor tsheet and

give i t  a re- launch to introduce a younger

audience to this t imeless classic. As Spor t-

sheet founder and CEO Tom Stewar t tel ls  us

in our EAN inter view, his company is  ready

for the future. Their  t rademark sof t  SM pro-

ducts st i l l  represent the main pi l lar of their

business, but the team has also added many

products for fans of rougher SM action. Af ter

al l ,  good sex is  l ike good wine: Over t ime,

the connoisseurs get more demanding.

exclusive

Tom and Julie Stewart founded

Sportsheets more than 25 years ago
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has shifted toward the softer

 restraints.  This is where the market

strength remains.  

If you think about newer customers

coming into the market, they are

mostly younger couples that have

been sparked by something like Fifty

Shades of Grey which overnight

 turned BDSM from a Taboo subject

to a mainstream one. These 

younger couples which are just

 starting out have to start somewhere

and the hardcore bondage toys

can immediately intimidate them

out of the market. We have

 designed different levels of toys that

start from a set of Sports Cuffs which

are entry level handcuffs and

 products that don’t cost a lot of

 money and are good quality. It's this

new market that continues to 

have the softer restraint product 

categories thriving. As more young

people enter into the market, more

of the demand will be for softer

 restraints. Everybody has to start

 somewhere. You don't go from 0 to

100 kph sexually in 3.4 seconds.

When it comes to BDSM, everybody

takes baby steps because being

comfortable sexually is the key

 ingredient to enjoying the products

we manufacture. Sportsheets, 

Sex & Mischief, Sexperiments and 

Manbound are all targeted toward

beginning to intermediate couples

that are playing with BDSM products.

For the hardcore players we have

our new Edge line which speaks to

the hardcore BDSM players by

 offering them excellent high-quality

leather products at a very 

affordable price. For couples that

are just entering the marketplace,

our Sexperiments line is perfect for

that demographic because our kits

are specifically designed to cater

to different levels of experience.  

You will be present at eroFame in

October. What will you present the

visitors then?

Tom Stewart: We are very excited

to be back at eroFame. Last year

we skipped the show and this year

we are bringing new product lines

to our European customers that

have been proven to sell extremely

well domestically. We are looking

forward to supporting our distributors

at the show as well as introducing

our entire product line to customers

that may not be familiar with 

our brands.

We will be re-introducing “The

 Sportsheet” our original product that

we invented. This Velcro bondage

bed sheet was the original product

that launched our company 25

 years ago. In the “product life cycle”

The Sportsheet is so old, it's new

again. Very few people today are

familiar with this product, and to this

day it remains one of the best BDSM

soft restraint sex toys on the market.

The Sportsheet is the product that

gave us our original tagline “With

Sportsheets, you're only as tied up

as you want to be” which has

 evolved into our current brand

 statement of “Keeping Couples

Connected”. Stop by the booth and

see what we’re talking about. If

you've never seen the Original

 Sportsheet in action, we will give you

a demonstration of the Velcro

 Bondage Bedsheet that started it all.

You're going to love this product and

you’ll want one for your own

 bedroom. Oh yes, and this year

we're having a coffee machine in

our booth so please stop by for 

a cup!

In our last Interview you said, that

the market is trending towards

 harder-edged products. Do you see

this trend still in place?

Tom Stewart: This is an interesting

question as my answer is going to

be slightly contradictory to the first

question and answer in this interview.

In the first question I mentioned that

T O M  S T E W A R T

The Sexperiments Collection

invites couples to experiment and try new things
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there is an increasing trend of new consumers breaking

into BDSM play products for the first time.

For couples that are more experienced with BDSM, a

more robust system and a more durable system (leather

for example) is obviously the next step up in the

 bedroom when it comes to new BDSM gear for  

restraint play.

Couples that have discovered the “joy of sex” when

tied up are certainly asking for more sophisticated

 products. I'll use the analogy of wine preferences: when

we begin drinking wine the initial product is perhaps a

sweeter wine.  

As those young people consume sweet wines, 

eventually they experiment with better wines. As they

get older their palettes become more sophisticated.

Their preferences graduate

away from sweet fortified

 wines to more sophisticated,

drier varietals.I see beginners

and intermediate initially ex-

perimenting with Sportsheets

type products.  As their tastes

develop and they find they

like restraint play, they are

most  certainly going to

move up in product quality

and  versatility. With more  

new couples starting to

 experiment with restraint

play, those that continue will

naturally evolve into higher end, more sophisticated

products. You can see that very easily with vibrator

trends.  There are a  tremendous amount of high end

 vibrators available on the market now. However, the

majority of the vibrator sales to customers are still in the

lower to intermediate price and quality range. We see

bondage products as trending the same way. 

One of the lines you are planning to present is Edge.

What can you tell us about this line?

Tom Stewart: Our Edge line was developed to answer

the needs of a more sophisticated and experienced

customer. As I mentioned in an earlier answer, the

 majority of the market is for beginner to intermediate

products. We realise that by not launching into more
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hardcore BDSM products we were missing the top of

the demographic target market for more sophisticated

bondage toys.

When we developed the Edge product line we wanted

to begin with the basics; wrist and ankle cuffs, blindfolds,

spreader bars, and a few crops and paddles. These

are the basic core products that any one upgrading to

a more durable bondage leather product would

 naturally gravitate to. As you know there are many great

companies in Europe that make very high-quality leather

bondage products. They have a very wide selection of

different products. Not all these products sell very well. I

am a big believer of the 80/20 rule.  That is: 20% of your

inventory results in 80% of your sales.  So is true with

bondage products.  There are your staples, blindfolds,

wrist and ankle cuffs, sprea-

der bars, paddles, crops

and floggers. Our Edge line

is made with high-quality

 leather. The cuffs are lined

with soft plush material and

the hardware is strong and

sturdy.  By looking at the

Edge products, you can

see the quality. There are

two reasons this line was

 named “Edge”.First, we

didn't want to cover up 

the edge of the leather 

with  binding.  We wanted

 customers to be able to see that this is genuine leather

through and through. Most leather cuffs that you'll find

are very nice and the edges are finished with a trim

that covers up the edges of the product. We wanted to

leave ours exposed so that a customer who picks up

and inspects our products can tell it is genuine leather.

There are many BDSM items that are produced over-

seas, with very nice quality PU “leather” (vinyl) that look

fabulous but aren’t real leather. For the customer that

demands real leather in their  personal BDSM toy chest,

we thought we would be doing a disservice to the high-

quality leather we use in our products by covering up

the edge with binding. You can see the “Edge”.  

The second reason we called this line Edge is that when

a consumer steps up and buys a high-quality leather
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ManBound also caters to BDSM beginners
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product like our Edge wrist cuffs we know that they are

not a beginner and are engaging in more serious BDSM

play.  These consumers take their sexuality to higher

 levels of intensity and play out on the “edge” of their

 sexuality. When your passion is “edge play” you need to

have high-quality products that will not fail you. The

Edge customer understands that and appreciates the

high-quality and styling of our products. 

Another one of your lines is called Sexperiments in  

which you offer different kits with some of your products.

Why did you choose to bundle your products in 

this way?

Tom Stewart: I think Sexperiments are the most

 interesting product offerings that we have. It’s in the way

that we have bundled similar products with a basic

 themed product group. For instance, in the Bound and

Determined Sexperiments kit there is four-way adjustable

hog tie and cuff set with a feather tickler and an anal

toy. Most everyone would agree that a hog tie set and

feather tickler go very well together and could be a

very effective combination of toys.

Imagine, your partner is hog tied and you pull out the

feather tickler and tickle them (perhaps until they laugh

so hard that they almost pee their pants), those products

complement each other. We also included an anal toy

in the kit. The kit products are black and the anal toy is

a deep purple. Why is that included? A Sexperiments kit

in the bedroom is an experiment.  Sexperiments

 encourages people to explore their own sexual 
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boundaries and push their limitations.

A customer may not ever consider purchasing an anal

toy, but when they see the elements of the Bound and

Determined kit, (it has a hog tie with four cuffs, a feather

tickler and, oh yes, by the way, the kit came with an

anal toy so I might as well try it when I get home), might

actually try it, and as you know most people try

 something new sexually when they are in a safe

 environment.  If they enjoy it, they will do it again and

open their mind to new experiences. 

Another example of this would be in the Masked Desires

kit. We have a beautiful lace eye mask with satin and

lace cuffs and a paddle that has a smooth side and a

beautifully ribboned corset design on the other side.

And oh yes, by the way, there's a vibrating cock ring in

the kit. This has nothing to do with the restraint products

that are in the kit however when the customer gets it

home and they decide since it came with the kit they

might as well try it. They put a vibrating cock ring on

and experience intercourse in perhaps a different way

than they ever have, and once again, they have

 opened their mind and pushed their sexual boundaries

by exploring, experimenting, and Sexperimenting. This

is the point of the collection.

There are five selections of Sexperiments nipple clips. A

Golden Opportunities kit for men that has a very exciting

anal toy with a set of nipple clips and leather strap

 connecting to cock ring. In this entire collection you

can find something that absolutely thrills you and in

 addition has and an added sex toy that is completely

out of context with the rest of the contents of the kit. 

With the initial success of this line you’ll be seeing an

 expansion of the Sexperiments offerings for years to

come. Most people don't know what they want when it

comes to their sex toys. To answer questions and help

customers keep an open mind it’s critical to have good
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.................

We are executing a campaign in

Europe following the eroFame show.

Our hope is to have our distributors’ 

co-op with us on our ads so that 

customers know where they can 

obtain our product lines.”

................................ 

“

The “Masked Desires” kit is for people who want

to play with new things, such as a vibrating cock ring
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sales people in the stores to speak 

with customers.Many people’s sexual

 experiences are generally very  limited.

We feel that by offering these

 Sexperiments kits that customers are

going to allow themselves to push their

boundaries and their sexual limitations.

The  Sexperiments line says it's OK to

 experiment. We want you to

 experiment. You now have permission

to experiment, take this kit home. Play

with it and open your mind.

Will you also present other innovations

to the European market at eroFame,

e.g. new packaging etc.?

Tom Stewart: We have re-branded our Manbound

 restraint line. All new product images, new and improved

products targeted for the gay male customer new to

BDSM play. We have our Sex&Mischief (S&M) line 

as our low  priced, introductory line targeted to  

hetero couples.

Manbound would be the S&M equivalent for the young

gay man who is just starting out with BDSM play, doesn't

have a lot of money, but wants high-quality products

that won't break. The tagline for Manbound is “Bondage

should break you, not break the bank”.We have

 received more praises for the look of the line, and the

high quality of the products offered. We feel that this

line will do extremely well in the European market.

A Sportsheets product was featured in last month's

 edition of Cosmopolitan. How important are features

like this in high impact media? 

Tom Stewart: Every time a sex toy is featured in

 Cosmopolitan I think it is extremely important. Not just

because it's cool to be featured in an international

 magazine, it is! The importance of sex toys being

 featured in Cosmopolitan is right up there with news of

designer shoes, handbags, bracelets, earrings, the new

skirts, new dresses, what to wear, how to act, what to do

and now, how to play in the bedroom and what to play

with. Cosmopolitan is an internationally recognised

handbook for young women. It is the play book for

young women such as Details, and Men's Journal here
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in the United States are the play book

for young men today. When sex toys

are showcased, even in a sidebar, I

think it impacts the mainstream

 consciousness of the young readers

and lets them know that it's OK to

 purchase these products just as much

as it's OK to purchase this set of shoes,

or that dress, these earrings, and those

bracelets. Anyone over 30 can look

back at the print magazines they used

to read, that would inspire them how

to dress, how to act, what haircut to

wear and what lifestyle options are out

there.  Mainstream press is invaluable

in  helping to shape the opinions of the

next generation consumer.

How active is Sportsheets in creating such opportunities? 

Tom Stewart:A very successful daytime TV show in the

United States was the Oprah Winfrey show. One of the

 amazing things about the power of Oprah Winfrey is

that when she  recommended a book, that book usually

became a bestseller overnight. If Oprah said it was

good, it must be true. I believe this is the same case for

sex toys in Cosmopolitan magazine. If it's mentioned

(not in an advertisement) but editorialised in Cosmo,

then it must be good and the reader has to have it.

That's why it's important to have products listed in Cosmo

and other mainstream magazines. Now if we could just

get Oprah to start recommending more sex toys,

wouldn't that be great. To the last part of the question

on how active we are in creating such PR opportunities;

we have worked with some very talented people in the

PR field who have done amazing work with the main

stream  publications. We send products for review to the

 magazines, stay in contact with the editors and are

 always looking for an angle to get our products a

 mainstream audience.

More recently, it has been a bit quiet around Sportsheets

in Europe. Which strategy are you using to help your

products have a greater presence in the old world?

Tom Stewart: As I mentioned earlier we took a pass at

last year's Erofame. We were so busy domestically we
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The original Sportsheet

is getting an overhaul
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needed to concentrate our resources on maintaining

our commitments to our North American customers.

This also gave us time to retool, rework and re-strategise

our product lines for Europe. We are executing a

 campaign in Europe following the Erofame show. Our

hope is to have our distributors’ co-op with us on our

ads so that customers know where they can obtain our

product lines. 

Are you currently working together with distributors in

Europe?

Tom Stewart: We are working with a handful of the top

distributors in Europe. Some carry our full line and others

carry only what they feel is central and necessary to

their product offerings.  

Which qualities are you looking for in a distributor?

Tom Stewart: Product selection, maintaining price and

customer service, I think are the hallmarks of what we

look for in a distributor. There are some distributors that

primarily sell straight from the catalogue, others have

sales people on the road talking to the sales staff in the

stores, explaining all of our products and then getting

those products on the store shelves. This is the model

that has been working well for us in the US and the

model that we feel will be the most effective for Europe.

Does Sportsheets have any plans in regards of future

product developments you can tell us about?

Tom Stewart: As a creative products manufacturer, not

a “me too” product company, there are an enormous

amount of products we would like to develop and bring

to the market. I have a product mix that I have wanted

to bring to the market from 20 years ago. As we develop

as a company, our product selection will widen and
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the product categories will expand. We are not a

 company that churns out redundant SKUs in multiple

colours. Specifically, we are improving our strap-on

 harness line and we are expanding the depth of

 Sportsheets, Sex & Mischief, Edge, Sexperiments, and

Manbound. You will soon see a re-launch of Sex In The

Shower products as this category has done very well

for us in the past and is in need of refreshment. The Sex

In The Shower product line will get that treatment 

this year.

Your motto is “Keeping couples connected“! You have

been one step ahead of the market in this regard. Now

that many companies also have adopted couples as

their target customers, what will be the next step for

Sportsheets?

Tom Stewart: I wish I could share that with you at this

point, however next year at eroFame 2016 you will see

us answer this question in vivid detail. I will tell you that

we are looking at different demographics in the market

and are beginning to target the ones that have been

ignored. For instance in the plus size market, our plus

size line of products have been very successful. This is a

demographic that has been doing well for lingerie

 companies but in other areas and markets has been

ignored. When our plus size strap on and positioning

products came out they immediately went on to

 customers shelves. The feedback we’ve received has

been nothing but extraordinary. Some of the feedback

we've gotten is that the word “plus” is not readily

 acceptable in some countries and we will be looking

at that issue soon.

Some of the other very exciting things we will be show-

casing at this year’s eroFame is the reintroduction of

the Sportsheets. The Velcro bondage bed sheet was

the first product we invented 25 years ago. The product

that started our company is the company's namesake.

We will actually have a Sportsheets on a bed at this

year’s show and invite everyone to check out the new

and improved Sportsheets and learn exactly how to

market and sell it. The Sportsheet is 25 years old and

most people in Europe have not seen this. Certainly

people younger than 35 have never seen this product.

This is a brand-new opportunity for us with an old yet

 viable and significant product.
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As a creative products 

manufacturer, not a ‘me too’ product

company, there are an enormous amount of

products we would like to develop and

bring to the market. I have a product

mix that I have wanted to bring to the

market from 20 years ago.”

................................ 

“
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BKK / Golden Convention Limited is a young 

company based in Hong Kong. Since when have

you been in the market for erotic products, and what

is your take on developing products for this industry?

Vincent Chen: The end of last year was our starting

point for developing erotic products. We will not only

bring a virtual porn game, combined with a 

masturbation cup for men and a vibrator for women

to the market, but in the near future, there will 

also be a real VR adult video interactive sex toy. 

And then we will build a VR community or 

platform for the users to make friends, date, and - of

course the most interesting thing - to have virtual sex

with each other.
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3D goggles are already being used in many markets,  but they yet have to evolve into a

ful ly-f ledged consumer product.  Whi le the big stand-alone products such as Oculus Ri f t

are st i l l  in development, several devices using smar tphones as a display have already hit

the market .  The erot ic  indust r y  has a lso recognised the ver y  real  potent ia l  of  v i r tual 

real i t ies,  and whi le numerous companies are cur rent ly working on such products,  a few

have a l ready launched the i r  f i r s t  v i r tua l  rea l i ty  so lu t ions  –  one of  them being BKK.

 Developed by the company of  the same name,  BKK combines  a masturbator  and

 individually adjustable vir tual realit ies that become accessible to the user thanks to special

3D goggles. In our EAN inter view, the Sales Manager of BKK, Vincent Chen, presents the

product and the sof tware that goes along with i t .

“You will have a wonderful, 
immersive sex experience with our toy.“

Your first product combines modern virtual reality 

technology with a masturbator and consists of the BKK

Cup and the BKK VR Helmet. How would you describe

your product to somebody who has never seen it?

Vincent Chen: I like to call it the virtual reality sex toy. You

will have a wonderfully immersive sex experience with our

toy. Firstly, you can DIY your 3D girl friend,  you can let her

wear different styles of clothes, choose dozens of hair

styles, and even her voice and skin can be customised.

And in the game, we have prepared several amazing

scenes like subway car,  school classroom, wedding room,

and SM room to satisfy men's diversified  fantasies. And of

course, we will add more and more interesting scenes in

the future. Then there is the part people care about the

most: the postures. We already designed and completed

over 50 different postures. Pick up the one  you like, insert

your smartphone in the helmet, wear the helmet, and start

your fantastic VR sex journey! With the button on the cup,

you can undress or dress her, change her posture, alter

the perspective. One key is to reach an orgasm. Turn your

head in any direction and you can watch the whole sex

scene from your first person view (that's also one reason

why it's named virtual reality technology). In the game,

her plump breasts and slender waist swing quickly or slowly,

depending on your toy's motion speed.

BKK's Vincent Chen feels the future belongs to virtual reality toys

Looking through the VR device

exclusive
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Can the BKK Cup be used as a

stand-alone masturbator? Which

aspects were especially important

for your company when you 

designed the cup?

Vincent Chen: Of course it can

be used as stand-alone mastur -

bation cup, but I strongly reco -

mmend to use it with the VR

 helmet. For us, it was especially

 important to optimise the use of

the buttons which control the

game and to reduce latency. We

did our best to make sure that the

3D girl's movement range and

speed are exactly the same as the

cup's motion speed.

Another special feature of your 

product is of course the

 connection between the mastur-

bator and a VR helmet. How does

this connection work? Which

 technical requirements should

theuser'ssmartphone meet for it to

workcorrectly with the helmet?

Vincent Chen: It uses bluetooth to

connect the smartphone to the BKK

cup. The VR-helmet function is to

create an immersive VR experience.

The BKK sex toy software supports

IOS and Android. For IOS, you need

version 8.0 or up, for  Android, it's 4.3

or later.  The  helmet supports

smartphones  between four and six

inches, but you need a special

spongy  support mat in the helmet

for a small phone. The bigger the

size, the better the performance. 

One challenge when designing 

virtual reality is the interaction of

the user with the world while he is

immersed in it. How can the user

controlthe software while he is

usingyour product?

Vincent Chen: Firstly, the user can

move his head, secondly, he 

can click the button on the cup 

and thirdly, he can also movethe 

BKK cup quickly or slowly. This

 movement will be transmitted into

the virtual reality. The scenes you

show are rendered in a 3D engine. 

Which possibilities of customisation

are there for the user?

Vincent Chen: The appearance

of the girl can be customized. 

Her figure (chest, waist, hip line

etc.) hair, clothes, skin, voice, and

language, etc. In addition to that,

the user can choose the location

and posture he likes.

Rendered 3D models offer a lot 

of customisation possibilities, 

but are not to everybody’s liking.

Could your technology also turn 

movies with real actors into a 3D 

experience? Do you have plans 

to make your product cater 

more to a western audience in 

this regard?

Vincent Chen: Yes, this is what 

we will to do in our next step. 

We will cooperate with adult 

video makers, shoot VR sex 

scenes, cut them, and make them

more palatable. To do this 

with real actors, two things I think are

important: total control and animesive

experience.

Do you sell your products in Europe

or work with distributors here? How

much does a BKK system cost?

Vincent Chen: Yes, Europe and North

America are our big target markets.

We will cooperate with a distributor in

Europe. After the AAE, every customer

Vincent Chen (2nd from the left) sees lots of potential for virtual reality technologies

V I N C E N T  C H E N

.................

I like to call it the

 virtual reality sex toy.“

................................ “
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we met had great interested in a cooperation with

us, and everybody was confident that the product

would do very well in their market. The retail the price

is 200 USD for cup and helmet, wholesale price is 80

USD for cup and helmet. We look forward to finding

new distributors or wholesalers.

Do you offer any support in terms of POS 

materials for brick and mortar shops or banners 

for online retailers?

Vincent Chen: Yes, we will supply a display frame, 

videos, posters, catalogues etc. for physical stores,

and design banners and GIF images for online retai-

lers. If we miss some important materials, the trade

members can tell us and we will try to add them.

How do you envision the future of virtual reality in the

sex toy industry? Which new products and concepts

will we see within the next years?

Vincent Chen: I think virtual reality products will usher

in a phase of explosive growth within two or three 

years. Virtual reality products will replace some of  the 

traditional  products  in certain ways. Of course, the 

sex toy industry is included in this process. You know 

the most difficult thing about predictions is that you 

can't foretell the imagination of the people, so 

I don't know what the new products will look like, but 

we'll see in the next years.    

While your product uses a smartphone to create the

3D experience for the user, „real“ VR equipment like
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the Oculus Rift is about to be released to the market.

Do you think this will spike a wave of development in

this sector of erotic products? Which new possibilities

can we expect?

Vincent Chen: We choose smartphones to create

the 3D experience for our user based on two 

considerations.  Firstly, we had already accumulated

three years professional experience in 3D mobile

 applications and have a lot patents on our hand.

 Secondly, we will meet very strong competitors if we

choose to design VR sex games for the computer. In

other words: We do what we are good at. Another

reason we choose smartphones is that smartphones

are portable, small, and that their performance has

become much better. They are the big trend. 

One other trend in recent years has been 

female-friendly and couples toys. Even though your

product focusses on a male audience, which 

possibilities do you see for VR in this regard?

Vincent Chen: I think I already answered part of that

question. Our masturbation cup is only the beginning.

Maybe it's easier to grab the male audience. You

know, the people around me, they like AV or 3D adult

cartoons very much. So I think this is a big market.

What are your plans for further developing your 

product in terms of the software on one side and 

hardware on the other hand?

Vincent Chen: We plan to introduce a vibration 

feature in the next generation of cups, but we 

also want to launch a female vibrator.  Another 

project will be the creation of a silicone doll 

or butt which can be combined with our 

VR technology. 
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The BKK set includes the mount

The user can choose from more than 50 different poses

for the smartphone and a masturbator 
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Maia Toys has introduced new and more strict

 quality control standards. Why did you decide

to take this step? 

Mara Epstein: We initiated a quality assurance

 programme based on feedback we received from

our retail partners. They explained that returns, from

all  manufacturers, were having a deeply negative

impact on their reputation and bottom line. We

 wanted to  ensure that when our products arrived,

they were in  perfect working condition.

Can you tell us briefly how these quality controls 

are practically run or what is tested on your 

products  respectively?  
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“We have already had an  
overwhelming response from our retail partners.”

Mara: After our product is manufactured, it goes through

a rigorous inspection process in which the functionality,

aesthetics, and packaging is inspected to ensure that

each Maia Toy is up to our high standards. After the

product lands in our distribution centres, it is, again,

 inspected for functionality, and it is made sure that the

packaging is not damaged. Only after the item passes

this second inspection will it be put in a queue awaiting

to be shipped to our distribution and retail partners.

Who is in charge of these controls? Have you hired

 external experts or will the tests be done in-house?

Mara: The first QC inspection gets done by our factory

as the products leave the production line. The second

.................

Our goal at Maia

Toys is to provide

high-quality sex objects

that bring the best part

of our users sexuality

to the surface.”

................................ 

“
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Products that the consumers take back to

the store or send back to the onl ine shop

because they don ' t  work  proper ly  are  a

thorn in everyone's s ide – the consumers ' ,

the t rade ' s ,  the indus t r y ' s .  To  make sure

something l ike that  doesn ' t  even happen,

Maia Toys has introduced a programme for

st r ict qual i ty assurance, as the company's

Director of Sales & Market ing, Mara Epstein,

explains in our inter view.

exclusive

Audrey is a new silicone rabbit with deep ridges

Maia Toys introduces new quality assurance programme

Mara Epstein, Maia Toys' Director of Sales & Marketing 
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inspection hap-

pens at our facility

in Los  Angeles,

conducted  by our

 specially  trained staff.

How will you commu -

nicate your new quality

control policy so  that

your  distributors, retailers,

and of course the consu-

mer will take notice? 

Mara: We have already had  an

overwhelming response from our

 retail partners. We announced the

improved procedures via press

 release, social media, and, most

 importantly, one on one with our

 retail and  distribution partners.

What are your expectations for this

 initiative in general? 

Mara: Our goal at Maia Toys is to

provide high-quality sex objects

that bring the best part of our users'

 sexuality to the surface. These

new quality control  procedures

are in line with that goal.

In your own opinion: Is the

erotic  industry paying

enough attention to

product quality?

Mara: I personally think they

are doing their best but sometimes

 exporters don’t take the extra step

which costs money and time to

 ensure functional products. 

Do we need harmonised

 international laws that  regulate the

manufacturing of sex toys?

Mara: We pride ourselves on

 providing products that soar

above any regulations that  

may be in place. In all honesty,  

we  believe that the quality of  

all Maia Toys so far exceeds

 regulations that we rarely ever

worry about our products not

 making the cut.

Is there anything new at Maia Toys

besides the new  quality control

 system? Did you release new

 products or have there been

changes in marketing?

Mara: Maia Toys has introduced new

packaging. It is a cool box  without

the flap so the end  consumers can

see the items better. In addition,

Maia Man has  added three new

items. The packaging has remained

the same, stylish and hip. The toys

include a  rechargeable  vibrating

cock ring (Liam), a  remote-

controlled silicone vibrating butt plug

set that  includes three items: (Ethan)

remote control,  vibrating butt plug,

and butt plug. And lastly, a rechar-

geable cock ring (Logan). In

 addition, there are two new colourful

mini long bullets (Emma) for either

sex, and for the ladies we introduced

the “Jessica” rabbit, which is made

from 100% medical-grade silicone,

rechargeable and has dual rotating

sets of pearls for extra stimulation.

“Audrey” is another silicone rabbit

with deep ridges for that extra touch

of stimulation.

.................

We wanted to ensure

that when our

 products arrived,

they were in perfect  

working condition.”

................................ 

“
Three new products in the Maia Man line: Logan, Liam and Ethan

For the ladies: Jessica 

Emma is available in two colours 
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Danatoys presents a new product in their  WaterClean l ine. Of course, i t  is  dedicated to

anal cleansing – but in a very discreet way as i t  only takes a few s imple steps to turn the

WaterClean Shower  f rom a regular  shower  head in to  an anal  douche.  EAN had the 

oppor tunity to talk with Thomas Pedersen about his new product and about anal cleansing

in general.

Thomas, please tell us: what is the WaterClean

 Shower?

Thomas Pedersen: The short description is 'a undercover

anal douche', meaning that at first impression you would

not know that it's actually also an anal shower head.

On the outside, it looks like most normal shower heads

used in the bathroom, but in this case you can unscrew

the top part and then it leaves you with a regular anal

douche for anal cleansing.

Where did Danatoys get the idea for this product?

Thomas: It has been developed over a longer period.

We have had many requests about some neutral

 storage option for the douches so customers could

hide them away in some kind of box in the bathroom

without anyone suspecting what was inside. So with that

in mind we tried to think about something that didn’t

look like a 'sex tool' and at the same time blended in

with the bathroom stuff. The idea of keeping it inside

the shower is actual more than a year old, but it has

been quite a challenge producing a shower head with

our specifications that was also a good, quality shower

head for normal use. After talking to many different

people and asking what type of shower head they

would prefer for normal showers, we ended up with the

version we have now: with three shower modes that

 cover most of the customers' needs for washing their

hair and body.

WaterClean Shower – the new undercover anal douche from Danatoys 

Thomas Pedersen hopes the trade will pay more

attention to anal cleansing products

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“Quite a lot of people are not 

aware of the option of anal cleansing.“
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Which target group do you have

in mind for this product?

Thomas: Anyone who would like to

keep it a secret that they are using

an anal douche, or people who

just want a easy access to their

anal douche head without having

to think about where they put it

 after they used it last time.

How many products are currently

part of the WaterClean line and

do you have plans to expand it

further?

Thomas: At the moment, we have

eight different shower heads to be

attached to a normal shower

hose; they come in a Easy Stream

and a No Limit version, with No

 Limit being a straight through ver-

sion while the Easy Stream have a

water pressure limiter inside to en-

sures that the water pressure will

not be too high and maybe da-

mage or hurt the colon. When we

started with making shower heads,

we found that there is a big

 differences in water pressure in the

different regions in Europe. In

 Northern Europe, we have high

pressure but we can also adjust it

on the water tap; in Southern

Europe, people living in places

where the water pressure is high

can only seldom adjust it to proper

anal cleansing levels. That's where

the Easy Stream comes in. Should

customers have a problem adjus-

ting the water pressure, we have a

product called WaterClean –

On/off that can be to put in bet-

ween the shower hose and the

shower head to adjust the pressure

of the water.  The WaterClean –

Douche is a smart combination

product. In the box, you have a

red No Limit shower head that can

be attached to the ballon douche

that is also in the box, but of

course, the shower head can also

be used on a shower hose, and

since the thread in the ballon is

standard ½ inch, you can use all

shower heads, even non-Water-

Clean shower heads as long as

they just have a standard ½ inch

thread. The ballon part is made of

super soft silicone which makes it

very easy to squeeze out the water

when cleaning it. As for Water-

Clean accessories, we have the

On/off mention above, and the

WaterClean – Switch, which gives

you the opportunity to quickly

switch between the normal shower

head and a shower hose with anal

douche. You simply attach the

Swith where the shower hose co-

mes out of the wall/tap, then you

can attach two shower hoses to

that Switch and easily change bet-

ween then. Last month, we added

three shower hoses to the

 WaterClean accessories series,

they are black and come in stan-

dard length 150cm, a long version

with 250cm, and a short version

with 75cm. With those different

 sizes, there should be many

 possibilities to combine them with

The Swith or the On/Off for

 instance, to create the perfect

anal cleansing installation.

When will the WaterClean Shower

be available for retailers and how

much will it cost?

Thomas: We have been busy mass

producing for the past two months,

so we should be ready to ship  to

customers at the beginning of

October, or right after eroFame at

the latest. The B2B price is around

14 -15 euro and suggested retail

price approximately 35 euro.

Can retailers who are interested in

 picking up the WaterClean line get

support materials from you?

Thomas: When it comes to the Wa-

terClean line, the among of POS ma-

terials is very limited at the moment,

however, not because we don’t want

to make any, but  because feedback

from our regular customers shows they

aren't that interested in dedicated

 displays for these products. I guess if

we were selling Fleshlight or  Bathmate

or products of that  calibre, it would

be different, but with items like this, our

b2B clients are just happy that there

is a euro hole in the package so it

can be hanged on the already exis-

ting shop displays/inventory. Of

course, we have high-res graphics of

all the products and retail boxes and

instructions in many languages if a re-

tailer needs them. But again, we are

open to suggestions so if someone

selling our products has an idea or

request, we will gladly listen.

T H O M A S  P E D E R S E N

.................

Unfortunately, we

see a lot of shops

having anal shower

heads and douches placed

between dildos and butt

plugs etc. but not all

people that are having

anal sex are necessarily

also into using 

butt plugs.“

................................ 

“
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Does anal cleansing get enough attention in the  

erotic market or do you think it has been a neglected

 topic so far?

Thomas: It probably comes as a surprise for most of us in

this business, but more than half of the people having

anal sex (hetero people) never heard about anal

 cleansing, and of course even more people who are not

having anal sex.  I guess you have to

be in the right circles or read magazi-

nes/websites where this topic is discus-

sed to learn about this possibility and

see what options/products there are for

anal cleansing. In the gay world, it’s ba-

sically common knowledge and a per-

fectly normal thing to do and discuss,

but for straight people/women its not a

topic you just  talk about with your

friends. There was a  survey among wo-

men some years back about whether

they were interested in trying anal sex, and 65% of them

answered yes, but more than half of them wouldn't go

through with it because they were concerned it could be

a 'messy' adventure.
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Do you have any tips, how retailers can use anal

 cleansing to their benefit?

Thomas: As mentioned before, quite a lot of people

are not aware of the option of anal cleansing before

having anal sex, so retailers could benefit a lot by

having the anal cleaning devices on display together

with lubes that are optimised for anal sex.

 Unfortunately, we see a lot of

shops having anal shower

heads and douches placed

between dildos and butt 

plugs etc. but not all people

that are having anal sex are

necessarily also into using 

butt plugs. When it comes to

web shops, there is also a lot

to gain by having the shower

heads and douches listed in

the 'customer also bought' or

'related items to this product' section of anal 

lube product pages so that customers who are not

aware of this option for clean anal sex can be

 informed that way.

I N T E R V I E W
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The WaterClean Shower is a very discreet product since you

can go from one shower head to the other quickly and easily The four shower/douche options of the product

.................

We have had many requests

about some neutral

 storage option for the douches

so customers could hide them

away in some kind of box in

the bathroom without anyone

suspecting what was inside.“

................................ 

“
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Is it correct that MSX has developed a new substance,

or to be more precise, a special type of silicone?  

How exactly did you discover this new silicone?

Lucio Majelli: Yes, this is correct. We decided to contact

a special effect artist who discovered a new formula. 

How is this type of silicone different from all the other

 silicone variants that are being used today?

Lucio: It's made with platinum so it's 'passion-proof'. By

changing the ratio of substances, we can make a strong

silicone layer or a smooth one. 

What are your plans for this newly-discovered

 substance? Are you going to develop new product lines

based on this material?

Lucio: Yes, a new dildo line called 'Made in Italy' - a

very realistic line!

When can we expect to see the first products made of

this silicone? And how will this new substance affect  

the price?

Lucio: We are going to present it at eroFame this

 October. For now, I can't say anything about the price,

but we will inform the market about it in due time. This is

a top-quality substance.

118 

'Made  i n  I ta l y '  i s  t he  name o f  t he  new

 product  l ine f rom MSX that  a l so  in t roduces

us  to  a  nove l  t ype  o f  s i l i cone .  When we

 ta l ked  to  Luc io  Ma je l l i ,  e -commerce

 specia l i s t  a t  MSX,  he d idn ' t  want  to  spoi l

the  su rp r i se  as  the  company i s  go ing  to

p remie re  the  new mate r ia l  and  the  new

product  l ine at  e roFame,  but  he s t i l l  had

more than enough in teres t ing news fo r  us .

Fo r  i n s tance ,  t he  d i s t r i bu to r  w i l l  s ta r t

 sh i f t i ng  p roduc t ion  o f  i t s  own  p roduc t s   

to  I ta ly.

“This could be the beginning of an evolution...”

Was this new substance also the reason why MSX

 decided to produce sex toys in Italy, or were there

other rationales for this decision?

Lucio: Once upon a time, there was a sex toys

 distributor... now a new era is dawning: production.

It's just to complete our company profile.

Which advantages arise from Italy-based production

for MSX?

Lucio: We can check the quality and improve 

the Italian design. We can produce our own 

zzideas and make them real. 

Do you plan to produce many of your own products

and brands in Italy from now on?

Lucio: This could be the beginning of an 

evolution...

Between this new type of silicone and production

 shifting to Italy, there is a lot going on at MSX. Are

there also other news and developments?

Lucio: We bought a new building. We founded new

partnerships. We are improving our teamwork.

Sex toys are our life, our business, our challenge: We

will invest everything we have.

MSX develops new silicone, starts Italian-based sex toy production

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Lucio Majelli announces

that MSX will start producing sex toys in Italy 
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Few products  have been met  w i th  as  much media in te res t  as  Topco ' s  Twerk ing But t .    

Bu t  i t ' s  no t  rea l l y  su rp r i s i ng ,  a f te r  a l l ,  t h i s  mas tu raba to r  o f fe r s  l o t s  o f  h igh - tech 

fea tu re s  i nc lud ing  an  app ,  a  3D  v i r t ua l  r ea l i t y  expe r ience ,  and  au tonomous  

mot ion.  Oh,  and then there ' s  a l so  the fact  that  i t  i s  marketed in  co l laborat ion w i th

on l ine  v ideo por ta l  Po rnHub.  So  i t  was  p re t ty  much a  fo regone conc lus ion  that  the

pub l ic  wou ld  be  cu r ious  abou t  t h i s  p roduc t .  Va len t i no  To lman ,  t he  I n te r na t iona l   

Sa le s  D i rec to r  o f  Topco,  answe red  ou r  ques t i ons  abou t  t he  many  fea tu re s  o f  t he  

Twerk ing But t .

“The Twerking Butt offers amazing
technology for men’s private pleasure.”

You presented Topcos latest innovation at ETO  

and ANME last month. It's called Twerking Butt,  

and that's exactly what it looks like. Could you give  

us  a more detailed description of the product and  

its features?

Valentino Tolman: Topco’s Twerking Butt is the most

technologically advanced adult toy on the market.

Combining features such as vibration, massage, warmth

and, of course, twerking, the patented Twerking Butt is

connected to an app via Bluetooth technology, all in a

realistically shaped, Cyberskin butt. There is nothing like

it in the world!

Part of the Twerking Butt set are also a pair of 3D

 goggles. How do these work and how are they

 connected to the butt?

Valentino Tolman: After you download the Twerking

Butt app (available free at the App Store for  

iPhones and on GooglePlay for Android phones),  

the 3D  goggles hold your cell phone to immerse you

with 3D videos of twerking butts and other sexy  

clips. The Twerking Butt is connected to your  

phone via Bluetooth technology for hands free,

 wireless action with the music from the video

 interacting with the twerking and motion action of  

the butt.

Valentino Tolman presents Topco's Twerking Butt

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Sales Director, and a Twerking Butt display

Valentino Tolman, Topco's International
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The product is also branded by online

portal PornHub. What part did they

play in the product's development? 

Valentino Tolman: The Twerking Butt

is licensed to PornHub, much like our

Penthouse line of strokers. All of the

mechanics and function of the

Twerking Butt was developed by our

engineers at Topco.

Will there be exclusive content for

Twerking Butt owners?

Valentino Tolman: Yes! Pornhub is

developing content so the Twerking

Butt moves at the same time the

performer does. 

Will the Twerking Butt be sold via

PornHub as well or are they only a

marketing partner?

Valentino Tolman: PornHub is  

only a marketing partner for the  

Twerking Butt.

The Twerking Butt is offered in two

versions: Classic and Deluxe. How

do they differ from each other?

Valentino Tolman: The only

 difference is the Classic version does

not perform the twerking action but

the Deluxe version does. Aside from

that, they are both the same.

The MSRP of the Twerking Butt is

$699 for the classic edition and

$999 for the deluxe edition. That

seems rather expensive for a sex toy.

Which customer group are you

 aiming for with the product and  

its pricing?

Valentino Tolman: The Twerking Butt

offers amazing technology for men’s

private pleasure. There are many

 other large masturbators, including

our full size realistic sex dolls, that

 retail for much more and do not

move in any way. The price of the

Twerking Butt does not seem to be

a factor in its success!

For a product such as this, it's not

enough to just display it in a store

and hope for the best. Which POS

materials and support do you offer

to retailers who want to pick up the

Twerking Butt?

Valentino Tolman: We will have a

video available for retailers to  

have in their store to show all of 

the  features. Also, encouraging

 customers to look at the website

(www.twerkingbutt.com) and look on

YouTube for Twerking Butt videos,

they will also learn a lot about it. 

Where can interested retailers turn

to if they want to sell up the Twerking

Butt in Europe?

Valentino Tolman: They can

 contact their favourite distributors  

for the Twerking Butt and get  

them in their stores. It’s a real  

attention getter!

V A L E N T I N O  T O L M A N

.................

Pornhub is 

developing content so

the Twerking Butt moves

at the same time the 

performer does.”

................................ 

“

the Deluxe version is that the latter truly twerks

The difference between the Classic and
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Hello Elizabeth. You are one of the founders for

 Luvense London and just released your first

 product. But before we talk about your company,

could you first tell us a bit about yourself? What's your

background and how did you get started working in

the erotic industry?

Elizabeth Gordon: I left university with a degree in po-

litics and then went on to have a career in business

development. Depending on where I was working my

roles have involved sales, PR, marketing, organising

events and creating and delivering new brands. I’ve

worked in various industries including media,  education

and corporate communications. My work in the erotic

industry began after I met my partner Neil in the sum-

mer of 2010 when we started thinking about creating

a mirror for adults to enjoy in their  bedrooms. 

Your product isn't the typical product of the erotic

 industry: The LUVVU is a mirror which is designed for

124 

The erot ic  market  i s  o f ten reduced to  v ib rators ,

 d i ldos,  lubr icants ,  and condoms,  and whi le  those

cer tainly make up the l ion share of products in the

erotic realm, there are many other areas in the world

of adult  products – some of which don't  real ly f i t  the

classic categories.  The LUVVU is  one such product.  I t

is  a mir ror that can be posit ioned overhead the bed

in a few s imple steps – and of  course,  i t ' s  just  as

 eas i ly  removed again.  E l i zabeth Gordon and her

par tner  Nei l  deve loped the LUVVU and are now

 in t roducing i t  to  the erot ic  market .  We had the

 oppor tuni ty to inter v iew E l i zabeth,  ask ing her how

she got the idea for this product and what her hopes

and expectat ions are for the future of the LUVVU.

“The LUVVU mirror has
to both adventurous    

the bedroom. How would you describe your product

to somebody who has not seen it yet?

Elizabeth Gordon: The fact that our product isn’t  typical

of the adult industry is one of the things we’re most ex-

cited about, in fact it’s unique and the first of its kind. I

would describe the LUVVU mirror as a sleek and beau-

tifully designed bedroom accessory which enhances

 intimacy and heightens passion. The LUVVU mirror is

Mirror, mirror - Elizabeth Gordon presents the LUVVU

I N T E R V I E W
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Elizabeth Gordon, founder of Luvsense

London, the company bringing us the LUVVU

One side of the

LUVVU is tinted red

exclusive
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   and romantic couples.”
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safely suspended from a ceiling

by a customised fixture to provide

a seductive reflection from above;

when it’s not in use it can be simply

removed and discreetly stored.

The LUVVU mirror is produced from

acrylic so it’s both lightweight and

 shatterproof, it’s fully adjustable for

height and angle, measures 70cm

in diameter and is reversible with

a conventional or red tinted

 reflection, allowing for a range of

enhanced viewing options.

How did you come up with the

idea of creating a mirror for  

the bedroom?

Elizabeth Gordon: We knew that

adults watching themselves and

each other is ingrained in sexual

culture, yet there is a stigma and

embarrassment

around a per-

manent mirror

on the  bedroom

ceiling. Further-

more installing a

ceiling mirror

can be daun-

ting and a

 permanent fix-

ture isn’t always

going to be de-

sirable. Our idea

was to create a

solution to all of these problems in a

product which was enjoyable, easy

and safe to use.

Some people might have

 concerns about the safety of your

product, since it can be attached

and removed easily from the

 ceiling. What would you tell these

people to alleviate their concerns?

Elizabeth Gordon: We completely

understand that there may be

concerns about attaching and

 removing anything from a ceiling,

especially a mirror! However we

have used acrylic instead of glass

so that the LUVVU mirror is   shatter-

proof and lightweight, it therefore

avoids many of the risks which

would come with an ordinary

 mirror. In terms of attaching and

removing the product from a cei-

ling, once the ceiling fixture has

been attached installation is very

straightforward and there are

 various product features which

 ensures that this is a safe and easy

process.  Lastly all parts of the

LUVVU mirror have undergone

 rigorous testing by a professional

product testing organisation.

You presented LUVVU to the market

at the past AAE show in Hong

Kong. How were the reactions of

the visitors to your product?

Elizabeth Gordon: We had a great

reaction at the AAE show. Naturally

the people who walked past our

stand were intrigued because they

were seeing something unique

and unusual, when I had the

 opportunity to demonstrate the

product people were generally im-

pressed and enjoyed having a

.................

The fact that our

product isn’t

 typical of the adult

 industry is one of the

things we’re most excited

about, in fact it’s unique

and the first of its

kind.“

................................ 

“

E L I Z A B E T H  G O R D O N

One of the great advantages of the LUVVU is
how easily it can be attached to the ceiling
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look at their reflection! It was great to be able to en-

gage with such a diverse audience of buyers. 

Which customer group are you targeting with the

LUVVU mirror? Why do you think they would like to

add a visual element to their lovemaking?

Elizabeth Gordon: The LUVVU mirror has been

 designed to appeal to both adventurous and

 romantic couples. Our target audience are adults

seeking a new dynamic in the bedroom, and a

 unique experience not currently offered by any exis-

ting pleasure products. The extensive market research

we’ve done over the past years revealed that many

couples would enjoy using a mirror in their bedroom.

As you will see from our website we have created a

really beautiful visual identity which underpins our

 product, and will resonate with consumers who value

strong and original brands. 

Where can the LUVVU be bought right now? Do you

work together with distributors or are you looking for

cooperations right now?

126 

Elizabeth Gordon: The LUVVU mirror is available to

buy from our website www.luvsense.london. Having

only launched three weeks ago we aren’t yet working

with anyone else, however we are having some

 interesting discussions with potential partners in the

UK and abroad and would be keen to hear from any

interested parties. I can be reached via email at

 elizabeth@luvsense.london.

How much does a LUVVU mirror cost? 

Elizabeth Gordon: The RRP of the LUVVU mirror is

£285.00. 

Do you have any tips or tricks, how retailers should

promote the LUVVU in order to create the most sales?

Do you offer any POS materials or support  

for  retailers?

Elizabeth Gordon: For any retailers we work with we’ll

provide as much sales support as they need; we

have a portfolio of written and visual assets, including

our gorgeous product film and we are active on

 social media channels. We will also be announcing

a number of exciting brand partnerships over the next

few months. Obviously it’s early days for us but the

LUVVU mirror is our baby and we’ll take very good

care of anyone who joins us on our journey. 

Will Luvsense London present more products in line

with the LUVVU in the future? 

Elizabeth Gordon: We certainly plan to…watch  

this space…

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Obviously it’s early days for us but

the LUVVU mirror is our baby and

we’ll take very good care of anyone who

joins us on our journey.“

................................ 

“
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What is African Fly? 

Brian Ayers: African Fly is an all natural liquid

 aphrodisiac for women and men made from eight

herbs that makes lovemaking more sensual and

 longer-lasting. 

How does African Fly work its magic? 

Brian: African Fly naturally increases your body’s

 production of testosterone without negative side

 effects. It is like eating an incredibly healthy salad

just for your testosterone. 

128

Ever ybody knows that  tes tos te rone p lays  an impor tant  ro le  in  the human body in  more

ways  than one.  I t  i s  a l so  common knowledge that  a low tes tos terone leve l  –  fo r  ins tance

in  o ld age –  can cause problems.  US  company Ayers  Natura l s  now br ings  us  a product

that  he lps  w i th  tes tos te rone leve l s  and can a l so  have remarkable ef fects  on l ib ido and

s tamina.  I t s  name i s  A f r ican F ly  and i t  i s  made f rom e ight  he rbs  that  inc rease  the 

product ion of  tes tos te rone.  B r ian Ayers  te l l s  us  more about  th i s  in te res t ing product  in

our  EAN in ter v iew.

“Our goal is for African Fly to be the 
best known and loved aphrodisiac in the world.” 

Apart from the stimulating effect, African Fly is also said

to have positive effects on penis size, memory, and life 

expectancy. Is this a miracle drug you have on your 

hands there? 

Brian: In many ways yes. It is a miracle formula. 

Testosterone is tied to all of the major functions of our

body. When you have it in good supply you are much

  healthier. The easiest way to think of it is to imagine a

 healthy 21 year old male. There are no memory, erection

or muscle development issues. Then 45 years later after

years of drinks, holiday feasting and more there are 'senior

moments', erections that can barely be sustained, penis

shrinkage (yes that can and does happen) along with

muscle shrinkage. And there is cranky old man syndrome

which is a sign of low testosterone. The difference between

the 21 and 66 is the level of testosterone which goes

down 1% per year from around age 25. Of course there

are the obvious differences with women but the concept

of sexual health and hormonal balance is the same. 

How is the product used? And how much does it cost in

the store? 

Brian: African Fly comes in a 4 ounce bottle with a dropper

tube. You take 3 dropper squeezes (about 1 teaspoon)

three times a day in the morning, afternoon and early

evening. One bottle will last a month when taken this way.

It is currently only sold online at africanfly.com at $55 per

bottle. It will be in stores world wide soon.

Brian Ayers on the magical formula of African Fly 
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Ruth and Brian Ayers, the founders of African Fly 
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Purely organic – that's how you

could sum up the ingredients.

Would you mind giving our  

readers an overview of these 

ingredients and their effect on the

human body? 

Brian: Cinnamon encourages

 digestion increasing the potency of

each herb. Ginger calms excessive

nervous tension and stimulates

 circulation. Nutmeg helps give

 sexual stamina. Sarsparilla restores

both male and female sexual

 systems helping to treat impotence

and frigidity. Cloves improve

 absorption of ingredients in African

Fly. Damiana nourishes the sexual

glands and boost the sex hormones

in men and women to correct im-

balances. Yohimbe increases libido,

erotic sensation and stamina while

giving women greater arousal and

lubrication. Cola Nut boost energy,

stamina and enhances sensory ner-

ves for greater sexual experiences. 

You make no secret of the 

African Fly ingredients. Aren't you

afraid that someone might copy

the formulation? 

Brian: Well that is the big difference

between what we sell and the

 thousands of over the counter and

prescription pills. Pills are made

 because the drug companies can

synthesise a chemical that is found

in nature and put a patent on it. It

does not make the product any

more effective but it does have a

much higher chance of being

 dangerous. That is why the Food

and Drug Administration has to do

years of testing to approve it in the

US. This chemical has literally been

on the planet for less than five years

and then is sold to millions of

people...followed by lawsuits due to

illness or death years later. It is simply

a money issue and pills are

 incredibly cheap to make. Pill

 machines can crank out 7000 pills

an hour. It is true that someone else

could copy the formula but we

have spent 15 years perfecting the

right blend, sourcing the highest

quality herbs on the planet and

using a highly sophisticated process

to create the formula in bulk. We

think it is only fair to tell people what

is going into their body. 

Products in this category are usually

tested extensively by consumer,

 science labs, or both – and the  results

of such tests are often used in mar-

keting the products. What can you

tell us about the testing of African Fly? 

Brian: Since African Fly is a food

 based formula with several of the

herbs found in your kitchen, there

has not been a need to do a

 scientific study. It would be like

 studying an organic salad. 

We have however done extensive

surveys over the years

from clients, many of 

whom have taken the

 product over ten years.

The great news is that

no one has ever died

or had some crazy

side effect in our 16

years. The incredible news is that we

are constantly learning how our

clients have used it in ways we never

considered. We have people who

use it because of diabetes (over half

of type 2 diabetes is due to low

 testosterone), to relieve joint aches

from Lupus, to increase memory, to

stay awake and to help in strength

and endurance training. All of these

issues are related to testosterone so

African Fly can help. It just so

 happens that getting horny with a

harder erection or more lubrication

is the most obvious effect. 

Is the name African Fly in any way

inspired by the “Spanish Fly“ arousal

products that have been on the

market for several years? 

Brian: Yes. African Fly is a play on

the name Spanish Fly. The formula

itself originated in Africa and was

used in mating rituals centuries ago.

We added herbs from other parts of

the world to increase the potency

and effectiveness. The original

 Spanish Fly was a crushed beetle

that irritated the urethra causing an

erection...or death. The recent

 Spanish Fly pills are just in name only. 

Could you give our readers some

information about the company

behind African Fly? What experi-

ence does that company have in

this segment of the market? 

B R I A N  A Y E R S

.................

African Fly 

naturally increases

your body’s production

of testosterone without

negative side effects.”

................................ 

“
A recent promotions party
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Brian: Ayers Naturals is the

company behind African

Fly. We have been develo-

ping and studying herbal

tinctures for over 15 years.

We have done extensive

 research into all aspects of

sexual health to help our

clients have  better sex lives.

We even wrote the book

'How to be a Better Lover in

3 Days or Less' by combi-

ning all of the  articles we

shared in our  e-newsletter

FlyZones which was started

in 2001. We  constantly get

questions from people that

force us to do more

 research and we love to

share what we learn. 

Which channels of distribution are you using at 

the moment? 

Brian: Just the internet and a few stores in America. 

How do you create awareness for your products? 

Brian: For years we have only used word of mouth from

our clients. Many clients have stumbled onto the website

through all of the sexual health blog post that we have.

We are proud of our tradition of just making small

 batches to maintain quality but recently we have

 increased capacity while keeping the high quality which

has allowed us to reach more people. We are now

 reaching out to bloggers in the adult space and plan

to run extensive online ads along with a public relations

campaign to increase awareness. 

What are your plans for the European market? Are you

looking for distributors to take your product to the trade?

Or do you work directly with the retailers? 

Brian: We are looking for distributors to help us in the

 European market. We constantly get request from people

world wide asking where can they buy it in stores. In fact,

our first online order in 1999 came from Poland. It cost us

more to ship it than what we were charging at the time. 
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What do you expect from

your partners in the trade?

Which criteria do they 

have to meet for you to do

 business with them? 

Brian: Because of our higher

price points we want to work

with partners who deal with

higher end clientele. There

are many options for

people who do not mind

using cheaper questionable

pills. Those who have a

great  reputation in the 

business and have been

around for some time 

we feel will have the 

best success. 

There are many similar

 products on the shelves of

erotic stores. How do you want to position African Fly in

this marketplace? 

Brian: Although we are different in that there are fewer

liquid formulas than pills, we have found that the

people who get the most satisfaction from African

Fly are those that also get the information and 

support from our articles, videos, calls with our 

sexual performance experts and webinars. We 

plan to offer a coupon code with a purchase to

download “How to be a Better Lover In 3 Days or Less”

or get the hard copy by just paying for shipping. 

This will encourage the in store shoppers to continue

to use African Fly and come back in the store 

for more. 

Is your main focus on the traditional erotic market,

or do you have bigger plans for African Fly? 

Brian: Our goal is for African Fly to be the best known

and loved aphrodisiac in the world. We are looking

at formulating different strengths of the formula. We

suggest that people who are older or are less sexually

healthy to increase the dosage of African Fly for better

effect. A stronger formula would help them without

needing to take more. 

I N T E R V I E W
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African Fly is an all natural liquid aphrodisiac

for women and men made from eight herbs
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Exsens is about to release a new

collection of massage oils.

Their special feature is that you

have added gems to the product.

Can you tell us more about it?

Nathalie Vernin: Indeed. In October 2015, Exsens will

launch three massage oils with more than 90% organic

and 100% natural ingredients and gemstones.

AMBER JOJOBA : Harmonising massage oil with  

natural AMBER.

GARNET ARGAN: Sensual massage oil with semi- precious

GARNET stones.

AMETHYST SWEET ALMOND: Relaxing massage oil with  

semi-precious AMETHYST stones. 

All the team worked hard for more than one year to

 combine the properties of stones and organic oils to create

the most creatively original oils with real "WOW" factor.

It is said that certain gems have special properties that

can affect people. Which properties do the  stones  possess

that you have chosen?

Nathalie Vernin: You are right, since ancient times,

 gemstones have been used by people. People  believe

that "just as we are influenced by our  surroundings, the

weather, the food we eat, the colour we wear, so are

gemstones and crystals.So when we wear gemstones or

have them in our  living space, they will "emit energy

 vibrations  that bring a sense of well-being on all levels”. It
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I t  has almost been one year s ince French company Exsens launched

their  f i rs t  lubr icants and massage oi ls .  Af ter a busy and successful  year,

Exsens present another col lect ion with three massage oi ls  at eroFame

2015. The special thing about these products: Each massage oil  contains

a gemtone. In our EAN inter view, Nathal ie Vernin explains the posit ive

effects these stones have on the user,  and we also learn about the other

developments at the company.

“We love these very special oils and hope to com-
municate our feeling about them to our customers.”

seems that amber dispels bad moods and 

generates positive energy, that's why we used it 

for our harmonising massage oil. Garnet stimulates the

senses and banishes fatigue. That is the reason why you

will find it in our sensual massage oil. As for amethyst, this

stone promotes relaxation and  well-being. Hence, our

 relaxing massage oil  contains amethyst.

Did you also make changes to the formula for theses oils?

Which properties do they have?

Nathalie Vernin: The R&D team formulated these oils  

to synergistically reinforce the properties of stones and

 natural oils. We used polished gemstones that have been

tumbled with water and sand, thus giving them a smooth

rounded surface.

Do you offer POS materials or other support for

 retailers,who want to pick up your new line? How  

should it be presented to create the best turnover for  

the retailer?

Nathalie Vernin: Of course, we provide retailers with training

lessons, technical data sheet for our products, and

 posters/banners. We love these very special oils and hope

to communicate our feeling about them to our customers. 

It is no a secret that people live a stressful life today. With

our massage oils with stones, we wanted to bring them a

little bit of harmony and  relaxation, thus  increasing feelings

of well-being.

What has Exsens been up to this year? Nathalie Vernin tells us

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Nathalie Vernin,

Sales Manager at Exsens
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N A T H A L I E  V E R N I N

Other new items you introduced to

the market more  recently are the

„Let's Celebrate“ and „Let's Travel“ kits.

What is inside these kits and why did

you choose to bundle your  products

in such a way?

Nathalie Vernin: "Let's Celebrate" and

"Let"s Travel" kits  include EXSENS

 gourmet massage oils (also for oral

 pleasure). We wanted to create one

“cocktail” and one “fruity” travel kit. You

will also  soon get to discover our

 dedicated kits for Christmas and

 Valentine’s Day.

Recently, you were one of the few

European exhibitors at the AAE Show

in Hong Kong. How did the show go

for you and how important is the

 Chinese market for Exsens?

Nathalie Vernin: Indeed, it was our

first time at AAE Show in Hong Kong.

We were very happy to present

 EXSENS  together with our Asia team

based in China, Hong Kong, and

 Malaysia. We won two awards: "New

pleasure  products company of the

year" and "Fascinating package

 design of the year". It was an  excellent

opportunity to  celebrate these awards

with the team. As you know, EXSENS is

part of an  international industry group

and we develop our brand in all

 markets where we are present. The

Chinese market and Asian markets in

 general represent an important

growth  potential – people there yearn

for harmony just as much as people

in Berlin, Paris,  Moscow or Hong Kong.

You will also have a booth at the ero-

Fame. What do you have in store for

the visitors there, and why  should they

not miss out on visiting your stand?

Nathalie Vernin: Thank you for this

question. Yes, this year is our 2nd time

at the eroFame Trade Show. We are

all very happy to participate and

 present our products - in  particular

our new cooling  stimulation gels:

RASPBERRY MINT, FRESH GINGER

 LITCHI, and HOT  VANILLA ESPRESSO. 

Last year, eroFame was the

 launching event of EXSENS so ero-

Fame will always have a special

place in our hearts. Visitors will be

able to measure our progress since

last year as our products will be

 presented at several   other exhibitor

stands.The whole European EXSENS

team will be present, and we would

love to share with  everybody our

 experience and our feelings about

 sensual products, the market, and

the latest trend – more  female-

 oriented products.

As you mentioned, we had our  last

interview for eroFame a year ago

when Exsens was a fairly new brand

in the market for erotic  products.

How would you evaluate your

 success in the past year? Did Exsens

hit the targets  you wanted to

achieve, and where do you see

room  to grow?

Nathalie Vernin: The past year was

very intense, interesting,  and hard

at the same time for the team! We

 created new partnerships with distri-

butors, introduced the brand to

many new love stores and lingerie

boutiques throughout the world,

created fascinating products,

 participated at shows, popped up

stores and events. Many new projects

are in the works for the next two years

- there are so many things to do!

.................

It is no a secret

that people live a

stressful life today.

With our massage oils

with stones, we wanted to

bring them a little bit

of harmony and relaxa-

tion, thus increasing

feelings of well-being.”

................................ 

“
“Garnet stimulates the

senses and banishes fatigue.”

The gemstones in the Amber Jojoba

massage oils are intended to neutralise negative emotions
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At last year's eroFame, you presented your Rain line,

the PantyVibe, and a rechargeable PalmPower.

How did these new products fare over the course of

the past year?

Steve Bannister: We like to show new products at

shows when they are still in the early phases so that

we can get feedback and make changes that will

help our customers sell them more effectively. 

Now, after we’ve have been collecting this info 

and  finalising everything, we are set to release 

these  items very soon - in the next couple months.
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The Canadian company BMS is  going to need some very big suitcases when they t ravel to

Hanover to show their  new products to the European trade at eroFame. In our inter view

with BMS CEO Steve Bannister,  we talk about the global success of his Swan Line and his

expectat ions for the t rade convention in October.

“We’re expecting 
a great show at eroFame, as it usually is.” 

 Anticipation for the PalmPower  Recharge has been

incredible. We have had a lot of enquiries about  

pre-orders and are very excited for it to be released.

Rain has been doing very well. It’s  something new

and exciting in the PowerBullet line that we’ve never

done before. The response to the new finish has  

been astounding.

In July, you introduced the trade to Soft Rain at ANME

Show. Can we expect this product line to debut in

Europe soon? What makes this collection special?

Many new BMS products to premiere at eroFame

in

I N T E R V I E W
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Steve Bannister at eroFame 2014 
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Steve: Soft Rain is also highly

 anticipated and getting great

 feedback. Everyone loves our

Breeze finish. Combine that with 

an already great product (Rain) 

at a great price, and it will be 

a homerun.

What can you tell us about the

PalmPower Collection? What can

the visitors of eroFame expect from

this line?

Steve: The PalmPower Collection

has performed increasingly well.

Starting strong during our European

and UK launch, the PalmPower was

almost an overnight success, beco-

ming a #1 seller in these markets.

Before that, there had never been

a product that achieved the power

of larger wands (and sometimes

even more!) in such a compact

 design. Users really loved its small

size and incredible vibrations. We

have now continued to improve on

it and are releasing the PalmPower

Recharge. It is cordless and includes

a convenient USB cord so that it 

can be recharged anywhere with a 

USB port.

We will also be showing our new line

of PalmPower Attachments for the

first time at eroFame. With seven

new attachments to add, this 

brings the number of variants to 

the  PalmPower line to nine. The

 Palm Power Attachments can be

used with both the Original PalmPo-

wer and the PalmPower Recharge.

PalmPower is very successful. What

is it that sets these products apart

from the competition?

Steve: I believe it’s a combination

of the size and power. It’s such a

compact wand that the real

 moment of realisation comes to the

user to the first time they feel it. It’s

the actual “wow” factor that we see

on people’s faces that we really

love. It shows us why the PalmPower

is so special and reinvigorates us

every time to keep going with it.

 Other wands in its size range simply

can’t compete.

Your Swan line is also a global

 success story. Now you are adding

another chapter with the Swan

 Special Edition. But what is so

 special about this edition, and

which products does it include?

Steve: The Special Edition Swan

 consists of five of our best-selling

 designs, Whooper, Princess, Silver,

Mute, and Kissing, and will be

 offered in a luxurious colour new to

the Swan Collection. The Special

Edition Swans also have seven

 vibration functions which have not

been introduced into the Swan

 Collection before. All Special Edition

Swans will have their own box to

 differentiate them from the rest of

the collection. Each design features

Swan’s famous virtually seamless

 silicone finish with 100% play area,

PowerBullet vibrations and are

 conveniently recharged using the

included USB cord.

It seems as if the popularity of 

Swan will never wane – while other 

brands pop up and disappear

again, Swan has remained success-

ful all this time. Is Swan a classic in 

the making?

Steve: I believe so, yes. Swan was

the first to come to market with a

collection of seamless silicone

 designs with full play area. We were

also the first to put two separate

 vibrating motors with their own

 controls in a single product. While

others have tried to come along

and step into that luxury territory, they

quickly find that even though they

can come close to the feel and

 benefit of our silicone design, they

just can’t match the power.

Customers are very well informed

these days. They know what they

want and they know what they don’t.

What they want is a product that is

strong, beautiful and functional.

Swan checks all these boxes and

more – something which others just

can’t do at this time.

S T E V E  B A N N I S T E R

Seven new attachments for the PalmPower are available right now
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Swan is booming in China lately – the land that loves

brands! Just recently, Swan has inked two blockbuster

deals with two large companies, and we have also

 employed a start-up sales agency that will handle the

Chinese and surrounding market. They loved and

 believe in Swan and Leaf so much, that they invested

their own money to create a company that would only

handle sales of those product collections – that’s

 dedication! With such a welcoming reception to the

Swan brand, we’re looking forward to continued success

in this amazing region.

How hard is it to live up to the success of the Swan

brand with new products?

Steve: It’s a bar that we’ve set very high for ourselves,

but I believe it drives the company forward in a good

direction. With such a strong product as our flagship

brand, we constantly have to keep bettering ourselves

and the products we create to stay ahead of things.

Apart from the products we already mentioned, are

you also going to present other new products and

 collections at eroFame?

Steve: What I can tell you at this point is that we will also

be showing our new Mini Swan Wand. The Swan Wand,

released earlier this year, is a wand style massager with

two independently controlled vibrations – each offering

a different sensation. The Mini Swan Wand maintains its

beautiful shape in a much smaller more compact form,

almost the size of a tube of lipstick. It is still virtually

 seamless silicone finished and has one powerful
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 PowerBullet vibration in the large tip and single button

with our intuitive ‘Press & Hold’ controls. We will also have

a few other surprise items that we’ll be bringing to make

sure you come by the booth!

What are your expectations regarding eroFame?

Steve: We’re expecting a great show at eroFame, as it

usually is. Being one of the biggest of its kind in the

world, we love the community that eroFame brings

 together. Putting great people in a great atmosphere

like that is a great recipe for success.

Will you stick with your current distribution strategy for

the European market, or will there be changes?

Steve: We have a great core group of distributors that

we’re working with. We have a good relationship with

them and they all do a great job so I see no reason to

change things at this point.

What is BMS's take on the current situation in the sex toy

market? Are we moving towards the middle of the

road, are erotic products becoming mainstream?

Steve: I like to think that the market is actually at the

front of the pack. The sex toy market is usually among

the first to adopt emerging technologies and implement

them into sex toys. For good reason too – as you

 mentioned, sex toys are becoming mainstream and

so the technology that’s in them has to be at the same

level. It helps drive innovation though which is something

that we and the industry as a whole does very well.

High-tech sex toys seem to be the big thing right now.

Will BMS focus on this trend as well, and if so, what

types of products should we expect?

Steve: I wouldn’t say that we will focus on it, but we will

be introducing some of these high-tech features in

 products soon. These features should come second

though, as sometimes all the high-tech gadget ideas

that toys use these day sometime overpower what’s

 really important in a product. Things like the shape,

power, and price point should all come into considering.

Customers don’t want to have to buy a product that

they love the shape of and have to pay much more

because of a bunch of features they won’t be able to

or even want to use.

I N T E R V I E W
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Rain, the new product line in the

PowerBullet family, just got bigger with Soft Rain
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L iberator  i s  the bes t  invent ion fo r  sex  s ince the bed –  there ' s  p robably  no bet te r  way to

descr ibe the un ique products  o f  the US  Amer ican company.  For  more than twelve years ,

 L iberator  has  been improv ing,  nour i sh ing,  and adding to  the in t imate l i fe  o f  couples

around the wor ld ,  he lp ing to  create a t rend that  many other  companies  have fo l lowed

in  the  meant ime.  Now,  L ibe ra to r  has  added B re t t  R icha rdson  to  the  ro s te r  as  the i r

 In te rnat ional   Bus iness  Developer.  Apar t  f rom ta lk ing wi th  h im about  h i s  tasks  in  th i s  new

pos i t ion,  EAN a lso  asked h im about  h i s  p lans  fo r  L iberator  in  Europe.

“My primary goal is for Liberator is to
make their products available world-wide.”

Brett, would you mind introducing yourself to our rea-

ders and telling them a few things about yourself?

Brett Richardson: I’m thrilled to announce that I am the

International Business Developer for Liberator. Travelling

and experiencing different cultures has always been

an important part of my life, and now I get to use my

MBA and background in international business with a

company like Liberator. This is a great fit because one

of my secret obsession while travelling has always been

visiting all the fascinating red-light districts in each

 country and seeing what each of the sex shops sell. 

You are now part of international business development

at OneUp Innovations, a company probably best-known

for their Liberator brand. How did you learn that there

was a vacant position, how did you get in contact with

the company. Did you know that Liberator is a sexual

wellness brand?

Brett: Before joining Liberator, my wife and I had visited

their flagship store in Atlanta, Georgia. While there, we

were impressed with how the products looked and felt.

We could not help ourselves and purchased a

Wedge/Ramp combo and a Fascinator Throe. 

At the time, I thought Liberator was just a local company

and was not aware that their products were sold abroad.

Once I completed my MBA, I was excited to see that

 Liberator had jobs available. I met with the CEO, Louis

Friedman, and our visions for expanding into new

 markets were a perfect fit.

An interview with Brett Richardson, the new International Business Developer at Liberator
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Brett Richardson, the new man in Liberator's

International Business Development department 
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Could you please give us a brief

overview of your duties in this  

new position?

Brett: As with any position with a

company like Liberator, there are so

many facets. However, my main

 focus and responsibility is to develop

the company’s presence within 

the international marketplace. To

 accomplish this, I’m working on

creating new relationships with

 distributors, wholesalers, and web

 retailers, while managing relation -

ships with our existing partners. To do

this effectively, I will be attending

trade shows, such as eroFame,

 travelling to various stores to offer

training and support, and meeting

with potential and existing clients. 

What attracted you to that 

new challenge?

Brett: I get to be a part of an

 exciting company like Liberator and

the growing sexual wellness market.

I’ve always enjoyed working with

 innovative brands and helping to

expand brand awareness. Liberator

is a company that offers me 

more the opportunity to do what I  

love-travel, explore new cultures,

and dedicate myself to a product

that helps people. 

What are your personal goals for

this new job at Liberator? What are

your expectations going into this?

Brett: My primary goal is for Liberator

is to make their products available

world-wide. In order to be successful

at this, I’m developing and building

multiple strategic relationships across

different retail stores, online sellers,

and distributors. Because the market

fluctuates, it’s important to keep all

expectations realistic, but in the end

it would be nice to make Liberator a

household name. 

In your opinion, what are the most

compelling strong points of Liberator?

Brett: First and foremost, Liberator

 enhances the intimate connection

and experience between couples.

Our Shapes are an essential

 landscape for couples that want to

explore every aspect of their sexual

experience. Everything is handcrafted

at the factory in Atlanta and goes

through a rigorous approval process.

Plus, we are more than just a sex

brand; we also offer couple’s the

chance to expand their sexual

 horizons through education. For

 instance, every Shape comes with

an illustrated position guide which

shows the various ways couples can

explore each other. Even our Toy

Mounts, which can be used for solo

play, show unique and fun ways

 couples can engage with one

 another. An example would be a

man using one of the Mounts while

being taken from behind by another

partner with or without a strap-on. 

We offer a myriad of options for

 enhancing couples play. 

The brand's international expansion

is one of your main tasks. What role

does Europe play in the brand's

 expansion strategy?

Brett: When it comes to sexual  health

and wellness, Europe is one of the

most open-minded markets for this

type of product expansion. Not only

are the European  consumer’s savvy,

they want quality products at a

 reasonable price. To increase our

European expansion, we have

 opened a new warehouse in the

Netherlands which allows us to  drop-

ship directly to customers. Even

some of our largest products, like the

Liberator Esse Chaise, can be ship-

ped to almost any country in the

 European Union for around 25 Euros. 

Please describe your current

 distribution strategy for Europe?

Where can interested trade

 members get your products?

Brett: An integral part of our

 European distribution strategy was

to first significantly reduce the size

of our packaging. With our new

 vacuum compression technology,

we have been able to reduce

 shipping and paper costs substan -

tially-which then passes the savings

onto our distributors, retailers, and

customers. In addition, we are also

partnering with more web retailers

which allow us to simply drop-ship

directly to the consumers.   

Our primary strategy for Europe is to

build brand awareness. Our visuals

are incredibly sexy and appeal to a

variety of vendors. Any interested

trade members can submit an

 inquiry on our Liberator website or

email me directly at brett.richard-

son@oneupinnovations.com 

Are there plans to change this

 strategy or to expand your network

of trade partners?

B R E T T  R I C H A R D S O N

.................

For any trade

 partner, whether it

is distribution,  wholesale

or retail, we believe in a

cooperative relationship.” 

................................ 

“
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Brett: As the market changes, and as Liberator becomes

more prominent in the international market, we will adjust

our strategy accordingly. But right now we feel our best

course of action is to expand our network of trade  partners

and grow our web and physical locations presence.

How will Liberator support your partners in the retail

trade and in distribution?

Brett: Liberator does everything in-house---from its

 manufacturing, to design, to creative, to marketing.

They have an entire creative team dedicated to

 producing the most modern and sophisticated photos,

videos, position guides for our products. We provide  

a steady flow of fresh content that can be used by 

our retail and distribution partners to help promote  

our products. 

We are also constantly improving ways to vacuum

 compress our products. By continually reducing the size

of our packing, it takes up less warehouse or retail shelf

space to better benefit our trade partners.

Most companies have certain expectations when

 picking their trade partners? What are you looking for

in distributors, wholesalers, or retailers?

Brett: For any trade partner, whether it is distribution,

wholesale or retail, we believe in a cooperative

 relationship. Since we’re developing awareness within

the European market, we look for partners who are just

as excited about Liberator as us.
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Is the diverse, heterogeneous nature of the European

continent making it harder to exploit the full potential

of this market?

Brett: The sexual wellness industry is diverse and people

have a multitude of choices when it comes to their

 sexual awareness and expression. I believe that Liberator

fits well into the European marketing because it’s a

 sophisticated brand that works for everyone, regardless

of age or orientation. Our marketing materials are

 universal and have a genuine sexiness. Liberator can

be proudly displayed in any setting---unlike the U.S.

where we have to make more visual modifications to

appease various markets.

Trends such as sexual health, sexual wellness, etc. and

the growing public acceptance of erotic products are

clearly influencing the European market. Does Liberator

benefit from this development?

Brett: Liberator started out in with the mainstream market

in mind. We have always focused on going directly to

the consumer to establish strong brand recognition and

customer retention. We have always classified ourselves

as a sexual health and wellness brand, and all of our

products have seen great mainstream success in the

USA. We are now being sold through big box retailers

like Target and Brookstone. I am certain that we will be

equally successful within the international marketplace.

And before you know it, Liberator will be the leader

 sexual health and wellness worldwide.

I N T E R V I E W
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The team of Liberator in the company's headquarters in Atlanta, USA 
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Your slogan of your

brand Nuei is

 “Cosmetics of the Night“.

Which products do you

 offer  under this  label?

Marta Majada: Our brand

Nuei is still very young.

 Created in 2014, it offers  a

 selection of products

 designed specifically for

 intimate care and  leisure.

These  products include massage oils, sliding gels,

 stimulants, and  orgasm  enhancers. We chose the slogan

 “Cosmetics of the Night” because the night is often

 surrounded by a halo of  mystery, quiet,

and intimacy which is also the kind of

sensation we try to evoke with each

aroma,  flavour, or texture.

What sets your products apart from the

competition?

Marta Majada: I truly believe that our

product is very different from what is

being offered in the erotic  industry. As

for the products themselves, all our

 developments involve extended

 customer research in which users, but also store owners,

 are involved  from square one. 
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Never has it been easier to launch your own cosmetics or lubricant brand than it is today.

Numerous companies offer white label solutions that need l i tt le more than a logo before

they can be shipped and sold. Nuei,  however,  has taken another approach. S ince the

 beginning of 2014, the Spanish company has been offering ”cosmetics of the night” to

quote the brand slogan – massage oils, lubricants, and stimulation gels. And these products

have been developed in close collaboration with customers and retailers so as to guarantee

the best-possible quality. We spoke to the founder of Nuei, Mar ta Majada, about her products

and about her plans to expand beyond the borders of Spain and conquer the rest of Europe.

“Nuei is a very young brand, with  a small team
of very committed and  enthusiastic individuals.“

For example, our strongest orgasm  enhancer, “Thor”, took

almost nine months to develop. We worked on three dif-

ferent formulas that were tested by a research group of

more than 100  women, most of them regular users of

 orgasm enhancers. As a blind control test, we also

 included two very popular  products from our competitors

among the samples. The results: Two out of three of our

formulas achieved a high overall rating. After that, a new

formula that combined the most appealing aspects of

the market research products was  developed. That

 became Thor.

This approach has led us to   develop products with very

 specific textures, aromas, and  effects, specifically

 customised for the pleasure of our customers. Pretty much

the opposite of the current golden era

of white labels and me-too products

that most labs are offering these days.

Is there an aspect you pay special

 attention to when it comes to  designing

and producing your  products?

Marta Majada: Our motto is quality

and functionality above all. In terms

of quality we have made a

 commitment to our customers and

users since the very foundation of the

brand: All Nuei  products are  based on natural

 ingredients,  paraben-free, gluten- and  sugar-free, and

Marta Majada presents her cosmetics brand Nuei

.................

As for the products

themselves, all our

developments involve ex-

tended customer research

in which users, but also

store owners, are invol-

ved from square one. ”

................................ 

“
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Marta Majada,

founder of Nuei

exclusive
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are  developed without any kind of

animal cruelty. That is a must.

But that is not all. If we cannot

 develop what we consider to be the

“best” product in a category for our

customers, we do not launch it. That

means, our kissable warming

 massage oils must achieve a high

level of warmth, but since they are

kissable, the must taste great as well.

That is a combination you do not al-

ways get with other brands.

How would you describe the image

you want to transport with your

 packaging and product  design?

Marta Majada: We are very fond of

our minimalist designs, a style that

emphasises simplicity and the

 removal of superfluous elements

and colours. In that sense, the  design

of our packaging is closer to tradi-

tional cosmetic products. White is

used in our most intimate products

to reflect cleanliness and sterility. The

colours used in those products are

more  leisure oriented - just take our

warming massage oils as an

 example - since they communicate

the fun and  excitement that you can

enjoy if you use them.

Which customer group are you

 aiming at with your products? In

which price range are they  located?

Marta Majada: Our current range

of products under the NUEI grand is

 extremely successful among

 women and couples aged 26 to 45.

Our  products are in a price range

 affordable to all kinds of incomes,

with  suggested retail prices ranging

from 10 € to 18 € for our baseline,

and as low as 4€ - 5€ for our travel-

size editions. 

You are offering four different product

ranges at the moment. Can you pro-

vide us with an overview of your

 current portfolio?

Marta Majada: As I mentioned

 earlier, all our products are based on

 natural ingredients, are  paraben-free,

sugar-free and  gluten-free. For

 specific features:

Hot Oils: With the slogan “turn your

hands into fire”, we have introduced

a collection of kissable warming

 massage oils that contain ginseng

extracts. Extremely hot, and our

 customers confirm that they are

 delicious too. Inlube: This is our line of

sliding gels and lubricants that

 contain aloe vera to sooth the skin,

 developed with our exclusive  

“long-lasting  effect” formula. Inlube is

very easy to clean and will surprise

you with  aromas as delicious as

marshmallow and lollipop.

Stimulants: Thor and Valkiria are our

highly regarded  stimulants. Based on

natural ingredients, they contain

 turnera diffusa and maca that are

well known for their  invigorating and

 stimulating  effects.

Prolong Pleasure Gel: Currently, this

category only contains one  product,

Pause, a delay gel that really delivers

on its promise. 

You will be present at the upcoming

eroFame. What will you present the

market in October?

Marta Majada: Nuei is a very young

brand, with a small team of very

 committed and enthusiastic

 individuals. After only one year and a

half, the brand has become quite

 popular in the Spanish market,

 although our range only contains 13

different  products. We feel it is the

time to let Europe know about our

products as well as our innovative

M A R T A  M A J A D A

.................

We are very fond of

our minimalist

 designs, a style that

 emphasises simplicity and

the removal of superflu-

ous elements and colours.”

................................ 

“

Valkiria is one of two

stimulation gels in the Nuei range
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 commercial approach. eroFame will be our first

 international trade show. 

Are you currently working with any dis-

tributors? Where can your products

be purchased throughout Europe?

Marta Majada: Yes, we are working

with three local  distributors in Spain,

and one of them is currently  entering

the Italian market. Our distribution

 strategy is to only work with a 

few  selected and highly-reputed

 distributors with whom we can deve-

lop a real  partnership and work hand

in hand on the  implementation 

of country-specific  commercial

 strategies that involve them and 

their  customers.

As for other European countries, we

expect eroFame to be our calling

card to establish new  distribution

 agreements. 

What support do you offer to  retai lers in re-

gards to point of sale  materials or images for online

shops?

Marta Majada: The commercial support for retailers and

distributors is another aspect that we consider to have

been key in our quick expansion in the Spanish market.

For starters, retailers that carry the

Nuei range automatically

 participate in our “full commercial

support plan” which includes store

 displays, in-store testers, promotional

 samples, and customised window

 vinyl  for the store.

All our product images and campaign

banners are available to retailers that

sell online, but we also  provide a free

service of customisation and adapta-

tion of these images. Many small stores

and boutiques that also sell online do

not have the  technical and graphic

 designing skills to adapt our  promotional

banner to the specific  requirements of

their sites and newsletters, so this is a

highly valued service that we  provide.

But I guess what has really set us apart is

the retail- oriented campaigns that we have

implemented with our key customers and distributors.

Under such  provocative slogans as “Get a Free Orgasm”

or “A Summer hotter than ever”, we have developed

 temporary in-store campaigns that provide our customers

with free products and have resulted in increases of store

sales between 15% and 40%, and increases of in-store

traffic of up to 50%. Want to learn more about them?

Come to our booth at eroFame!

Are you planning to extend your portfolio in the  future?

Which products and developments can we expect from

Nuei in the upcoming months?

Marta Majada: Yes, we are working in three lines of

 business development.

1) Expanding our currently line of intimate and leisure

 products with massage and foreplay-oriented products.

2) The development of a new line targeted at younger

customers (18 to 25 years old)

3) The launch of a new category of daily use products to

promote sexual wellness. 
A close collaboration with the trade has

contributed greatly to the success of Nuei in Spain

The packaging of the Nuei products

impresses with classy, minimalist design
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To start with the very basics: What exactly is a  

penis extender?

Klaus Pedersen: A penis extender is a personal device

that is placed on the penis and delivers lengthwise

traction. Traction devices are documented to be the

the only safe, non-surgical, painless, in-your-home

method that can guarantee permanent penis growth. 
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Why do men buy a penis extender?

Klaus: Regardless of social or marital status or the

cultural background, being dissatisfied with one’s

 penis size is a common issue. But it's not just that. To

put it in a nutshell, you might say: 'A bigger penis,

yes, thank you – and more self-esteem to go along

with it!'. Every other man (app. 55%) stated in a survey

What are the ins and outs of selling penis extenders in adult stores and on adult websites?

I N T E R V I E W
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The ABC of selling penis 
extenders in the adult toy market

A penis extender is  a product that offers two very impor tant results for men: a permanently

bigger penis,  and for many also a better feel ing about themselves – in shor t ,  a st ronger

self-esteem. The company that has invented the method of 'penile traction' and the original

penis extender device, DanaMedic ApS, has developed two brands s ince they entered the

market in 1995 - Jes-Extender and MaleEdge, which are both category leaders and sel l

global ly in the adult  sector.  Seeing as this product type is  real ly in a category of i ts  own –

permanent penis growth - ,  EAN wanted to know how retai lers can sel l  and market this

 product type as effectively and successful ly as possible. Klaus Pedersen, Managing Par tner

at DanaMedic ApS, generously provided us with answers to our quest ions.

Klaus Pedersen explains the advantages

of the MaleEdge tester sales kit at a Pabo store

exclusive
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that they were actively looking to

purchase a method or device

which will increase their penis size

 permanently. Their main motiva-

tion is two-fold – one: the actual

issue of the penis-size, and two: to

build stronger self-esteem.

8 out of 10 men (78%) who buy a

penis extender do so for a reason

we have dubbed 'the locker-room

syndrome'. They mainly worry

about their size when it can be

compared to other men 'live',

being in the locker room after

sports, in the  shower, etc. Irre-

spective of their  individual size,

they will often see other men who

are bigger – and this leads them

to search for  methods or products

that will help them become

 bigger. Having a bigger penis ma-

kes most men feel better about

themselves - they have something

to show for themselves since they

have been able to achieve their

goal of  becoming 'a bigger man'.

How much are consumers willing

to pay to buy “higher self-esteem”?

Klaus: Compared to the many

 other things men buy in order to

feel better about themselves -

cars, watches, gyms, cosmetic

 surgery, or personal grooming,

clothing, and more - the cost of a

standard model penis extender

(ranging from app. 130 – 220 €) is

actually quite low. Even though

penis extenders are priced in the

medium/high tier for adult toys -

alongside top-notch models of

 dildos and premium toys – the

 years of steady sales document

that price is really not an issue 

for consumers.

How does a penis extender work?

Klaus: The device works by

 applying a growing stretch to the

shaft of the penis. This causes the

The full presentation package at a glance – products,

dildo testers, wall display with video, brochures, etc.

K L A U S  P E D E R S E N

.................

Even though 

penis extenders

are priced in the 

medium/high tier for

adult toys, the years

of growing sales 

document that price 

is really not an 

issue for consumers.” 

................................ 

“

www.extenderbtb.com is an online marketing

resource for the e-commerce trade
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The MaleEdge tester sales kit

on display at a Christine Le Duc store

Pabo and Christine Le Duc store managers

attending a sales training at the Scala showroom

tissue cells to divide and multiply - a process called

cytokinesis. Over time, penis traction results in new

tissue growth throughout the penis, making you longer

and thicker in a matter of weeks or months. Using a

penis traction device is a safe and painless alternative

to surgery which is the only other docu mented

 method of achieving a  permanently  bigger penis. 

How is it used practically?

Klaus: Mount, wear, grow! A simple  process -the

 devices are easy to put on and easy to take off and

we of course supply very detailed instructional videos.

After a brief warm-up phase, most wear it for 5-6

hours daily, which will result in a 10% increase in erect

length in the first 2-3 months. A 10% increase is of

course highly noticeable. After using it for 4 to 6

months, clinical trials document an average growth

of 28% in length and 19% in girth. It can be used in

most normal daily situations, at home, driving, during

sleep etc. The extender device works for all men, and

for mostly all sizes. And everybody will see a result

after correct and diligent use. 

Is the effect documented? 

Klaus: The method of traction has been clinically tested

and documented by  independent medical experts,

and is  recommended by doctors and surgeons as a

safe way for men to grow their penis (source:  British Jour-

nal of Urology; “It seems that penile traction represent

the only evidence- based technique of  penile elonga-

tion”). Also, many users have reported back their results

(via forums and online  personal growth diaries) suppor-

ting the medically  tested results.

Are the documented results permanent? Are there

any size limits?

Klaus: In theory, continued use will result in continued

results, there is no reported maximum growth length.
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Some very patient users have more than doubled their

size. Results will stay the same after stopping to be the

process since the new cells will stick around in any event.

The increases mentioned in this article are from clinical

research, and they are  average. Some users will see re-

sults slightly above or below these figures. 

Is it comparable to other products, pumps  for example?

Klaus: No, it is not. It is a separate 'category' or 'class

of product' compared to any other adult product

since it does something no other product does –

 deliver permanent penis growth. 

How do I sell it to the consumer?

Klaus: Based on our Q&A list of the

'most  asked  consumer questions', a

retailer should be able to help a con-

sumer and convince them to pur-

chase a penis extender. Many consu-

mers are initially not convinced that any product will

supply a permanent effect, and the Q&A will most

often help with this main issue 'yes, it does actually

work'.Men searching for a  ' bigger penis  product' will

ask questions like it 'does it actually work', 'how quick

will I see first growth', 'is it documented and how', 'how

big and fast can I grow', 'do I need to talk to a doctor',

'can I sleep with it on' etc. 

Looking at what else is available in the adult sector,

we suggest that retailers present their clients with a

positive 3-step list of opportunities … first one being a
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pill (a safe one) for erections - second one being a

pump ( a good one) for erections and a bigger penis

(but where the size effect is intermediate, lasts some

hours, and growth is not permanent) - and a third

one being a penis extender using the traction method

(with permanent penis growth).

Where are your penis extenders sold?

Klaus: Sold since 1995 in over 120 countries, and with

distributor/wholesale representation in +50 markets,

sales are truly global. Channels are both offline and

online, and the main sales sectors

are the adult toy market, the ge-

neral health market, doctors/ -

surgeons/hospitals, and TV sales.

Where can I buy it as a Retailer?

Klaus: In most countries, we are

represented by distributors/whole-

salers who list and stock the products and have the

penis  extenders available for adult  retailers. Additio-

nally, retailers can apply for a direct account to pur-

chase at  www.extenderbtb.com (DanaMedic) if no

 distributors/wholesalers are available.

How many different products are there to stock  

and sell?

Klaus: We have 9 main products/ extenders – 

3  MaleEdge and 6 Jes-Extender  models. Different  models

come in different 'package' versions, and all models

I N T E R V I E W
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You need to sell 

several other toys to

match the cash value of

one extender sale!”

................................ 

“

Penis size and self esteem are two

of the main reasons for men to buy a penis extender
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 guarantee growth.

Men buy mostly only 1

main  product. For continued

'resales' a wide range of   add-ons and replacements are

available, enabling the retailer to offer continued 'support

and service' to their clients.

What prices are these products being sold at?

Klaus: The manufacturer's recom-

mended retail price range from

129 € to 219 € for the main-

stream  product versions, and for

the exclusive versions from 249 €

up to 1000 €.

What are my profits as a retailer?

Klaus: In general, the margin for adult toy retailers is 55%.

Given the high cash value per sale, this is a strong reason

to stock and sell Penis Extenders. In short … you need to

sell several other toys to match the cash value of one

extender sale!

What support is offered to help with sales?

Klaus: Relevant marketing, sales, and staff-training ma-

terials are  supplied to retailers in online and offline sales

channels. For online sales, we have a download portal
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for online marketing re-

sources, also available

on USB stick. The online materials include everything

you need to sell the penis extenders such as 'instant-

 websites', stock-photos, sales and instructional films, mul-

tiple banners, print ad templates, PR articles to copy,

etc. We advise that retailers list both brands and all

main extender products as well as a large part of the

add-ons and replacements. This has

 proven to deliver the best results for online

sellers since it shows a full range and also

service-support options.

For offline / in-store sales, two different point

of sale packages are available, the bigger

solution being an exclusive wall display

only demanding 0.4 square metres space

(comes with 8 products, video screen and brochures).

This display is documented to lift sales 3 or 4-fold at

major adult stores. Secondly,  there is a smaller solution:

a starter kit (with 3 products) that  comes which a bro-

chure holder and brochures. Both, big and small soluti-

ons also include a very important in store sales-tool

being a product-tester mounted on a dildo allowing

the retailer to show and explain real-life use of the ex-

tenders. And it also contains  laminated pages with store-

sales instructions to be used for sales staff training.

I N T E R V I E W
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Having a bigger 

penis makes most 

men feel better 

about themselves.” 

................................ 

“

Important sales tool for the brick and mortar trade:

the product displayed on a dildo
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What about warranties and guarantees? 

Klaus: Growth is guaranteed as a standard for all

 penis extender products. The gua-

rantee is handled by enabling

clients to register their personal ac-

count and growth diary on our web-

sites. Here, they register their weekly

use. If a consumer uses the product

 according to our suggestions and

does not  experience growth, we will

pay out a double refund of the pro-

duct cost, directly to the consumer.

Product warranty is 2 years in all

markets. As a service to  retailers we

ask that if product issues arise, ... the retailer simply

supplies a short warranty form incl. of 1-2 pictures
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from the client, and send to their distributor/wholeseller

or us directly (no need to send back the product).

Then it will be handled quickly and ho-

pefully we will provide the end-consu-

mer with good support and a good so-

lution.

What kind of product maintenance is

required?

Klaus: In essence, it is very simple, 

the products will work for years and

 years; all you need to do is clean them.

The MaleEdge brand can actually 

be cleaned in the dishwasher, 

and the Jes-Extender brand should be cleaned with

soap and water.

I N T E R V I E W
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The method of

traction has 

been clinically tested

and documented 

by independent 

medical experts.”

................................ 
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Your company, Berman Innovations, offers a product

called The Semenette. Before we go into more

 detail, could you tell us what kind of product it is?
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There are many sex toys that offer several functions. Most ly,  those functions concern the

vibrat ion modes, or maybe a products can be used as a vibrator and a remote at the

same t ime. However,  you wi l l  have to look much harder to f ind toys that help the woman

using i t  get pregnant. Enter the Semenette. This ejaculat ing di ldo was developed with a

focus on couples who can't  get pregnant in a natural way, such as same-sex couples or

couples where the male par tner suffers f rom erect i le dysfunctions, offer ing them more

pleasure and int imacy than a v is i t  to a fer t i l i ty  doctor  ever  could.  But  of  course,  the

 Semenette is  also a sex toy, as Stephanie Berman, the founder of Berman Innovations,

st resses in our inter view.

“Yes, we still 
call it a sex toy.”

Stephanie Berman: The Semenette is a strap on dildo

that is designed to provide couples with fun and

function. Our toy enables people to have sex and

mimic an ejaculation. The toy comes with tubing and

additional parts, which allow the user to be able to fill

it with the liquid of their choice, and then re-create

an ejaculation.  

The Semenette is designed to help lesbian couples

or single women who wish to start a family. How did

you come up with the idea for this product?

Stephanie Berman: I have worked in the women’s

reproductive health industry for the last 11 years. Prior

to inventing the Semenette, I had a good under -

standing of what couples were going through in the

medical sense, in order to try and get pregnant. 

However, the process of trying to conceive with a

doctor is not only invasive and expensive, but there is

no intimacy involved, especially for same sex couples.

When my wife and I started trying to conceive, we

began our process at home by using needleless 

syringes and a turkey baster as our methods of

 insemination. As you can imagine, these were less

than fulfilling or romantic for us both. It was at that

point when I began researching to see if there were

any other options that would provide us with

Stephanie Berman, inventor of the Semenette, presents her brainchild

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

The idea for the Semenette was born when

Stephanie Berman and her wife tried to get pregnant
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 something functional but also fun,

and there was nothing! That was

when I came up with the idea for

the Semenette. So many people

and women are already using sex

toys and what better way to try

and conceive with your partner

than by being able to re-create

an ejaculation and provide a

pleasurable experience for both

partners. It was the best solution to

accomplish everything we were

wanting.  

Did you have any experience 

with the development of sex 

toys beforehand?

Stephanie Berman: No. I have

been to many sex toy stores and

have used sex toys, but never

 invented one! I have learned so

much about the industry and what

consumers are looking for, it’s

been a great education so far.

Why is it important for your 

customers to achieve pregnancy

in their own home?

Stephanie Berman: I think it’s

 important, solely for the fact that it

allows customers the ability to take

things into their own hands and be

in control of the process. It allows

them the kind of intimacy and

 privacy you just can’t and won’t

get in a clinical setting. It also

 provides couples with the ability for

both partners to be involved in the

process, so they really feel like they

conceived together. Sure, both

partners can be involved with a

turkey baster or syringe, but with

the Semenette, they get to

 actually make love while trying  

to conceive. 

Since The Semenette is designed

for impregnation, would you still

call it a sex toy? Is a erotic retail

shop the right place to market it,

next to love dolls and vibrators?

Stephanie Berman: Yes, we still

call it a sex toy. The concept

 behind the Semenette is to

 provide “fun with function,” so the

fun and pleasure aspect definitely

aligns with that of sex toys. I do

 believe our toy requires a certain

level of explaining and under -

standing, so would I think small

 retail stores would do great with

selling the product. In fact, we

have many retailers which are 

very successful with selling the

 Semenette, so I think it demon -

strates the adult retail market is the

right place for the toy.  

Do your customers mainly use your

product for conception or is it also

seen as a device for fun?

Stephanie Berman: This is one of

the areas in which I have received

a great education. I had no 

idea how many other markets were

 looking for a high quality

 ejaculating dildo! (As a little fun

fact, the term “ejaculating dildo” is

one of the highest searched terms

on Google.) We have many

 customers who use the Semenette

for fun purposes, as opposed to

using it for conception. Just to

name a few of our other customers,

we have men with erectile 

dysfunction and/or disabilities, 

fetish and BDSM, FTM, pegging, 

sero-discordant couples (where

one or both partners is HIV positive),

and even straight couples!  

S T E P H A N I E  B E R M A N

.................

So many people and

women are already

using sex toys and what

better way to try and

conceive with your

partner than by being

able to re-create an

ejaculation and provide

a pleasurable experience

for both partners.”

................................ 

“
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Considering its use, how does your company make

sure that enough attention is paid to to creating a

safe and hygienic product? 

Stephanie Berman: This is something we paid extra

attention to when designing this

 product. It was extremely important for

me to provide something that was fun,

functional, but also the highest quality

I could provide. Our toy is made from

the highest quality materials including

medical grade silicone. We also knew

that the only way to be able to provide

a product which was hygienic, was to

give customers the ability to remove

and replace any of the parts of the toy

that come in direct contact with the

 liquid being used. That is why we provide customers

with 3 tubes, 3 tips, and 3 luer locks for the toy. The

toy itself and the bulb are also dishwasher safe. The

ability to remove and replace the individual parts of

the toy eliminates any concerns about hygiene.

Are you offering any POS materials or online banners

to promote the sale of The Semenette?

Stephanie Berman: We love working directly with our

retailers, and will provide marketing materials, as well

as offer Skype trainings and in-person trainings when

possible. We have a list of all of our retailers on our 
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website, as well as promote them all via our social

media. It is important to us to work with our retailers to

provide them with what they need to be successful

with selling the Semenette.  

Do you work with distributors?

Where can your products be

bought in Europe?

Stephanie Berman: Yes, we do

work with distributors as well! We

have worked with EDC Distribution

in Europe, and are always looking

for other distributors that are 

interested in the product.  For a list

of current retailers, please go to

the FAQ page of our website,

www.thesemenette.com.   

Will Berman Innovations continue to work in this field

and develop new products? Do you have any specific

plans for new products you could tell us about?

Stephanie Berman: Our plan is to continue to evolve

and develop additional products in the adult industry.

We are currently working on the 2nd version of the

Semenette, which will include different non-realistic

colour options as well as different sizes. We are very

excited about the future and look forward to many

more success stories and happy customers!

I N T E R V I E W
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At the moment, the Semenette is available

in three colours, but non-realistic colours will be added in due time

.................

Sure, both partners

can be involved 

with a turkey baster 

or  syringe, but with the

Semenette, they 

get to actually make

love while trying 

to conceive.“

................................ 
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Adam, please give our readers some information

about yourself. Since when have you been part of

the Stark Distribution team? What did you do before that?

Adam Durack: I joined Clonezone after graduating from

university, assisting with purchases for around six months.

This gave me great insights into how the industry works,

and my experience with purchasing led to an interest in

the other side of the business and sales. When a position

opened up to manage wholesale at Stark, I jumped at

the chance. I have now been at Stark Distribution for six

months and have enjoyed every minute of it.
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Adam Durack has  been in  charge of  S tark  D i s t r ibut ion ' s  wholesa le  bus iness  fo r  a  l i t t le

more than s i x  months ,  and EAN ta lked wi th  h im about  h i s  new job,  S tark ' s  qual i t ies  and

st rengths ,  and the f ie rce compet i t ion in  the the d i s t r ibut ion bus iness .  He a l so  pointed

out  that  S tark  –  wh i le  bes t -known fo r  the i r  male-or iented i tems and fe t i sh  products  –  

i s  a  g rea t  pa r tne r  fo r  any  re ta i l e r,  no t  l eas t  o f  a l l  because  o f  t he i r  i n te re s t i ng 

pr ivate brands.

What do you like about your new position and the erotic

market in general?

Adam: I enjoy interacting with people, so forming relati-

onships, courting and then supporting customers is some-

thing I get real satisfaction from. Sales is such a dynamic

field to be in, there is always something happening, so-

meone you need to talk to. The erotic market is fascinating.

I’ve met some really interesting characters – the diversity is

wonderful, and the lack of pretence refreshing. More than

anything else though, we are supporting people’s sex lives

which is both intensely personal and very important. 

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“We offer a range of products 
that is diverse yet also concise.”
An interview with Stark Distribution's Wholesale Manager, Adam Durack

Stark Distribution is coming to eroFame for the first time

this year, and Adam Durack is already looking forward to it
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What are the strong points of Stark

Distribution? How is this company

positioned amongst all the other

distributors and wholesalers in 

the market?

Adam: Stark Distribution can draw

from 30 years of experience in

manufacturing, distribution, and

retail; there are few other

 companies out there with that

 history. We keep all our stock in the

UK, and are able to fulfil orders

worldwide quickly and efficiently –

often the very next day for

 customers within the UK. Apart from

toys and aromas, we also cater to

the fetish market which sets us

apart from many other distributors,

particularly within the UK. 

What can you tell us about your

product range? What types of

 products do you offer to the

 retailers? How would you describe

your range?

Adam: We offer a range of

 products that is diverse yet also

concise. We sell a good collection

of toys, from basic dildos and butt

plugs to vibrators, cock rings, and

more specialised medical toys

such as speculums and sounds.

Then there is our men’s fetish wear

which includes leather and

 neoprene collections. Stark is a

leading distributor of room aromas

with a number of our own brands.

Our range of lubricants is also

 growing. We are already the UK

distributors for pjur and Gun Oil and

have now added Spunk’s infamous

cum lube to our range.

Many wholesalers offer an

 enormous range of products and

try to establish themselves as a

one-stop-shop. What is the strategy

of Stark Distribution? A selection of

hand-picked brands or the whole

gamut of the erotic market?

Adam: At Stark, we strive to find a

balance. We certainly lean

 towards the male and fetish

 markets in regards to our product

range. These are markets that we

know well, where we can offer a

service and product range above

that of less specialised distributors.

That said, we are very aware it's

important not to make Stark too

specialised and alienating to

 potential customers. We offer a

broad, yet carefully selected

range of products that has

 something to offer for all adult

 retailers, but in particular to those

looking to target the male or  

fetish markets. 

When does a product attract the

interest of Stark Distribution? Which

criteria determine whether or not

you add it to your range?

Adam: Uniqueness, quality, and

value for money are all criteria that

we consider when selecting

 products to add to our range.

 Demand is another. We listen to

our customers, so if there is a

 particular product or range that is

requested and fulfils our standards,

then we will do our best to make it

happen. If a product is good

 quality, provides both us and our

customers with good value for

 money, and either fills a gap in our

range or compliments it nicely

then we’ll consider it. 

Stark also has private brands such

as Titus and Potent Blue. What role

do these brands play in your

 overall business strategy?

Adam: Stark Distribution actually

have more private label aroma

brands: English, Extreme, Extreme

Glow, TNT, and O-Juice. For us,

 private label is important as it gives

us something unique we can offer

to the market.  It also gives us

 ultimate control in offering our

 customers what we know they are

looking for. 

How important are private brands

as a tool to set yourself apart from

the competition?

Adam: These brands are

 something that only we and our

selected partners can offer

 customers, so having Titus and our

aromas is very important. A strong

private or exclusive brand can be

the reason why customers may

pick Stark over another distributor,

so having these brands is definitely

a useful tool.

Are there features of your own

brands that you are particularly

proud of?

Adam: The quality and value for

money, certainly. Take our Titus

brand for example: The steel toys

A D A M  D U R A C K

.................

We offer a broad, yet

carefully  selected

range of  products that

has  something to  offer

for all adult  retailers,

but in  particular to those

 looking to target the    

male or fetish markets.” 

................................ 

“
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are all made from nickel-free, medical-grade stainless

steel, our leather is made of soft calves leather, and

our neoprene is handmade in Italy. The Titus range is

very competitively priced and also comes with a

strong brand. Many similar products are just sold

loose, whereas Titus products are nicely packaged.

This branding also applies to our aromas, Potent Blue

being the perfect example. Strong marketing of

 Potent Blue as a premium product has opened a

market for aromas at a price point which previously

didn’t exist.

Being a distributor in today's market means more

than just buying and selling products. Customer

 service, logistics, trade support, etc. are crucial if

you want to be successful in this business. How does

Stark Distribution go about these things?

Adam: We are partnered with a logistics company

with warehousing across London that is supported by

bespoke fulfilment software. This gives us an edge
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when it comes to the logistics side of the industry, en-

abling us to hold reasonable stock levels and offer a

range of delivery options, including next day for cus-

tomers within the UK. We take a personal approach

to customer service – I am always just a phone call

or an email away. Our in-house designer is on hand

to support customers with imagery and graphics.

Are there more brick and mortar stores or 

online shops among your trade customers? Would 

it be wrong to assume that your focus is on retailers

in the fetish segment and shops that cater to 

male  customers?

Adam: Stark has a good mix of online and brick and

mortar customers. Our product range does have a

definite leaning towards the male fetish market;

 however, it would be wrong to say that our focus is

 limited to that market. There is a growing interest in

fetish among the general public, and therefore, most

adult retailers - whether they're online or own a brick

and mortar store - are realising that a well-stocked

bondage and fetish section is a must have. We are

well positioned to cater to that growing need within

the industry, as well as offer quality product ranges

aimed specifically at men, an audience which is still

overlooked at times, especially when it comes to

 erotic clothing. Apart from these more specialised

products, we also offer a range of toys that are both

unisex and easily accessible. 

Stark Distribution is an exhibitor at the upcoming

 eroFame convention. What do you have in store for

the visitors at your stand? What are your expectations

for the trade show in Hanover?

Adam: This will be our first time exhibiting as Stark at

eroFame, and we are very excited to be involved.

We attended our first trade show earlier in the year at

ETO, but in Hanover, we will be stepping it up a notch.

New lines have been added to Titus, including

 premium leather jocks, colour code harnesses,

 restraints and corporal punishment toys. We have also

added to our steel range with a selection of luxury

ball weights and stretchers as well as all new chastity

devices. Stark will also be exhibiting Spunk lubricants

for the first time, alongside many other top brands.

I N T E R V I E W
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Titus, one of Stark Distribution's private brands, sticks out due its

quality, packaging design, brand image, and price-quality ratio
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Once, Western companies '  main interest in China was to produce i tems for their  home

markets there. Today, however,  companies f rom the Far East are themselves pushing into

Western markets.  Conasia has long been active as a middlemen for foreign companies in

the Chinese marketplace, helping them f ind the r ight manufactur ing faci l i ty,  taking care

of qual i ty assurance or shipping. At the end of last year,  however,  Conasia presented their

f i rst  own collection of sex toys, a brand called H8ZE. In our EAN interview, company founder

Henrique de Ol iveira talks about the f i rs t  products in the H8ZE l ine and the development of

the Chinese market.

H8ZE is a sex toy brand based in Dong Guan,

China. Before we go into more detail, could you

give us an overview of your company?

Henrique de Oliveira: We are a family company that

was started 10 years ago, and since then, we have

been acting as agent for many international

 companies in China, managing all the aspects of

their orders like product sourcing and quality control.

Five years ago, we started to work with sex toys, and

at the end of 2014, we decided to create our own

toys, the first of which have been released this year

under our brand name H8ZE. 

Why did you decide to get into the erotic market

and start producing sex toys?

Henrique de Oliveira: I first got involved with sex toys

in the year of 2010 as our company became the

Chinese agent of a Brazilian distributor of erotic

 products. We learned a lot from that experience as

we worked with many manufacturers that produced

different kinds of toys. The more I worked with these

items, the more I thought about them, developing

my own ideas for toys. Seeing how exciting this market

is and how much there is to explore, I decided to

bring my ideas to life, designing our first products

 together with my brother Juliano. 

Henrique de Oliveira on the H8ZE brand and the developments in the Chinese market

exclusive
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“The Chinese market will open up more       
offer luxurious toys.”

Henrique de Oliveira, Jason Chan, and Juliano Oliverira,

presenting the H8ZE products ate AAE
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Some of your products like the

heads Silvia and Susie seem a

bit strange in the eyes of the

Western customer. How does  

the Chinese market differ from

the Western market with regard 

to product preferences and

 customer mentality?

Henrique de Oliveira: I think the

Chinese mentality concerning

sex toys is similar to the Japanese

one, with their own special

 fetishes that sometimes looks

strange in the eyes of the Western

people. But the market in China

is strongly influenced by the

 gender disparity in their society

which makes males the biggest

audience for sex toys in the

country, so it is a great market

for all kinds of masturbators and

especially for realistic dolls. We

should also take into account the

economic aspect; as the

 purchasing power of the Chinese

people has increased in recent

years, they demand more quality

in everything they consume,

 often opting for international

brands instead of Chinese ones,

even if they cost more. This trend

should not be different for sex

toys, and the Chinese market will

up open more and more to big

international brands that offer

 luxurious toys.

Of course, you also offer a

bunch of products that work well

in a European retail environment,

like the Heart Vibrator. Which

 products do you offer? Is there a

certain aspect of your products

you are especially proud of?

Henrique de Oliveira: So far, we

have released six of our own

 designs on the market: five

 different kinds of masturbators and

our Heart Vibrator, which is being

our most popular item so far. I’m

actually very proud of all of them,

each one has some aspect that

brings something new to the

 market. However, the Heart Vibrator

is my favourite; it is a really 

cute  vibrator. But I think our Up

masturbator is the most innovative

one; it is made of 100% silicone

and we developed a system to

keep it soft and flexible on the

 inside while the outer part is hard

giving it a good grip. It was a lot

of work to get it done. When we

first released our products at the

ADC Expo in Shanghai last April,

we got a lot of positive comments

from industry members hailing

from many different countries,

 including some market veterans.

All of them congratulated us on

the originality of our products

which made us very happy and

proud as this is our main objective

- to create new products for the

market, not just copies as so many

others do.

The erotic market is growing, but

this also means that more and

more products get released every

day. In your opinion: What is the

best way to get noticed by the

customer? 

Henrique de Oliveira: I think it's

 originality. The market is full of

 products that are very similar to

one another, sometimes being

exactly the same, and the

 customers notice that. Human

beings naturally look for new stuff,

new sensations, we get easily

 bored of repeating things, so

 companies need to focus on

 innovation. Womanizer is a great

example of that, their toy brought

something totally new to

 consumers and they got an

 amazing response for that, so

people want new products and

there is still a lot of space for

 innovation in this market.

The mother-company of H8ZE is

called Conasia. Which services

does this company offer?

Henrique de Oliveira: Conasia

acts as a China-based agent for

many companies. We do the

 sourcing for products that the

H E N R I Q U E  D E  O L I V E R I R A

.................

Human beings

 naturally look for

new stuff, new sensations,

we get easily bored of

 repeating things, so

 companies need to focus  

on innovation.”

................................ 

“

      and more to big international brands that
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clients may need and also

help companies develop

their own products from

scratch, managing the

 implementation of their

 designs and finding the most

suitable manufacturer for their

items. We also take care of

 quality control, having our own

QCs checking all the production

processes and making a final

 inspection before the products are shipped; we also

manage shipping as well consolidating different

 cargoes in the same container if necessary.

 Companies sometimes don’t realise how important

is to have an agent taking care of their business in

China; even though things are much better than 10

years ago, still is a little tricky to do business with

 Chinese companies due their mentality, and it is  

very normal to find problems with their products so I

really recommend to all the companies that do

 business in China to have someone there  looking out

for them to avoid  unpleasant surprises when their

cargo arrives. If any of your  readers

want more information about our

services, they can contact me at

henrique@conasia.com.

Many factories / OEM manufacturers

from Asia are trying to establish their

own brands of toys to sell directly to

retailers and customers. How would

you evaluate this trend and its

 impact on the erotic market?

Henrique de Oliveira: You can see this trend

 happening in all the markets not only the erotic

 market. Chinese manufacturers see the opportunity

to increase profits and they take their chances trying

to expand. It is unavoidable. It creates a curious

 competition: As most of the international brands

 produce their products in China, they could well end

up competing with their own manufacturers. For the

consumers this is good because, with all the Chinese

products in the market, it may force the prices down,

but in the end, the international brands will prevail
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due their long-term knowledge of the market and the

quality of their products.

Teledildonics, VR-Tech, new materials... How

 important is it to be at the cutting edge of the

 technical development in the erotic industry? Or do

the customers just want a well-designed vibrator in

the end?

Henrique de Oliveira: I think these technologies are

the future of the erotic industry. We live in the internet

age, with people spending a lot of their time

 interacting on social networks, so the sex toy industry

needs to adapt to this reality and change their

 products accordingly. People will more and more try

to connect with others through erotic social networks

to play together with their smart toys so I think this will

be the biggest trend in the market very soon. The VR

technology is not close to its full potential yet, but in

the near future, it will be able to create such a great

experience that the VR-integrated toys will take a big

slice of the market. Customer will still be buying the

traditional toys but as the technologies evolve, these

old toys will loose part of their space in the market.

Do you work with distributors in

Europe? Where can retailers turn to

if they want to sell your products?

Henrique de Oliveira: We are  under

negotiation with some  distributors in

Europe and soon, we will have our

European distribution network set.

Retailers can check our products at

www.conasia.com/h8ze and send

me an email (henrique@conasia.com) so I can keep

them informed about our distribution. 

Which plans do you have for H8ZE in the future? Will

we see new product releases? 

Henrique de Oliveira: Our plan now is to set our

 distribution network and establish our products in the

market. Next year, we will be releasing our new

 products. We have hundreds of ideas that we want

to explore and right now, we are in the process of

choosing which ones will be the next. You will be

 hearing more from H8ZE soon.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Chinese manufacturers

see the opportunity

to increase profits 

and they take their 

chances trying to expand.

It is unavoidable.”

................................ 

“

The Heart vibrator is particularly popular
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Tom, how did the distribution agreement with Shots

come about? 

Tom Stewart: Sportsheets has some excellent

 distributorship relationships in Europe, and we are very

selective about finding the right fit. Julie met Oscar and

Hein at last year's ExpoMark in Costa Rica. Julie couldn’t

stop raving about Oscar’s shoes, his understanding of

brand marketing, and Shots' business success. Their

 professional operations coupled with their expansive

170 

European sales force made us realise it was a mutual

fit and an opportunity for Sportsheets continued growth

in Europe.

Shots distributes the entire Sportsheets range

I N T E R V I E W
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Throughout the past twelve months, Shots Europe has added twelve new brands to their

range, which is quite remarkable in and of i tself,  but what 's more, the Dutch distr ibutor

didn't  drop a single one of their exist ing brands – Shots just keeps on growing. And the next

new brand is  al ready wait ing to wow the t rade as Shots wi l l  dist r ibute the products of

 Spor tsheets  f rom mid- October /ear ly  November.  EAN wanted to know more about  th i s

 distr ibution agreement and interviewed Spor tsheets founder & CEO Tom Stewar t and Shots '

own Oscar Heijnen.

exclusive

“We wanted to be a part    

.................

I always want to give our customers

the broadest of choices.” 

Oscar Heijnen

................................ 
“

Ellinda Heijnen, Tom Stewart, Oscar Heijnen,  Sportsheets Sales Manager Sylvia Lopez 
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Tom, why is Shots the right partner

for your company?

Tom: The goal is to increase the

 reach of our line of Sportsheets

brands to stores that don't carry our

full assortments throughout Europe.

Shots is a very strategic distributor in

Europe with a global sales team.

We wanted to be a part of a

 growing superstar. We felt that

 Sportsheets, Sex&Mischief, Man-

bound, and our other brands would

be a strategic complement to  

this assortment.

Oscar, Sportsheets is the next new

brand in your range. When will their

products be available for order?

Oscar Heijnen: I expect the

 products to be in stock by  

mid-October, beginning of Novem-

ber. All of them can be pre-ordered

online as we speak.

Oscar, Sportsheets has been

 extremely popular for a long time,

but in Europe, things have cooled

down a bit for this brand. Is Shots

going to make Sportsheets the talk

of the European erotic trade again?

Oscar: We will certainly get the

Sportsheets products back into 

the stores again! But for Sportsheets

to be the talk of the town, we will 

have to put the emphasis on the

 marketing strategies, long-term

 quality, looks, and price level. We

also have to compare them with

 other competing brands like 

Fetish Fantasy. This segment is very

crowded and competitive!

Oscar, in your opinion, what are  

the key characteristics of the 

Sportsheets brand?

Oscar: Sportsheets helps couples

find new pleasure and explore new

positions together with soft bon-

dage and sexual positioning tools

 designed for quality, durability, and

ultimate satisfaction. This genre of

products is selling particularly very

well in the European market. This,

combined with our need to

 expand, made us decide to add

this great brand to our range. The

unique  collection of Sportsheets

 includes  restraints, blindfolds,

 floggers, strap-ons, spreader bars,

and straps. It also includes the

world-renowned Sportsheets

 bondage bed set, the award-

 winning innovation that has put

them on the market some 20 

years ago. Shots is also celebrating

its 20th anniversary this year, isn’t

that cool?

Soft SM-products are a dime a

 dozen, and Shots also have several

such items in their range. Why was

it necessary to add more products

to this category, Oscar?

Oscar: It is one of the best-selling

genres at the moment, and we like

to give our large customer base the

biggest-possible variety to choose

from. We want to offer everything in

this segment and give all suppliers

the same chance to provide their

products to our loyal buyers.

Oscar, why do you always  

carry the entire range of a brand

instead of just picking out the

 potential top-sellers?

Oscar: I always want to give our

 customers the broadest of choices.

Even if one of the products in a

range doesn’t sell well, I still want 

to keep it in the assortment. That is 

our proven business model! If a

 customer cannot find a certain

 product in the market, I am pretty

sure that Shots Europe can provide

it and at a competitive price! We

want to have the biggest assortment

at the most competitive and  

fair prices. 

Tom, aren't you afraid that

 Sportsheets may end up as just

another brand in the extensive

range of Shots? 

Tom: That is always the fear with any

distributor that a manufacturer gets

lost in the shuffle of all their product

T O M  S T E W A R T

O S C A R  H E I J N E N

.................

The goal is to

 increase the reach 

of the line of 

Sportsheets brands to 

stores that don't carry

our full  assortments 

throughout Europe.” 

Tom Stewart 

................................ 

“
   of a growing superstar.”
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lines. The Sportsheets sales team will work closely with

Shots to create goals and guarantee success with   

follow-up and constant open communication about

what is happening in the field. We have expanded our

internal sales force with Corrin Brubaker, our International

Sales Manager, and Alanna Calloway, our head of

 Business Development, to get out in the market and

work closely with all of our distributors to help spread the

Sportsheets love.

Oscar, given your rapidly growing product range, is

there no danger that other brands are pushed to the

sidelines as all these new brands hit the market in such

rapid succession?

Oscar: Of course, that can always happen, but it is up

to the brand and how it is managed. If a manufacturer

stays active, releases new products, keeps investing in

marketing, and sells his products at competitive prices,

we are on the right track. If he also keeps improving on

quality, listens to the market, and works with us on promo

campaigns, his products will keep on selling and the

brand will find its place in the European market. Over

the past 12 months, we have not discontinued one

 single brand, but on the other hand introduced almost

12 new brands! I think that deserves a mention in the

Guiness Book of World Records! Apart from these

 introductions, we also managed to open a large

 warehouse and offices in Los Angeles, plus, we have

worked very hard on getting a new building permission

for our expansion over here in Europe. It feels like this

has been the busiest year ever in the Shots history but

that is when the Shots crew is at its best! The busier, 

the better!!

Oscar, what is Shots looking for in a new brand? What is

your decision to distribute a certain brand based on?

Oscar: The brand needs to have a certain level of

 professionalism and of course, there has to be a
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 demand for it in the European market. If that is the case,

it will get our attention and we can start to talk with the

manufacturer.

What is next for Shots? Will you continue to add new

brands to the range at the current rate?

Oscar: There are just a few brands left on our shortlist.

Some will have to wait until our new building is ready

and operational, and for some smaller brands with less

SKUs, there will be a possibility to add them in the

 upcoming months. So yes, we strive to continue at the

same rate, still offering the largest assortment in Europe

at the most competitive prices!!

Tom, how important is it for an American company to

have distributors in Europe? Would it also be possible to

provide the consumers in this market with your products

directly from the States?

Tom: It is crucial to have distributors in Europe if you

want to grow internationally. Those distributors are  

experts in their market place. The sales teams know the

culture, language, are in the same time zone. They can

get out and see the customers more often than a

 manufacturer in the US.  All of our distributors are

 extensions of our sales team. We work together to

 promote the products and grow the business. It’s a very

important relationship.

How does Sportsheets pick its distribution partners? What

are the most important criteria?

Tom: We look for distribution partners that have a strong

presence in their marketplace and an extensive sales

team that calls on customers and has established

 relationships. It’s important for our distributors to be

 trained on the features and benefits and represent

 Sportsheets as if they were our own internal sales people.  

What is your strategy in Europe: Do you work with a

small selection of distribution partners or are your trying

to establish a big, tightly-woven network with lots and

lots of distributors?

Tom: Our goal is to expand our range of distributors in

Europe, Latin America, and other countries outside of

the US, but with very strategic partnerships that are a

mutual fit for both parties. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

It is crucial to have distributors

in Europe if you want to 

grow internationally.” 

Tom Stewart 

................................ 

“
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Robert, it has been roughly ten months since the

launch of H2O Vibe. How has the market

 responded to your unique product? Are you happy with

the way things worked out, or did you expect more? 

Robert Karlsson: Well, we didn't have the best start,

really. We got the thumbs up from the factory just after

eroFame 2014 so we didn't have the chance to

 participate at the show and launch H2O Vibe there. It’s

always hard for a new brand like ours to effectively

reach distributors and retailers through mails or phone

calls, it's always best to get a personal meeting.

 eroFame is the perfect place for that. We have got

some retailers aboard during these ten months and we

have had a lot of positive feedback from reviewers so

we see a lot of potential for our product.

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 0 / 2 0 1 5

“The hard part is to reach out and tell 
everyone that H2O Vibe is a great product.”

eroFame 2015 - Robert Karlsson can hardly wait

Rober t Kar lsson couldn't  present H2O Vibe at last year 's  eroFame because his innovative

product only went into production shor t ly af ter the t rade convention. Consequently,  he is

al l  the more excited to attend this year 's  event to talk to the t rade members in person –

something that is  extremely impor tant to the CEO of Drop of Sweden, even in the age of  

e-mails and other means of modern communication. The unique qual i t ies of H2O Vibe

may be self-evident,  but Rober t st i l l  prefers to present his product in person. 

exclusive

Robert Karlsson has great

expectations for eroFame 2015 

I N T E R V I E W
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EAN has already shone a spotlight

on your innovative product before,

but I am sure there are a few

 readers out there who aren't really

familiar with the H2O Vibe yet.

Would you mind describing your

product in a few sentences? 

Robert: H2O Vibe is the only  

love-toy that is based on the water

jet stimulation method that girls are

using when they remove the shower

head and use the jet-stream to

 stimulate themselves in the bathtub

or in the shower. H2O Vibe is a

 combination of this amazing jet

stream principle and a strong  

G-spot vibrator (the vibrator has

been updated to a stronger version

since we launched). Developed

and designed by professionals in the

industry, the quality is absolutely  

top-notch. H2O Vibe is 100%

 submersible so it can be used in a

warm relaxing bath. (safe to use

 under water) Some of the reviewers

told us that this was the most

 relaxing toy they had ever tried. On

top of all that, H2O Vibe is not limited

to wet play; a second cap is

 included that converts H2O Vibe to

a fully functional vibrator you can

use in your bed.

What were the biggest obstacles

you had to overcome on the way

to creating and launching the H2O

Vibe?

Robert: We worked hard to make

the product safe for use under

 water, which was the biggest

 challenge of the whole project. Of

course, there were many small

 issues along the way but that’s

 normal in any project.

Given the fact that the market is

bombarded with new products

 almost every day, was it hard to

create awareness for, and interest

in the H2O Vibe? 

Robert: As mentioned earlier, we

launched H2O Vibe just weeks after

eroFame 2014, so, yes, it has been

very hard to reach out. We showed

our brand at ETO Show this year and

that really gave us a boost in sales

and our faith in the product. Our

 experience from ETO Show is that

sure, there are many new products,

but H2O Vibe really stands out 

and has exciting features. That's 

the feedback we got from the  

visitors themselves…

As for the European-wide distri -

bution of the H2O Vibe, you have

decided to work directly with 

the retailers? Why did you choose 

this strategy? 

Robert: First of all, we love to 

work directly with retailers and 

give them the best support and 

service.  Secondly, retailers should

 understand that it is an advantage

to buy directly from the manu -

facturer since they achieve better

margins which will result in greater

profit. And the third reason is that

.................

We showed our brand at ETO Show

this year and that really gave 

us a boost in sales and our faith 

in the product.” 

................................ 

“

Available since late 2014:

H2O Vibe by Drop of Sweden

R O B E R T  K A R L S S O N
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 retailers have to

understand that it

is very easy to do

business within

Europe: Shipping,

payments etc. is

all very easy. That’s

one of the reasons

why we have EU. I

have two physical

stores and one

web shop myself in

another industry and my experience is that, to be able

to invest in marketing and be competitive on the market

and at the same time yield good profits, you should

buy directly from the manufacturer. Of course, it’s not

always possible to buy directly from the source, but we

want to open this door for European retailers. Normally,

you need to place big orders but not with us; the

 minimum order quantity is only 6 pieces, and the freight

charges are included in the first order.

It is never too late to change a strategy, but would you

say that your approach is the best one for your product?

Aren't there many retailers who'd rather place their

 orders with wholesale and distribution companies? 

Robert: Our experience from the fairs we have attended

is that many retailers love the idea of buying directly

from us, most of the retailers understand the advantages

that brings. The hard part is to reach out and tell

everyone that H2O Vibe is a great product. Maybe that

would have been easier if we had distributors, but on

the other hand, maybe our product would have

 disappeared in their big catalogues. Who knows? We

will continue with this strategy and see where it takes us

after eroFame. We understand that it is a long game.

We have also made some exceptions, for example in

France, where we have a distributor.

Have you already been approached by distributors 

who want to introduce the H2O Vibe in markets outside 

of Europe? 

Robert: Yes, we have discussed partnership with several

companies outside Europe and we hope to close some

deals at the eroFame show this year.
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Are you maybe considering to also market your

 product outside the erotic market? 

Robert: Yes, we are looking at different markets; one

advantage of H2O Vibe is that it can be used under

water which is really good for a disabled person for

example. A disabled person often moves easier in a

warm bath. We have noticed that it’s getting more

and more popular among disabled and older people

so this is definitely something we will try to work 

on more.

You have developed POS materials for the trade so

they can present the H2O Vibe in an appealing

 fashion. Would you mind describing these materials

to our readers? 

Robert: Yes, we have a small fountain display that  

is really efficient, and it’s very easy for the shop  

owner to prepare and use. This year, we will also

 supply our retailers with LCD booklets that show a

 professional presentation video of H2O Vibe, so  

when the retailer has both, the booklet and the

 fountain in his store, it will surely raise sales. We 

also have other displays, acrylic stands, and A4  

foam boards, and for web shops, we have nice

 pictures and videos.

Are there plans for an optimised model or new

 versions (for instance different colours) of the H2O

Vibe, or are you going to focus your energies on

something completely new to follow up this toy? 

Robert: We have H2O Vibe in three colours, Blue, Pink,

and Purple and we think that’s enough. H2O Vibe is

still a new product and we´ll keep on spreading the

word about it.

In 2013, you presented the H2O Vibe at eroFame

(back then, it was still called Aqueous Vibe), and

 received lots of positive feedback from trade and

industry. Afterwards, things quieted down a bit, but

now, in October 2015, you'll be back in Hanover. Are

you looking forward to meeting the members of the

international industry and trade?

Robert: Yes, we are really looking forward to this. Since

the launch 10 months ago, we have waited for this

moment to come!

I N T E R V I E W
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These POS displays for the trade

highlight the unique features of H2O Vibe
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You recently launched a crowd-funding campaign

to finance your newest product, Lush, and you

 reached your goal within only two days. What makes

this product so desirable?

178 

We only just  talked to Eddy Ol ivares, the Market ing Manager of Lovense, for our August

i ssue,  in ter v iewing h im about  h igh- tech sex toys  and thei r  sof tware.  But  Lovense i s  a

 par t icular ly busy bee, and fol lowing a successful  crowdfunding campaign, the company

now brings us Lush. At f i rs t  glance, this product looks l ike a wel l -designed bul let v ibrator,

but there's much more to i t  than meets the eye. What makes this toy t ruly special is  the

sof tware because Lush can not only be control led via smar tphone – the app has also been

optimised for wearables such as the Apple Watch. So, as we inter viewed Olivares once

again,  we asked h im why such dev ices  are wel l - su i ted fo r  cont ro l l ing toys  and how

 impor tant professional ly designed apps are for modern sex toy pleasure.

Eddy Olivares: Lush is desirable because our app makes

it so versatile. Traditional couples, long distance couples,

and single women will find ways to enjoy it!

Some critics say that the Apple Watch is nothing more

than a gadget without real added value for the user.

Have you found a real purpose for the Watch, a way it

can be used to great effect?

Eddy Olivares: Smartwatches are a fairly new concept

and people should be free to use them as they wish. If

people want to use them as a fashion accessory, that’s

their choice. Some Apple Watch app developers are

having issues with increasing functionality… but for us, it

was easy. 

Our new products are mainly for discreet public play,

so we immediately saw the potential. It increases

 discreetness and extends the control range. Those are

two things people want in sex toys designed for public

use. Is this the “real purpose” of how smartwatches

should be used? I don’t think this is what Tim Cook or the

Apple team had in mind! 

What makes wearables like the Apple Watch so  

well-suited for use as a sex toy controller?

Eddy Olivares: It’s well suited because the person

 controlling the toy can now have their hands free. It’s a

little annoying to be holding a smartphone and messing

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Eddy Olivares, Marketing Manager at Lovense

Eddy Olivares presents Lush, a bullet vibrator that can be controlled via smartwatch

“I don’t think this is what 
Tim Cook or the Apple team had in mind!”
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around with it during foreplay (unless

taking pictures, of course!). All hands

are now free and can be used to

pleasure your partner. 

Your previous products, Max and

Nora, have been on the market 

for some time now. Which 

technological developments have

there been since their introduction?

Eddy Olivares: We’re constantly

 improving things in the app and

 adding new features. We’ve also

 improved the hardware. Max is now

bigger and quieter than the previous

versions. Nora has a stronger vibrator

and is also quieter compared to the

first version.

When will Lush hit the market and

what will it cost?

Eddy Olivares: Lush should hit the

shelves around December. We have

already gotten a lot of interest from

distributors and could see a

 shortage of inventory, though. We

know the product will be available

through EroPartner Distribution, but

haven’t ironed out the details with

other distributors. 

You sold your previous products

mostly through the internet and your

own shop. Will you move towards a

retailer-based distribution strategy

with Lush?

Eddy Olivares: Lush is definitely a

product that should do well in retail

stores. It’s not just a re-vamp of a

traditional remote control bullet

 vibrator/love egg. We will need to

educate retailers on why our toy is

better than other bluetooth toys,

but that shouldn’t be too hard. For

sure, if they test the product and

have played with other bluetooth

toys before, they will quickly see

the difference. 

Besides Lush, you have another toy

in the making: a bluetooth remote

controlled butt plug. How far is this

project developed? Does it use the

same technology as Lush?

Eddy Olivares: Our bluetooth plug

is in the final stages of develop-

ment. We wanted to launch it at

the same time as Lush, but the

connection range wasn’t fully

 optimised. We’re on the fifth or sixth

functional prototype and the issue

should be resolved soon. 

It will work with the same app we’ve

developed for Lush, so it will have

all the same features. The

 hardware is also optimised for

 discreet public play, so it’s powerful

but nearly silent when inserted.

Are you planning on creating more

products with the same tech -

nology that you use in your current

generation of toys? Couldn't you

put this technology into every

 vibrating toy if you like?

Eddy Olivares: We plan to create

more products with similar techno-

logy, but we carefully decide which

products we will develop. We could

put bluetooth technology into

many different toys, but will it

 benefit the consumer? Will it en-

hance pleasure? Is there a need? 

Proper sex tech hardware 

development is costly and  time-

 consuming. We could speed up

development and release more

products with the bluetooth/  app-

controlled technology, but they

wouldn’t be as well-made. We

 ensure all of our hardware and

 software is fully optimised. Tech toys

are our specialty, and we must

beat the competition in function -

ality. We don’t have the marketing

budget of bigger manufacturers-

we can’t sell large volumes of toys

if our app sucks or the toy doesn’t

connect well. Other manufacturers

can get away with it because of

their brand name.

There was a clear need for a

 discreet bullet vibrator for public

play, which is why we developed

Lush. Public play is a fantasy for a

lot of people (including those on

the Lovense team) and the

 products on the market fall short of

expectations. I can’t count how

many times I ordered a product

online and when it arrived, I was

disappointed. They just don’t work

as advertised. We spent nearly a

year developing Lush to ensure it

works as advertised and will help

fill the gap in the market. 

E D D Y  O L I V A R E S

.................

We ensure all of 

our hardware and

software is fully 

optimised. Tech toys are

our specialty, and we 

must beat the competition

in functionality.”

................................ 

“
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An important part of many modern toys is 

the  corresponding app. What can the user 

customise with your app and which features does  

it have?

Eddy Olivares: We have two apps - ‘Body Chat’ and

‘Lovense Wearables’. Body Chat works with our Max

and Nora toys and is mainly for long-distance

 couples. You can control your partner’s toy from  

any distance and have “long-distance sex”. For the

long distance sex mode, you can choose which

 person’s movements controls the other or have the

toys sync together and react based on both users’

movements. It has in-built video chat and a few 

other features.

Lovense Wearables is the app for our new product,

Lush, and our bluetooth butt plug coming out soon.

This main app features close range control 

(via smartphone or Apple Watch), long distance

 control, music-based vibrations, sound activated

 vibrations, and  unlimited patterns (users can create,

share, and download vibration patterns). 

There are segments of the market that need

 customisation. One example is D/S couples needing

the ability to have 24/7 control (instead of needing

permission every time). We have added that feature

180 

and will be adding more settings based on the 

feedback we get from our users. 

How important do you think will a well-designed app

become in the future to ensure customer loyalty? 

Eddy Olivares: For bluetooth sex toys, a well-designed

app is absolutely necessary! The last thing people

want when playing in the bedroom is app issues. For

some reason, our competitors haven’t figured this

out. They don’t have a full-time development team

like we do and seem focus most of their time and

energy on marketing. Our app is our first priority- I

think customers will see that and be loyal to us. 

Right now, every company working in teledildonics is

developing their own apps which work only with their

products. Do you think it would be beneficial for the

market as a whole if the companies could agree on

a common standard in this regard?

Eddy Olivares: Software development is costly and

making a universal app to work with all toys would be

complicated. It might benefit consumers, but it

wouldn’t benefit companies like us. Our focus is on

the software side, so we are in the unique position to

be a leader in this growing market. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The last thing people want when

playing in the bedroom is app issues.

For some reason, our competitors haven’t

figured this out.”

................................ 

“

The Lovense team sets great store

by fully-optimised, functional apps
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On the morning of March 18, 2014,  things come to a head: Members of the Sunf lower

 movement – most of them students – cl imb the fence of the Legis lat ive-Yuan and enter the

plenary hal l  which they wi l l  keep occupied for the next 24 days. What got the protestors so

r i led up was the fact the rul ing Taiwanese Kuomintang par ty wanted to go back on a pro-

mise made the year before. The par ty had guaranteed to the opposit ion that each clause

of a planned free trade agreement with China would be discussed in parl iament, however,

they rejected the possibi l i ty that this pact might be returned for a committee review. This

confl ict -  that was ult imately solved peaceful ly when the government gave up their  stance

– was a big inf luence on up and coming producer Exot ica. Af ter al l ,  the f i rs t  di ldos presen-

ted by this company featured styl ised pictures of the movement 's  leaders.  E lek LI ,  the

founder of Exot ica, tel ls  us more about the events that led to the company's foundation,

and he also gives us an overview of the company's products and goals.

Exotica is not just a manufacturer of dildos, but also

an company with a social message. Before we go

into more detail, could you give us a short overview of

your company and the people in your team?

Elek Li: We got the idea for the “Budding Leaders” dildos

in the midst of the Occupy Parliament movement in

March, 2014. However, we only registered a company

and officially entered this industry six months later. There

are four people on our team, handling administration,

product designing, packaging, and shipping.

Two of your products - „Budding Leaders“ - could be

described as the official sex toys of the Sunflower

 movement in Taiwan. What kind of movement was this

and what did it fight for?

Elek Li: The cause was to protest the rush passing of the

Service Trade Agreement with China, which was

 supposed to go under an item-by-item review. People

occupied the parliament chamber and barricaded it,

blocking the political process for 24 days. Officially, this

movement asked to reject the bill and have it brought

Exotica offers dildos with a social message

Elek Li, one of the founders of Exotica

exclusive
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“Taiwan still has a long way to go when 
it comes to issues concerning sexuality.“
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before the parliament a for more

thorough review, with more

 complete information being

 provided. Nevertheless, there were

thousands of participants who

 formed various groups with different

agendas  during the event.

To avoid any misunderstandings: The

two leaders did not model for the

actual products, but were depicted

in form of a comic on the box. This

is called “doujin” and is a wide-

spread phenomenon in you region. 

Could you tell us more about it?

What did you want these images to

convey, how should they represent

your products? 

Elek Li:The “doujin” culture originated

in Japanese anime/comic/games

(ACG) fan culture. Fans take cha-

racters from ACG and create rela-

ted works (novel/comics/video

clips/…). Think fan fiction a la Twilight,

only in more art forms and flavours.

Most doujin works are not legal since

they are based on copyrighted

 properties, however, they have a

positive effect on the original works,

and therefore, IP owners seldom

take legal action against doujin

works. We did the “Budding Leaders”

series in a doujin fashion because

we wanted to parody the REAL ones.

The Occupy Parliament movement

was able to defend itself from police

and gangsters, and accusations

concerning political interest did not

affect its popularity. However,

people were afraid of saying things

that might connect the Occupy

movement with sex, and they de-

nied all signs of eroticism. That was

a situation we couldn’t stand. There

are always affairs and erotic motives

in every social movement, but they

can’t be brought into the public

sphere, even when people occupy

the parliament chamber. So we de-

cided to bring the media-hyped

Budding Leaders down to earth. We

made “their” dildos, whose size and

colour were based on a small poll;

the product names were homopho-

nic to their real name and had the

illustrations were based on their fa-

ces. The real names are 林飛帆（

Lin Fei Fan）and 陳為廷（Chen Wei

Ting) - the product names are 非凡

神器（Feifan’s Boner） and 為廷山

丘（Weiting’s Bulge). We objectified

the real ones for everyone to project

their  own fantasy or hatred onto

them. On the other hand, we

thought that this might be a way to

support social activism, so for every

sold toy in our Budding Leaders se-

ries, we give 5% of the sales price

to COSWAS (Collective Of Sex

 Workers And Supporters).

What can you tell us about the two

movement leaders you chose as

models? Why did you choose them

and why did they agree to be on

your products?

Elek Li: Our product executive,

Owen, has known them for a long

time, since the guys were all invol-

ved in activism. They are both cha-

rismatic and clever, but they have

Doujin characters are used in the presentation of Exotica

products – cartoonish comic versions of real people

E L E K  L I

.................

We did ‘Budding

 Leaders’ series in a

doujin fashion, because we

wanted to parody the 

REAL ones.“

................................ 

“
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their own shortcomings. I’d personally say that they are

common people, only more ambitious and willing to

take risks. We did asked for permission during the

 Occupy movement, but they didn’t respond because

the government was bugging them. After the

 movement, Lin Fei Fan once asked Owen which dildo

was more popular, his or Wei Ting’s. Last December,

Chen Wei Ting announced that he would run for

 Legislator, but soon, he had to confess

to sexual harassment in an interview.

Eventually, he dropped out of the

election race because of the pressure

of public opinions. But although that

happened, Weiting’s Bulge is still selling

well.

Do you have any previous experiences

in the sex toy industry?

Elek Li: Owen has been using a sex toys for more than 5

years. Apart from that, we don’t have previous  experiences

in the trade. Owen and I invested our deposit in Budding

Leaders, ordered 500pcs of each, and were sold out in a

month. The revenue was re-invested into Exotica.

Another line you manufacture is named after Taiwanese

activist A-Kong. For which cause does he fight?

186 

Elek Li: Kong is gifted with a handsome penis and has

worked hard for his nicely shaped body and various

 talents. He’s always wanted to be a porn star, but adult

video has been forbidden in Taiwan under obscenity

laws. He shared self-made porn clips that spread

through the grey zone but did not break the law. This

programmer studied law to protect himself and to

 protest. Real person moulding is another way to do 

porn legally, so Kong participated in the Hand Angel (

手天使）project, empowering the handicapped and

 encouraging them to insist on their rights to have proper

sex. So again we took the Kong series as an opportunity

to economically support social activism. This time Hand

Angel. 

Political and sexual freedom often go hand in hand. Is

your approach towards sexuality supported by the

 majority of the movement's followers? What about the

general population?

Elek Li: LGBT folks may know us, but I don’t think we are

famous enough among straight people in Taiwan. If

you mean the time Budding Leaders and Exotica went

on media, then I guess the mainstream was probably

not very comfortable with us, but they can tolerate us.

As for the movement's followers, they mostly liked us.

How open is the Taiwanese society in regards of sexuality

in general? How is homosexuality vie-

wed in society and the media?

Elek Li: Taiwan still has a long way to

go when it comes to issues concerning

sexuality. Of course, more and more

people accept homosexuality, but 

the  transgender and other queer 

folks like drag queens, or HIV+ and

people  involved in cross-generational

 relationships, are not welcomed most of the time, if not

treated with phobia.

Do you see Exotica as a company that makes sex toys

for profit or do you view yourself as a part of the social

movement?

Elek Li: We try hard to balance both aspects. Honestly,

we have to earn a living first, so we welcome more

cash. However, we never want to be a monopoly.  Giving

I N T E R V I E W
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Porn actor dash activist Kong was the

model for a masturbator and a dildo

.................

LGBT folks may know

us, but I don’t think

we are famous enough

among straight people in

Taiwan.“
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“
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back to the kind of social activism that shaped us and

making these islands that we call Taiwan more open

and sexy is always great

Your next products will be ”designed to fuel your fire

and support the Firefighters' Union“. Why did you

choose this topic and what makes the firefighters'

union worthy of your attention? 

Elek Li: There was a fire in Taoyuan [a city in North-

West Taiwan] that claimed the lives of six young (ave-

rage 24.5  years old) firefighters this January. It was

made to look like an accident in the media, but it

wasn’t. The team was young and inexperienced, and

their equipment was lacking and below standards. In

the wake of this incident we learned that it wasn’t an

isolated case, and the general labour conditions of

firefighters need to be improved  urgently. Without a

worker’s union, firefighters’ only hope 

is the legislator, which is not a good bet. On the other

hand, there have been erotic fantasies regarding fi-

refighters, and we see a chance to use this fantasy

to  improve the situation.

Are your products designed specifically for a 

gay audience? 

Elek Li: Of course not. We are good at playing with

sex fantasies, and our products are not restricted to

or reserved for gay people.

Why does the combination of sexuality and popular 

figures of social causes have such an appeal among

your customers?

188 

Elek Li: Firstly, some of our customers DO dream of

them, thinking of them while playing with themselves.

Secondly, the quality and functionality of the Budding

Leaders toys are great. Thirdly, Exotica is Taiwan's first

sex toy brand.

Apart from creating awareness for their causes, 

how do you support the different movements with your

company?

Elek Li: As I mentioned before, we support their  activities

financially. And also we call people to action every

time we get the chance to.

Do you also sell your products in Europe? Do you see

an audience for your products here, since your

 protagonists aren't widely known on the continent?

Elek Li: Right now, we are not selling in Europe, but

we’re looking forward to do so. Yes, European 

folks don’t know our protagonists, and to deal with this,

we would bring functionality and Asian elements to the

fore and present the story of the product on the back.

How much do your products cost and where should

interested retailers turn to if they want to offer them in

their shops?

Elek Li: The retail prices are as follows, and we have

discounts for retailers. Budding Leaders series: 

Feifan’s Boner US$48; Weiting’s Bulge US$48.Kong 

series:  Kong’s Dildo US$55; Kong’s Butt US$75.The prices

for the Firefighter’s Union series will be announced soon.

If you are interested, please email us: exotica. -

taiwan@gmail.com
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Part of the sales price of Kong's Dong is donated to Hand Angel, a NGO that is

dedicated the sexual rights and needs of handicapped people
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2015 marks the tenth year s ince the founding of Tenga, and i t  also marks a remarkably

 busy year  for  the Japanese manufacturer.  The Tenga team have al ready launched a

 vacuum control ler for their  CUP ser ies,  an innovation that wi l l  soon be complemented by

the so-cal led Air  Tech ser ies which is  compatible with the company's re-usable masturba-

tors.  What 's  more, Tenga wi l l  introduce their  own cock r ing and new products in the i roha

l ine before the year is  out.  In our inter view with Eddie Marklew, we talk about al l  these

 products,  but Tenga's Global Market ing Manager also grants us a gl impse at the new tech-

nologies the Tenga R&D depar tment are cur rent ly explor ing, and he tel ls  us what fans of

the brand can be looking forward to in 2016.

Most of the year 2015 lies behind us  already.

How did the year go for Tenga so far?

Eddie Marklew: It’s been a bumpy ride but our efforts

in the first half of 2015 are starting to come to fruition

and it’s great to see it all coming together. We’re

 gradually building up our EU warehouse and hope 

to be able to service our distributors all that much  

better for our products to be available to retailers

across Europe; Autumn and winter 2015 will see the

launch of some greatly anticipated products; and

we have some fun promotions coming up for Europe

starting end of this year and increasing our efforts in

consumer awareness come 2016!

Before we talk about what's ahead, which products

did Tenga release most recently? 

Eddie Marklew: Out since September is our Vacuum

Controller attachment for the CUP Series – an 

electronic vacuum that not only boasts stronger

suction than most on the market but coupling 

with our CUPs makes them feel amazing at the 

same time!

Tenga is planning to release a couple of new

 products this fall. Can you give us any details about

what we can expect?

Eddie Marklew presents the latest Tenga products

Eddie Marklew, Global Marketing Manager at Tenga

exclusive
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“Autumn and winter 2015 will see the 
launch of some greatly anticipated products.“
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Eddie Marklew: We have the

 Vacuum Controller, along with a

brand new AIR-TECH that’s

 compatible with the Vacuum Con-

troller for men, a strong vibrating

cock ring for couples and from the

iroha brand we have three new

 products coming out in the form

of iroha+!

One of your new products is a

 couples product. What makes a

product a couples product, in

contrast to a product only for men

or women? How did you

 implement this into your product?

Eddie Marklew: A couple’s

 product in its broadest definition

could be anything; our TENGA

EGGs make a great example as

these are  regularly purchased for

use in  partnered play. While the

couple’s item we have coming up

is  primarily for coupled play while

attached on a penis or other shaft,

couple’s  products in the sense of

sex toys can be anything that

 improves the sex life of a couple –

from the  obvious cock rings and

lubes to even coupled use of solo

toys. Since all TENGA  products are

non-obscene they’re easy for any

 couple to introduce to the

 bedroom.

You have announced two new

products for men as well. Will they

be in line with the classical Tenga

cups and eggs, or will we see

something completely new?

Eddie Marklew: The new men’s

product is the AIR-TECH VC

 (Vacuum Controller Compatible.)

This will allow fans of TENGA to use

the Vacuum Controller with a

 reusable item to make the item

more accessible to those averse

to buying multiple CUPs.

Tenga's female line iroha has always

put much emphasis on well-desig-

ned products with a unique look.

Will your new female oriented

 product be along the same lines? 

Eddie Marklew: Very much so.

Those who have used our iroha lines

agree that the new shapes make

for great new ways to play, along

with their unmatched feel thanks to

the anti-dust, soft touch silicone. I

think the world has seen enough co-

pies of existing products, and iroha

challenges the norm in exactly the

same way TENGA did 10 years ago. 

When will these products be

 launched? Can European retailers

expect them in time for the 

Holiday season?

Eddie Marklew: We are working

day-and-night to make this a  reality!

You have told me that the Tengas

R&D department has been busy

 exploring the field of virtual or

 augmented reality. What are you

working on and when will we see

the results?

Tenga present their first ever cock ring in their couple's products category 

E D D I E  M A R K L E W
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It’s been a bumpy ride

but our efforts in

the first half of 2015 are

starting to come to frui-

tion and it’s great to see

it all coming together.“
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Eddie Marklew: We’re still in very early stages, but

many people have already seen our prototype with

Japanese company Illusion for the VR TENGA (an item

that uses the Oculus Rift, Novint Falcon feedback

controller and TENGA CUPs) for VR stimulation. While

this is unlikely to see a release soon, there are many

technological advancements that are stimulating our

R&D team to come up with innovative methods of

utilising these new technologies!

Even though VR is a growing field not only for sex

toys, it's still not what I would call a mass market.

When do you expect this to change?

Eddie Marklew: The reaction we got from the VR

TENGA was largely humorous; makes for a great

 awareness boost but in reality the general public are

afraid of using something that involves so many

 peripherals. The way I see it, the near future is still in

App-based innovations, until the “bulkiness” of VR/AR

comes down a bit.

Teledildonics, Control apps, VR, and new methods of 

 movement and stimulation... where will we see the

 biggest technological improvements of our sex lives in

the near future?

192

Eddie Marklew: The future is a mystery but a mix of

all of these will make for a very interesting approach

to sex and novelties I’m sure. As for their uses… let’s

keep it under covers for now – we’ll let you know once

we have some more concrete products!

Tenga will again have a booth at the eroFame this

year. Are you going to present all your new

 developments to the market? What do you have in

store for the visitors?

Eddie Marklew: Of course! We hope to showcase

the new products the most this year as many people

are already aware of the brands in general. Getting

a chance to touch and fiddle with these is definitely

the best way you can see for yourself how these new

products will work, rather than just our website pics

and videos!

It seems as if masturbators are getting more popular

by the day. Is that an assessment you would agree

to? If yes, can Tenga benefit from this trend?

Eddie Marklew: TENGA has been a large part of this

movement away from the taboo of men using toys,

as the pioneers of non-obscene tools to make

 masturbation better. We hope we can keep this  

trend up with even more amazing products coming

in the next few months – we have a BIG new product

for Spring/Summer 2016 as well so keep an eye out

for that!

I N T E R V I E W
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Air Tech is the latest Tenga innovation in

the field of male masturbators

One of the new iroha vibrators: Tori
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It is still a few months until the end of the year, but 

how would you sum up 2015 so far with regard to

 Pipedream's activities in the European market?

Rob Phaneuf:

- Great year

- Lines continue to expand

- King Cock sales have been unbelievable

- People want American made product

- Demand for American made PVC has been huge

- The unique items we continue to produce succeed --

Anal Fantasy and FX has been huge

Is there still potential for growth in Europe, or are you

more or less focussing on maintaining the position you

have achieved in this market?

Rob: Always room for growth and we’ll continue to focus

on maintaining our strong alliances with our Euro

 customers as well as attract new ones.

How have the Ukraine crisis and the cooling East-West

relationship affected Pipedream's business in Russia?

Rob: Politics aside, our products continue to reach our

target markets everywhere in the world. Our sales have

been relatively unaffected by these issues. In fact we

just had a very successful show in Russia and customers

there continue to ask for and buy our products. We do

everything we can to continue to support our Russian

distribution partners.
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As usual,  Pipedream wi l l  br ing lots of big suitcases to eroFame. We wanted to know which

new innovations the US producer wi l l  present at the show and which st rategies they want to

implement in the European market,  and what better way to sate our cur iosi ty than to ask

Rob Phaneuf,  Vice President of Product Development at Pipedream, for an inter view? This

way we also learned that Rob is very happy with 2015 so far as Pipedream's newly launched

l ines have turned out a great success. 

“Pipedream is always looking to develop
products that fill a void in the marketplace.” 

Pipedream is working with almost all of the well-known

distributors and wholesalers in Europe. Has this strategy

paid off? And how would your respond to critics who

argue that such an approach forces distributors into a

price war?

Q&A with Rob Phaneuf, Pipedream's Vice President of Product Development 

exclusive
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Rob: Sure, there’s always going to

be competition but we adhere to

our mission statement to offer the

great products at a fair price. If we

continue to create new innovative,

one of a kind brands with high

 demand, then distributors who don’t

carry Pipedream will likely miss out

on profits and proven best sellers. 

Are Pipedream's distribution and

marketing strategies more or  

less the same on all continents, 

or are they tailored to local 

con ven tions, resulting in a more

 varied approach? 

Rob: There is no magic bullet, so we

always tailor our messaging and

products to our target market and

customers w/in a particular region.

Several new members have joined

Pipedream's dream team this year.

Would you mind introducing these

new faces to our readers?

Rob: Jesus Chuy Ruiz joined

 Pipedream in July. He brings with him

over two years of sales and

 merchandising experience from

 Oxballs, where his expertise most

 recently helped the company earn

the coveted Cybersocket award for

Best Product/Retail Site. In his new

role as Sales Assistant, Ruiz provides

retail support, in-depth product

 training, representation at industry

events, and merchandising

 assistance. Chris Armstrong joined

the Dream Team as a Sales

 Executive in March. Chris has over

ten years of experience from

 Honey’s Place, where his

 exceptional work ethic took

him from warehouse employee to

Account Executive in just two years.

Bilingual in English and Spanish, he

will represent our growing South

American customer base.

And earlier this year we welcomed

our new Digital Marketing Director

Brian Sofer. Brian comes to us with

20 years of marketing experience,

most recently serving as Marketing

Ninja for Eldorado Trading

 Company. As an online consultant

since 1995, Sofer has implemented

effective strategies for a wide range

of clients in the adult, music, action,

sports, and smoke industries.

Pipedream has launched numerous

new collections in Europe this year:

King Cock, iSex, Fetish Fantasy

Shock Therapy, and others. How

have these new products fared on

the European market so far?

Rob: All three have been successful

and have met or exceeded

 projections. We’re very pleased with

the reception.

Pipedream is well known for

 creating trends instead of just

 following them. But given the many

high-tech toys that are hitting the

shelves these days, will you also put

more emphasis on such products?

What is your strategy as far as pro-

duct development is concerned?

Rob: Absolutely. We just released our

USB rechargeable Mega-Bators, the

most technologically advanced

masturbator ever created. These will

be proudly displayed at eroFame.

In addition, our USB iSex line of 

toys and accessories has been

 successful without exceeding

 attractive price points.

Are there niches in the erotic market

that have been neglected so  

far – niches that are not adequately

covered yet?

Rob: I’m sure there are, and

 Pipedream is always looking to

 develop products that fill a void in

the marketplace – so, you’ll just have

to stay tuned. 

What are your plans for the next

months? Which new product lines

will you present at eroFame?

Rob: We’re really excited to debut

our newest lines Fantasy C-Ringz,

 Icicles Gold, Pipedream Extreme

Toyz Mega-Bators, Fetish Fantasy

Shock Therapy and line extensions

for Fetish Fantasy Series. As always,

freshly baked pretzels and ice cold

beer will be part of Pipedream’s

happy hour every day at 4PM our

eroFame booth.

And what can you tell us about your

long-term goals?

Rob: We will continue to support our

existing distribution partners, expand

our presence, acquire strong brands

and make Pipedream the number

one adult manufacturer in Europe.

R O B  P H A N E U F
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LÜB entered the market in 2014. When and why 

did you decide to develop, produce, and market 

a lubricant? 

Scott Cullens: I’m a very passionate man. My passions

are design, building, and architecture but I’m also

 passionate about sex. I’m a lube fanatic. I have my

 favourite lubes but I always felt there was one

 component missing so over a year of trials I tested many

formulas until I finally created the perfect formula. It’s

the perfect viscosity, texture and consistency. LÜB never

gets sticky, doesn’t dry out and lasts longer. There are no

harsh chemicals, perfumes or dyes, just clean,  

high- quality silicone. Silicone stays on the skins a lubricant

and does not transfer through the skin barrier like water

based lubricants. The only way to sell a new product is to

come up with a new idea or do it better — we’ve done

it better. It’s not about reinventing the wheel it’s about

making a better wheel that offers a smoother ride.
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' I  am a lube fanat ic , '  says  Scot t  Cul lens ,

 f i tness  model ,  f i tness  ins t ructor  fo r

 Hollywood celebrit ies, and owner of a highly

 successful  construct ion company. However,

he wasn ' t  fu l ly  sat i s f ied wi th the products

avai lable on the market, and so he decided

to create the per fect  lubr icant  fo rmula

 h imsel f.  For  one year,  he tes ted var ious

 mixtures unt i l  f inal ly,  he had ar r ived at  a

 fo rmulat ion w i th  jus t  the r ight  v i scos i ty,

 consistency, and texture. Now, Scott  wants

to share this high-qual i ty s i l icone lubr icant

with the world. We inter viewed the l ikeable

American about his product,  LÜB. 

Had there been points of contact with the lubricant

market before? 

Scott: No, I had no contacts with the lubricant market

before, but I’m an expert on erections — both building

and personally. 

What were your ideas, expectations, strategies, and

concepts going into this? 

Scott: We’ve created a product that crosses all social

lines — its for both men and women, of any sexual

 orientation. You can view our commercial ads on the

Scott Cullens glides into the European market with LÜB 

Scott Cullens set out to find the perfect lubricant

formula – LÜB is the result of his year-long search
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“It’s not about reinventing    
making a better wheel that    

exclusive
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front page of lublube.com. It speaks

to a broad spectrum of lifestyles 

and is as sleek and sexy as our

 product itself. 

There are countless different

 lubricants on the market. How is LÜB

different from these other products? 

Scott: LÜB Pure Silicone Lubricant is

made from a proprietary and

 revolutionary blend of four high

 quality silicones each bringing a

 unique property to the formula.

That’s why it feels different and per-

forms better than other lubricants. 

What can you tell us about the

 ingredients? And what about certifi-

cates (for instance FDA certification)? 

Scott: The formula is proprietary but

the four silicones are listed, clearly,

on the label and our manufacturing

process meets all FDA standards. 

How and in which area of the 

 market would you position LU ̈B? 

Who is the target group for 

your  products? 

Scott:It goes without saying that gay

men purchase more lube than any

other segment of the market. Me,

the founder, can be seen on our

 labels and marketing materials who

appeals to both men and women.

Straight men want a body like mine,

gay men lust after me alongside

women. I have a large fan base

thanks to my years as a fitness

 model and social media icon.

 However we have hired Cristal

 Houston, Playboy cover girl, Maxim

 model, and health and lifestyle

 spokesperson to endorse LÜB Pure

Silicone Lubricant as well. We also

offer gender neutral labelling without

a male or female model because

we don't want to leave out any

 segment of the market. 

What does your target audience

want and expect from a 

lubricant? Which needs have to 

be addressed? 

Scott: Quality, friction level,

 sensation, quantity required, long

lasting. Our perfected formula

meets and exceeds all of these

 rigorous tests. 

How are your products priced? 

Scott: Our products are priced at a

premium level however its a better

value than other lubricants because

you use much less. This can be at-

tested to by the many 5 star reviews

we receive from real user’s who at

S C O T T  C U L L E N S

.................

LÜB Pure Silicone
Lubricant is made

from a proprietary and

revolutionary blend of

four high quality sili-

cones each bringing a

unique property to the

formula.“

................................ 

“

   the wheel; it’s about 
  offers a smoother ride.“
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first were hesitant to shell out the money for a premium

brand, but after suing the product couldn’t be happier

that they did. 

You are presenting LÜB as a brand. What does this brand

stand for, what is your brand promise, and which

 connotations do you want to pop up in the customers'

mind when they hear the name LUB̈? 

Scott: I want LÜB to be associated with intimacy, pleasure,

enjoyment and love which can all be a part of a satisfying

sexual experience. 

Given the numerous lubricants in the market, packaging

and marketing are becoming more important in winning

over the consumers in the store – but are they maybe

 becoming even more important than the product itself? 

Scott: We’ve created a package that is eye catching,

  sexually charged yet shouldn't overshadow the quality of

our product. In fact our 2OZ. (59ml) bottle is not only sized

for travel, it’s gender neutral. This discreet black bottle with

the LUB̈ logo can be tucked in any gym bag, carry-on or

checked luggage without drawing any negative attention

from onlookers. 
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Have new trends such as sexual wellness, sexual 

health, and erotic lifestyle been a boost for the 

lubricant market?

Scott: Of course. Sexuality is a part of everyone's 

life and should be given great attention. 

Which channels of distribution do you tap into to 

market LÜB? 

Scott: We are focused on retail sales, online sales,

 Amazon and our alliances with private distributors. 

We just celebrated our first anniversary and are ready

to slide into global expansion throughout Europe 

and beyond. 

Europe doesn't really know LÜB yet. How are you going

to change that? 

Scott: We’ve made a strong effort to become presence

 in the European market. You will see us on many

 European shelves in the next few weeks as well as the

Venus Show in Berlin. 

Who can interested parties in Europe turn to if they

want to add your products to their range?

Scott: They should contact LÜB directly at

info@lublube.com or at +1 760-774-2600 

What qualities are you looking for when choosing

your distribution, wholesaling, and retail partners?

Scott: We are only looking for retailers and 

distributors whose customers are interested in

 experiencing the next level of sexual satisfaction with

a higher quality product. 

Promotional materials are vital at the point of sale.

How do you support the retailers in the brick and

mortar and the e-commerce trade? 

Scott: We have tent cards, POS advertisements, full

size posters and samples — all available to our 

retail partners. 

Do you already have plans for new products? If so,

what can we expect in the upcoming months? 

Scott:Our new products are geared more towards

expanded options in packaging, clothing and gear.

We remain faithful to our original formula. 

I N T E R V I E W
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LÜB blends four high-quality silicones

into one top-quality lubricant
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Some companies present three new products every month. Fun Toys, however has so far

only launched one new product per year at the most, and when such a company introduces

three new toys at once – thereby doubl ing the number of products in their  range – that 's

 def in i te ly  someth ing specia l .  Jack Romansk i ,  the founder  of  Fun Toys ,  g ives  us  more

 information about the t r io of new products,  namely Gjack, Gplug, and Gring. We also

learn how his team made sure that these new products meet the brand's qual i ty standards,

and which cur rent t rends have played a role in their  development. 

Fun Toys is about to release three new products to the

market, which means you are almost doubling your

portfolio. Why this sudden surge in products?

Jack Romanski: We have been working hard throughout

the past three years, aiming to implement all the ideas

and innovative solutions that we have. The company has

been extensively growing and the fact that we are now

able to launch more products is proof of our success so

far. We have been discussing the designs of the products

with our key partners, and since the feedback was great

we decided to go for all the designs and ideas we had at

the moment!

Before we go into more detail about the products, is there

an underlining theme to the new releases? 

Jack Romanski: The theme of Fun Toys has always been

innovation. We are trying to look for original ideas that are

not present in the adult industry or put some   

game-changing improvements to the existing designs to

make them more suitable for the market. We always 

try to think outside the box and come up with something

unheard or unseen. This is why we have a limited portfolio

and launching products might take longer than for 

other companies.

The first of the new products is Gjack, a vibrator. How is it

different from the ones you produced before and also

from its competitors on the market?

Fun Toys has launched three new products – Jack Romanski tells us more about them

Wieland Hofmeister, publishing director of Mediatainment

Publishing GmbH, and Jack Romanski, founder of Fun Toys

exclusive
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“The theme of Fun Toys 
has always been innovation.“
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Jack Romanski: Gjack has been

 inspired by the trend in the industry

to use the phallic shapes again.

The market has seen a lot of inte-

resting designs lately, and now it is

sort of coming back to the roots.

Thus Fun Toys has decided to play

around this trend and come up

with this product. Since the shape

is already determined, we went full-

throttle innovation in terms of the

materials and colour: the toy is

made out of brand-new BioSkin

 material and is coming in a very

 distinctive and attractive colour. 

You produced a promotional video

for Gjack. What can be seen in the

video? Which customer group do you

want to address with the video and

also the product in general?

Jack Romanski: The video is done in

a typical for Fun Toys playful and

 abstract manner. The main idea

 behind it is to grab the attention of

the viewer and make them wonder

about the product. The video doesn’t

disclose a lot of information, so those

people who are interested will have

to look for more info via our website

or their preferred sex-shop. We have

been successful building up interest

towards Fun Toys in general and we

have several fans even. We definitely

want to get those guys interested 

by this video and the product. And of

course our target audience is still a

wide range of people that are 

curious about exploring their sexuality,

while looking for original products on

the market.

You will also release Gplug, which is –

as the name suggests – a butt-plug.

It's FunToys first plug. Why did you ven-

ture into this category and what ma-

kes Gplug special?

Jack Romanski: Indeed it is our first

plug. In general Fun Toys will explore

more categories of toys in future, our

aim is to populate as many catego-

ries as possible with fun and  innovative

products. This is what brought us to

plugs. We feel that this category can

definitely accept an innovative pro-

duct with extra  attention to the user-

experience. To be exact – Gplug can

be wirelessly controlled with the help

of Gring. We believe that this combi-

nation will make it easier for a person

to enjoy our products and lead to lots

of creativity in bed between partners. 

The third product is Gring. The first as-

sociation would be a cock-ring. But

that's not the case, so what 

is Gring?

Jack Romanski: Basically Gring is

what the adult industry today could

classify as a finger massager. But it is

much more than that! In fact it can

be used as a remote control for a

Gplug and in future we’ll introduce

more toys with this principle. So basi-

cally we are aiming at opening a new

chapter in the industry with this pro-

duct, where several toys can be used

in sync, that would lead to lot of new

user-experience.

Besides being a small vibrator that fits

on a finger, Gring can also be used

as a remote control. Does it work with

all FunToys toys? 

J A C K  R O M A N S K I
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Jack Romanski: At this moment only the combination

with a Gplug is possible, but as I said earlier – Fun 

Toys will exploit this idea further on and create 

several  interesting combinations involving Gring and

 other  products.

Are all three new products already availa-

ble in Europe? Where can they be bought?

Jack Romanski: Yes, all products are avai-

lable in Europe. We are working hard to

make sure all our distributors have the pro-

ducts. So a retailer can make the order

right after reading this interview!

How much do the new products cost? Why

did you choose these prices? 

Jack Romanski: All Fun Toys products are reasonably

priced in line with the existing products. Of course each

product is quite unique and requires some extensive

calculation to make sure that all links in the distribution

chain are happy with the prices. The actual wholesale

and MSRP’s are communicated to the distributors.

Are you offering any marketing materials for retailers 

to support the product release? Where should 
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retailers turn to, if they want to promote the new 

FunToys Products?

Jack Romanski: We have recently created an amazing

tower display that is actually produced in Europe, to

 insure the quality meets our standards. The tower display

replicates the design of a Gvibe and can host different

combinations of all our products. The displays are

 currently being delivered to all our distributors, so in a

near future all the brick-and-mortar shops can get 

them. We also provide our distributors with the access

to a    hi-res images and artwork, so a retailer can get in

touch with their preferred distributor to get the artwork

the they want.

FunToys is a company that has had only a few, but well

designed toys of high quality in their portfolio. Are you

aiming to become a manufacturer, that covers the

entire range of erotic products?

Jack Romanski: As I said before, we will be aiming to

populate many product niches with our products, while

creating new product types. We are always thinking

 outside the box and we don’t want to confirm with the

current industry standards. We go our own way and we

will bring new products only if we feel they are creative

and innovative ones that will be well accepted by the

end-user. 

How are you making sure, that

your new releases are really one

of kind products that fit your

image? Which guidelines does

FunToys follow with its designs?

Jack Romanski: This is of course a

delicate question, as the

 uniqueness of our products both

in terms of branding and functionality is our core

 advantage. I can say that everything begins at a

 drawing board. We don’t take a finished product 

and change it, we create a brand new one out of

the ideas and inspirations that we have. In the process

of the design the product will receive our 

distinctiveimage and the typical for FunToys abstract

and slick designer touch. Bottom-line, as said 

several times, our products have to be innovative

and  creative.
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Gplug is Fun Toys' first butt plug
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We always try to

think outside the

box and come up with

something unheard or

unseen.“
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Is it correct, that the Velv'Or AID Collection is a first aid kit

for the penis?

Jelle Plantenga: Yes, this is correct. It’s a collection of three

creams that provide first AID to the penis when it needs it.

We know all men as well as their partners want the penis

to be fit, hard, and able to last for a long time.

How did you come up with the idea for this collection?

Jelle: Well, because the MANHOOD collection isn’t selling

the way I wanted it to, I was braining about what I could

do to increase the sales of this amazing collection. Adding

a slightly cheaper collection besides the MANHOOD

 collection was the answer.

There are three products in the collection. What can you

tell us about them?

Jelle: Correct, the collection consists of three products.

Each provides aid to the the penis with a specific goal in

mind. BeBoosted was created to help men have a fitter

penis by making it firmer, thicker, and giving it a stronger

204 

Harder,  longer,  better – the new col lect ion

from the Velv 'Or brand offers f i rs t  aid of a

 dif ferent k ind. The three products help men

in three dif ferent ways when they most need

it. And given the pricing, they also represent

a great introduction into the world of Velv'Or,

a  brand best  known fo r  i t s  popular  cock

r ings. We had a few quest ions about about  

the AID col lect ion, and Velv 'Or mastermind

Jel le  P lantenga answered them al l  in  our 

EAN inter view.

“I believe all men on this globe 
can benefit from the products of Velv’Or.”

erection. BeEnduring is created to give the penis more

stamina by slightly numbing its shaft which results in a

delay of the ejaculation. BeHarder is created to make 

it harder by providing it with some essential natural  

plant extracts.

Which ingredients do you use for your products?

Jelle: Ahhh... that’s something everybody loves to know,

but it will only be revealed to those who order the product.

Pills, cremes and gels – there are a lot of products on the

market that promise men longer lasting and better sex.

How do you plan to get your slice of the pie in such a

crowded market?

Jelle: I agree that there are many, many creams on the

market. But there is no other collection that consists of the

three creams the AID collection is giving men. All other

creams are individual products and are not backed up

by supporting products. Apart from that, the AID collection

is like the MANHOOD and Ready to Wear collections, giving

Velv'Or presents the AID Collection 

.................

We know all men as well as their

 partners want the penis to be fit,

hard, and able to last for a long time.”

................................ 
“
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Jelle Plantenga adds the lower priced

AID collection to his Velv'Or brand

exclusive
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Besides the AID Collection, you will

also release a new version of 

the JBOA. What can you tell us about

it and how did you improve on 

the original?

Jelle: It’s nearly a one on one copy

of the first version of the JBoa; a

 highlight of the brand and a  

bestseller in many, many stores

around the world. A Lasso that men

wear on the base of the penis; just on

the shaft without EnRinging the balls.

If he wears it on the correct spot of his

penis (as close to his belly as possible)

he will stay hard until he released 

the power of this amazing sleek 

designed lasso.

When will it be available for retail

shops? Which expectations do you

have for the new JBOA in this regard?

Jelle: The new JBoa will be available

by the beginning of October, and I

hope the added retail box will

 compel more retailers to stock and

sell this product!

All good things come in threes: Apart

from your AID Collection and the new

JBOA, you also created a new and

better version of the BeauGosse. How

did you optimise this product?

Jelle: Correct, it sure is. Unfortunately,

the BG 001 & BG 002 had some

 issues – which is also my excuse for

why it took so long to get them rene-

wed. The new versions are very strong

and still offer comfortable softness.

What are you plans for the upcoming

month? Any ideas you hope 

to realise?

Jelle: Like always, promoting the

brand, using social media to increase

brand awareness.

J E L L E  P L A N T E N G A

The names of the three creams refer to their special purpose

men something stylish to use. Products

that he can have on his bedside

 table or in his bathroom next to the

other products for his daily needs.

For retailers, this collection is an

 opportunity to offer men something

from Velv’Or at a slightly lower price

point. Products to get men familiar

with Velv’Or so they can evolve within

the brand range.

Which customer group do you target

with your new collection?

Jelle: As always, men. I never target

a specific group because I believe

all men on this globe can benefit

from the products of Velv’Or

 regardless their sexual preference,

 religion, age, style, colour, etc. My aim

with Velv’Or is to get more and more

men interested in the products of my

brand and for one reason or other,

many fans of Velv’Or who never used

a similar product before in their life

and are drawn to Velv’Or because of

the style of the brand.

How did you position your new

 collection within the Velv'Or brand,

which is most famously known for your

cock-rings?

Jelle: I know, Velv’Or is well known

 because of the revolutionary

 ergonomically designed JCobra  

and JNaja. But as said above, I like 

to give all men on our globe the

 option to use a Velv’Or product, and

 unfortunately, a cock ring still is 

still  missing from many people's  

must-have list. Many heterosexual

men still think they are only for gay

men, which of course is bullshit as we

all know. The MANHOOD and AID

 collections give men who think like

that an easy option to get familiar

with Velv’Or and enjoy and benefit

from these products in their life.

Where can retailers get the 

AID Collection?

Jelle: Retailers can buy the collection

directly from the producer, Cobeco

Pharma, and of course at their favorite

distributor. If their distributor doesn’t

stock them yet, they should simply

 advise them to be smart and get

them on stock immediately.

Can we expect further forays into the

world of consumables from you?

Jelle: Personally, I use supplements

from the fitness world to enrich my sex

life. But as we all know, the legal rules

to sell products like these are way

 different from what we are used to

with our current Velv’Or products.
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A big point of cr i t icism with lots of sex toys -  even many in the upper pr ice segment -   is

the hardness of the mater ial .  Therefore, many companies have star ted developing new,

more real ist ic types of s i l icone. Doc Johnson have taken a major step in that regard with

thei r  new TRUSKYN mater ia l .  In  our  inter v iew,  the company 's  Market ing Di rector  Sunny

 Rodgers tel ls  us about the new si l icone and i ts  proper t ies.  In addit ion to that,  we also talk

about the other new products the Cal i fornia-based producer wi l l  present at eroFame.

Doc Johnson will introduce a new material at ero-

Fame this year. It's name: TRUSKYN. What kind of

material is this and what makes it so special? 

Sunny Rodgers: Our Doc Johnson team is constantly

improving technology and materials, and most recently

debuted a revolutionary new material called TRUSKYN.

Two years in the making, TRUSKYN is a new level of

 extraordinarily lifelike material available in dual 

density products. What is truly unique about this new

TRUSKYN material is that it has a new level of durometer,

which is how one measures the hardness of a

material. TRUSKYN is a softer silicone with a harder core.

Created at our eight-acre facility in North Hollywood

with pure platinum, health grade silicone, TRUSKYN do-

esn’t have a tacky texture and is softer than any other

silicone on the market, thereby making it the new

 standard of lifelike materials. 

Without going into technical details, how is TRUSKYN

different from traditional silicone in its making? 

Sunny Rodgers: TRUSKYN differs from other silicone

 products because it is created to be softer, thereby

making it feel more like real skin. It took our development

team over two years to perfect this revolutionary

 material. Incredibly, it elevates intimate experiences to

an entirely new level. 

Doc Johnson have developed a new, realistic type of silicone

Sunny Rodgers, Marketing Director at Doc Johnson

exclusive
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“Today’s customers want to know what 
is going into their products and services.“
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Will the TRUSKYN material be used in

all Doc Johnson products from now

on or are you planning a  special line

for it? 

Sunny Rodgers: TRUSKYN will be a

brand new collection for Doc

 Johnson. We will continue to use our

other well-known materials, such as

 Platinum Premium Silicone and     Ultra-

Realistic UR3®.

Doc Johnson has recently created

”Sell Sheets“ for its products to help

retailers and distributors alike to edu-

cate their staff. What does such a

sheet look like and where can

 interested retailers get them?

Sunny Rodgers: Doc Johnson’s Sell

Sheets can be found online on our

B2B Resource Center -

http://b2bdocjohnson.com/marke-

tingmaterials.shtml They are organised

by Doc Johnson brand collections

and overview the key features, care

and maintenance, and  dimensions.

Our new Doc Johnson logo, as well

as our brand collection logos

 (American Bombshell, Vac-U-Lock,

iVibe, WonderLand, etc.), are availa-

ble for download from this site as well

-http://b2bdocjohnson.com/compa-

nylogos.shtml Our B2B Resource

 Center has an abundance of helpful

items for retailers and distributors alike.

Last April, you announced a coope-

ration with adult movie star Dani Da-

niels. Will the visitors of the eroFame

show get to see this new line? Which

products are part of the collection?

Sunny Rodgers: Doc Johnson

 recently moulded the gorgeous 

Dani Daniels and we will be adding

Dani’s first product, Dani Daniels Pussy

and Ass, to our bestselling All Star Porn

 Stars line. Visitors to eroFame will 

get to see this item, which is hand-

crafted using our proprietary Ultra-

Realistic UR3 material.

Do you see a difference when it

 comes to the prominence of adult

movie stars between Europe and the

USA? Do products endorsed by them

sell better in one of these markets?

Sunny Rodgers: We try to listen to

the requests that we receive. If we

get a large amount of requests for

a certain star, we then will reach out

to them to see if they are interested

in being a part of the pleasure

 products industry. 

What else will you present to the vi-

sitors of eroFame? Why should

everybody pay a visit to your booth?

Sunny Rodgers: Visitors to the Doc

Johnson booth at eroFame will see

many of our unique new products. 

We have not only completely re-

vamped the packaging for our The

Realistic Cock collection, we have

also added new lengths, 8“, 10“ and

12“, as well as a slim version, 7“ and

9“, in both vibrating and non-vibra-

ting options. The all new The Realistic

Cock™ collection boxes will hang

neatly and vertically, rather than ho-

rizontally, and will feature a book-

style viewing window. In addition, our

Vibro The Realistic Cocks will now

feature a user-friendly twist-bottom

design and a more powerful, wire-

less internal. eroFame attendees will

have the opportunity to meet some

members of our Doc Johnson team.

Behind the scenes of Doc Johnson

S U N N Y  R O D G E R S
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TRUSKYN differs

from other silicone

products because it is

created to be softer,

thereby making it feel

more like real skin.“

................................ 

“
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Just as with other shows that Doc Johnson exhibits at,

we will work with each specific customer to tailor a

 discount, promotion and advantage directly to their

 distinct needs. Our team is skilled at determining the

best way to help clients grow their businesses and have

found that no two clients are alike with what works best

for their particular situation.

How has Doc Johnson fared in Europe so far this year?

Which segments are going strong and where do you

see the most room for improvement on your part?

Sunny Rodgers: Our Doc Johnson brand has a strong

presence in Europe and our Doc Johnson team ex-

pects to make a lot more friends and to strengthen

current relationships at this year’s eroFame show. We

are excited to showcase our Doc Johnson brand and

unique  product collections, and hope to share them

with new customers there.

Some companies have moved their manufacturing

back from China to the USA. Doc Johnson of course

never moved its manufacturing abroad. Did this

course strengthen Doc Johnson in the long run, or

would more flexibility have proven beneficial in the

past years?

Sunny Rodgers: For decades, most American plea-

sure product companies have outsourced the majo-

rity of their manufacturing work overseas. Benefits of
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local  manufacturing include real-time access to the

factory floor, more rapid responses to product or

 process changes, and better quality control. So we

 feel it has been wise to keep our steadfast commit-

ment to manufacturing in America.

What will be the next step for Doc Johnson? Are there

new products in development we can look forward

to and you already can tell us about? 

Sunny Rodgers: Since Doc Johnson is turning 40 years

old in 2016 we can share that we have a lot of great

plans for our future. For the past 39 years we 

have had plenty of time to search out the best 

products and ingredients for the changing times 

and our experienced development team is always

looking at the latest consumer trends for inspiration.

Today’s customers want to know what is going into

their products and services. They want to know that

the material is health-grade and body-safe. Doc

Johnson currently offers over 2,500 SKU’s, the majority

of which are vegan-friendly. Our Black Rose and

James Deen collections are all made of  vegan-

friendly materials, and all of our cosmetic products

are vegan-friendly as well. In addition, Doc Johnson

was also certified cruelty-free by PETA.  Doc Johnson

will continue to develop and provide high quality,

 unique products that reflect consumer demands and

global trends. 

I N T E R V I E W
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The first TRUSKYN silicone dildos

will be presented at eroFame Doc Johnson products are made in the USA
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As Colette Cour tion tel ls us, more than half of all  women in the United States suffer from a

weakened pelvic f loor or nerve damage in the vaginal canal af ter giving bir th. But instead

of complaining, Cour tion decided to take action. Having years of experience in the beauty

market under her belt, she decided to develop a product that would make women feel

beautiful, not only on the outside, but also from within. This product, named vSclupt, wil l  hit

shelves early next year, and in our interview, Colette tel ls us more about the product and

how it is different from Kegel balls and similar products available in the market r ight now.

“My goal is to help women feel young,
sexy, and beautiful from the inside out.“

Colette Courtion presents her innovation for vaginal rejuvenation

I N T E R V I E W
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Joylux is the name of a young com-

pany, new to the erotic industry

and soon to launch its first product.

Why did you decide to start this com-

pany? Do you have any prior experi-

ences in this field?

Colette Courtion: I’ve developed

beauty products and devices for the

past ten years that have helped wo-

men look and feel younger. After I be-

came pregnant, my girlfriends shared

with me all the things that happen to

your body, especially “down there”,

after childbirth. Your pelvic floor mus-

cles weaken, causing bladder lea-

kage. You can experience nerve da-

mage in your vaginal canal which

causes loss of vaginal sensation; and

your vaginal tissue may soften which

can lead to painful friction during sex.

I learned this was an issue that im-

pacts over 50% of all post-partum

women and women going through

menopause and that there are no

products or solutions out there that

can address all of these issues. Since

I had experience developing at-

home beauty devices that help tone,

tighten, and rejuvenate facial tissue

and muscles, I had the idea to apply

that same technology to the vaginal

area to help repair and rejuvenate

the pelvic-floor area. My goal is to

help women feel young, sexy, and

beautiful from the inside out. 

Before we talk about your product,

could you first introduce your team?

Who are you working with on your

current project?

Colette Courtion: I put together a

team of leading doctors to develop

the product, including PhDs in light-

based technologies, gynaecologists,

and sexual health and wellness ex-

perts. Then I formed a management

team and board of advisers of indus-

try experts who have previous experi-

ence with leading at-home consu-

mer devices and adult toys (from

Clarisonic to WeVibe) to take vSculpt

to market. 

Your first product is called vSculpt. On

your homepage, you describe it as

“the world's first at-home toning and

rejuvenation medical device for the

30 million+ US women affected by

pelvic-floor weakening.” What exactly

is the vSculpt?

Colette Courtion: vSculpt helps wo-

men who are experiencing pelvic

floor muscle weakening, loss of vagi-

nal sensation and hydration, and a

decrease in their overall sexual satisf-

action caused by childbirth or ageing

(estimated to be more than 30+mil-

lion women in the US) by giving them

a device that solves these concerns.

This in turn helps improve their confi-

dence and partner intimacy. vSculpt

uses four modalities—therapeutic light

therapy, heat, vibration, and photonic

gel—to effectively improve pelvic

floor muscle tone, rejuvenate colla-

gen and elastin and repair post-

partum nerve damage in the vaginal

tissue, and boost natural hydration all

in the comfort of your home. 

How does the vSculpt differ from ot-

her Kegel exercisers on the market?

What can you tell us about the unique

selling points and revolutionary fea-

tures of vSculpt?

Colette Courtion: Manual pel-

vic floor exercisers (i.e.

Kegel balls) simply

just exercise the

local pelvic

floor muscles and are generally inef-

fective. They don’t stimulate collagen

and elastin production in the vaginal

tissue, repair post-partum nerve da-

mage in the vaginal tissue, or address

hydration concerns, whereas, vSculpt

uses the following modalities to com-

prehensively rejuvenate the vagina

and pelvic floor area:

1) High-powered, therapeutic LED

lights in varying wavelengths to excite

the cells in vaginal tissue into produ-

cing more collagen and elastin (re-

sponsible for tissue tightening and

plumping).

2) Gentle heat to increase blood flow

at the cellular level to induce a he-

aling response in tissue and muscles

(responsible for nerve damage re-

pair). 

3) Vibrational massage to gently and

effectively improve muscle tone and

maximise the treatment protocol

(pleasurable to use).

4) Photonic gel to accelerate the re-

juvenation process and assist in a

more pleasurable user experience. 

By combining these modalities, we

can strengthen and tone the pelvic

floor, increase vaginal tightness,

plump vaginal tissue, improve vaginal

sensation, boost natural hydration, im-

prove bladder control, and en-

hance overall sexual wellness,

providing a comprehen-

sive approach to

vaginal rejuve-

n a t i o n

vSculpt will be available

early next year

C O L E T T E  C O U R T I O N

exclusive
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that Kegel exercises can’t. This was validated in an inde-

pendent third-party study: 95% of women experienced a

stronger pelvic floor, 95% experienced a tighter vagina,

and over 90% experienced more vaginal hydration and

sensation. But more importantly, 100% experienced a clo-

ser sexual bond to their partner as a result of using vSculpt.

Something that kegel balls definitely don’t do!

Please explain how vSculpt is used. How difficult is it to

learn to use this product, and when can the user expect

to see results?

Colette Courtion: You simply insert vSculpt into the vaginal

canal and select the treatment mode that is recommen-

ded for you. We’ve developed a rejuvenation treatment

plan that takes 60 days to complete, starting with using

vSculpt for 6 minutes a day, 3x per week for the first week,

then moving to 8 minutes a day, 3x per week for the se-

cond week, and then 10 minutes a day, 3x per week for

the remaining 6 weeks. In our clinical study, the study par-

ticipants started to notice a difference within the first 7

days, with all study participants experiencing change within

45 days of use. It typically takes up to 60 days for your

body to rejuvenate new collagen and elastin in your cells

and repair and strengthen muscles. 

What can you tell us about the development process?

How did you come up with the final design of your product

and why did you settle for it?

Colette Courtion: A team led by women—working with a

group of doctors, technologists and industrial designers

who specialise in human anatomy, specifically the female

body—worked for over two years to develop vSculpt. The

concept was tested by over 2,500 women, with the final

design being tested on a smaller subset of those women

to ensure proper fit, comfort, and functionality. 

How are you planning to promote your product before

and during its launch? Which channels are most important

to your marketing?

Colette Courtion: We will be seeking the endorsements

of medical professionals who deal with pelvic floor disor-
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ders. Additionally, we will be working with key opinion lea-

ders in the social channel and retailers that specialise in

talking about and promoting sexual health and wellness. 

What can you tell us about the pricing of vSculpt?

Colette Courtion: Today, women spend thousands of

dollars dealing with pelvic floor disorders. While vSculpt

is a medical device made with premium components,

it’s important to us that the product is considered highly

valuable, but attainable to all women who suffer from

these issues.

The customer group you target with your product is ob-

viously women. But do you have a more specific demo-

graphic in mind?

Colette Courtion: More than 50% of all women who

have had children or are ageing deal with these issues,

so our demographic is quite large. While women 35+

suffer these issues more than younger women, we find

that almost all women want to have a better sex life, so

we will appeal to a very large demographic. Interestingly,

we also surveyed men in our clinical study, and more

than 78% of men felt that vSculpt gave their wife more

confidence in the bedroom, which opens the door to

gifting opportunities for men and their partners. 

Will you sell your product in Europe? Are you planning to

work together with distributors here? 

Colette Courtion: Yes, we plan on launching in Europe in

Q1 2016 and are starting discussions with distributors. 

You will exhibit your product at the upcoming eroFame.

What will you show visitors, and why should they make

sure to stop by your booth?

Colette Courtion: Pelvic floor disorders impact over 50%

of women, and we are the first and only comprehensive

solution. By stopping at our booth, you will learn more

about vSculpt and potentially have an opportunity to re-

sale the product, putting your company on the cutting

edge of a true technological innovation in sexual health

and wellness. 

I N T E R V I E W
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vSculpt is aiming to speed up the healing process with LED lights, photonic gels, heat, and a massage feature
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Wicked is well known on the erotic market in Europe

as a movie company. But what exactly is Wicked

Sensual Care?

214 

Severa l  porn companies  are seek ing to  expand the i r  f ie ld  of  act iv i ty,  tu rn ing to  other

 segments  o f  the adul t  market  to  es tabl i sh  a second bus iness  p i l la r.  Many of  them turn

to  the sex  toy  market ,  wh ich was  a l so  an opt ion fo r  W icked Pic tu res ,  but  as  Cass ie

 Pendleton expla ins ,  the company explored many facets  o f  the adul t  market  and f ina l ly

decided on the lubr icant  categor y.  In  our  EAN in ter v iew,  Cass ie ,  who i s  the market ing

di rector  at   W icked's  subs idiar y,  W icked Sensual  Care,  sheds more l ight  on the company 's

decis ion and on the 27 products  in  the W icked Sensual  Care co l lect ion,  a l l  o f  wh ich

are vegan,  c rue l ty- f ree,  and paraben- f ree.

“Premium productions     
has always been a big      

Cassie Pendleton: Wicked Sensual Care is a brand

 extension of Wicked Pictures. We are a luxurious line of

intimate lubricants created in 2012 when we created

a separate division and company within our

 organisation to do so. Designed by women to create

happier,  healthier, and more pleasurable sexual

 experiences, the Wicked Sensual Care Collection is

built on a  commitment to elevate intimacy utilising

eco- conscious, premium quality, vegan botanicals

and  ingredients in stylish and discreet packaging.

 Dedicated to sexual health and wellness, sexy solutions

are offered through innovative, luxurious products

 designed to  enhance personal comfort and 

sensual pleasure.

Why did Wicked decide to start its own line of lube?

Cassie Pendleton: Wicked explored many facets of the

adult market before deciding on the lubricant category.

We felt that it was the best way to express our 

commitment to sexual health and wellness while still

being able to wholly control the quality of the product

being released.

Which lubes do you offer right now and how do they

differ from competig products?

Cassie Pendleton presents Wicked Sensual Care

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Cassie Pendleton,

Marketing Director at Wicked Sensual Care
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    and great packaging 
    part of the Wicked brand.”
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Cassie Pendleton: We offer a very

comprehensive line of products

 without it being too overwhelming.

We currently have 27 SKU’s of water

and silicone based lubricants.

 Wicked Sensual Care products are

100% vegan, cruelty and paraben

free. While we are not an organic

company, we do consider ourselves

a ‘clean’ company and wherever

we can replace harsh chemicals

with naturals and botanics we do,

and we even enhance our products

with anti-oxidant rich Olive Leaf

 extract for its protective and healing

properties. We set ourselves a 

part through our packaging and

thoughtful formulas that bring inno-

vation to this category as a whole.

Do you also offer other products 

besides lubes?

Cassie Pendleton: We also offer

 several enhancers and toy cleaners.

We’re super excited about our

 newest foaming toy cleaner – 

Foam’n Fresh. A triclosan-free anti-

bacterial formula with a thick foam

that covers, cleanses, and creates

peace of mind knowing toy and

body are safe and ready for play.

Price, quality, packaging, image...

there are a lot of aspects to think of

when it comes to lubes. Which one

is especially important to you? 

Cassie Pendleton: You are correct,

all of the factors you mentioned are

important in creating our award

 winning product line. Premium

 productions and great packaging

has always been a big part of the

Wicked brand and we continue to

strive to carry that image on with

our elegant packaging. But you can

have great packaging and not

have a quality product and we feel

that superior quality of the entire line

combined with discreet, functional,

yet sexy packaging is what keeps

customers coming back.

How would you describe your 

target customer? 

Cassie Pendleton: Wicked Sensual

Care has loyal customers across

many demographics. We want to

show buyers that a lubricant isn’t just

a product you use after a certain

age, or as a problem solver, but as

a welcome part of any intimate

 routine. Lubricants are also enhan-

cement products that contribute to

a sensory experience for all kinds 

of lovemaking. 

As mentioned above, Wicked is best

known for its movie business. Are

there any synergies between the

two branches of the company 

besides catering to erotic needs?

Cassie Pendleton: At Wicked

 Pictures, we’ve always been known

for our quality, integrity, and for being

a brand for women and couples.

Our commitment to sexual health

and wellness isn’t just something we

preach. It’s something we’ve practi-

sed since our inception. An example

of this is the fact that we have been

a condom mandatory studio all

these years. This shows our unfaltering

loyalty to the values we hold as an

adult film company. The synergy

 between Wicked Pictures and

 Wicked Sensual Care is just that. We

are working within a different cate-

gory of product, but with the same

assurance of delivering superior qua-

lity products. We’ve literally bottled

our quality, integrity, and commit-

ment to sexual health and wellness

in the products found in the Wicked

Sensual Care line of lubricants.

You will be an exhibitor at eroFame

in October. Why did you decide to

C A S S I E  P E N D L E T O N

The latest product from

Wicked: Foam'n Fresh Cleanser
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be present at this trade show and what will you show to

the visitors?

Cassie Pendleton: We love coming to eroFame! It’s an

important trade show because it’s a showcase of the

 industry’s best and gives us an opportunity to grow our

international business. We are able to use this show as a

platform to not only launch new products, but to discuss

and explore business opportunities with current and

 potential customers. And being we’re in this great indus-

try, we all manage to have a little fun while we’re at it.

We have launched four brand new products in 2015 so

far. Besides the previously mentioned Foam & Fresh

foaming toy cleaner, we’ve added warming and

 cooling lubricants to our water based Aqua collection.

We’ve also released “Pleasers” which is the perfect starter

kit for retail customers who wish to explore different types

of lubricants. Each Pleaser pack comes with an

 assortment of 3ml packettes of four of our formulas:

Aqua, Ultra, Crème, and Toy Love. 

We will also be giving a sneak preview of our newest

flavours to be released before the holidays. Customers

can stop by booth #26 for a taste!

Do you sell your products in Europe? Where should

 interested retailers turn to if they want to pick up Wicked

Sensual Care products? 
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Cassie Pendleton: Yes, we do. Our products are currently

available through Tonga, our very first partner in the

 international market. Tonga has helped us get our brand

introduced to many foreign accounts through their

 support and our participation in their Masterclass event

when we first launched internationally in 2013. 

We are also very excited to announce that we will be

adding European distributor Shots Media to our

 international partners. We will be launching this

 partnership at this year’s eroFame and look forward to

expanding our reach through their experienced team

of sales people and their loyal and satisfied customer

base. They have embraced our brand of lubricants as

a welcome addition to their product assortment and

we couldn’t be more thrilled to start working with them

as we expand internationally. 

Do you see any trends that will shape the future of the

lubricant market? 

Cassie Pendleton: What is becoming more evident is

that sexual wellness is being regarded as vital to the

health of individuals and couples. Personal lubricants

and enhancers are becoming more widely accepted

as a necessary product to complete ones personal

care collection.

What are Wicked Sensual Care's plans for the future?

Will we see new categories, maybe even something

that is not lube-related? 

Cassie Pendleton: We are always in the process of

 developing new products and watching the market to

see what niche needs to be filled. Stay tuned for some

exciting new releases in the coming months.

I N T E R V I E W
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Personal lubricants and enhancers

are becoming more widely accepted 

as a necessary product to complete 

ones personal care collection.”

................................ 

“
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At the recent Scala Fair, you presented a new TOYJOY

line which belongs in the drugstore category. Can

you tell us more about the products you presented?

Sabine Kirchner: TOYJOY Drugstore is the latest TOYJOY

line extension, but it should be viewed as an upgrade

to every TOYJOY purchase. Meaning, if your consumers

are shopping for a TOYJOY vibe, stimulator or other adult

novelty, the TOYJOY Drugstore items are a perfect  

cross-sale product to make their intimate pleasure go

even smoother! The TOYJOY Drugstore range consists

218 

Sometimes,  l i t t le things can make a big dif ference. In the case of erot ic products,  that

goes for  lubr icants,  toy cleaners,  and massage oi ls ,  or  in shor t :  drugstore i tems. They

 improve the int imate experience, help consumers get more fun out of their  sex toys, and

are accessible to a wide audience. So i t ' s  no wonder that these products are par t icular ly

suitable for cross-sel l ing. Scala Playhouse real ised that ear ly on and began launching

drugstore i tems in their  TOYJOY range. With the new TOYJOY Drugstore col lect ion making

waves, we asked Sabine Kirchner to tel l  us more about the potential  these products hold

for the t rade.

of the following items: massage oil, warming massage

oil, silicone-based lubricant, water-based lubricant (in a

30ml, 100ml and 200ml packaging), an anal lubricant,

and a warming lubricant.

When did you first add drugstore products to the TOYJOY

line, and why did you decide to introduce lubes,

 massage oils, toy cleaners, etc. to that line which was

only made up of sex toys back then?

Sabine Kirchner: The first TOYJOY products were

 launched in March 2005, during our in-house Scala Fair.

Right from the start, we knew we wanted TOYJOY to

 become more than just a brand of adult novelties. We

aimed to make it an experience, a brand that catered

to every taste and every preference. Erotic drugstore

products can add that little bit extra to your intimate

experience, paired with – or without – a toy; things just

go that little bit smoother when you’ve got a great lube

lying around. This is why two years after the launch,

around 2007, we introduced the very first drugstore

items to the line. At that time, lubricants had quite a

high price-point in the market. There weren’t a lot of

brands offering lubricants and other erotic drugstore

items at a reasonable, affordable price. We decided

we needed to create a basic collection of drugstore

products that would be accessible to everyone. TOYJOY

Drugstore became an instant success due to the

 extremely attractive pricing combined with great quality

Scala Playhouse have developed a new packaging design for the TOYJOY Drugstore items

I N T E R V I E W
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Sabine Kirchner, Marketing &

Communication, Scala Playhouse

“We are very excited to re-launch our
and contemporary packaging.”

exclusive
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and packaging. We hadn't

 expected it to be such a success,

but it turned out the response from

our customers was overwhelming.

They loved it! We then knew TOYJOY

Drugstore would always be part of

the TOYJOY brand; however, it wasn’t

that easy. We certainly had to face

some challenges along the way…

It took us a while to find the right

supplier that matched our high

 expectations. At Scala Playhouse we

always strive for the best products

possible, which is why we tried

 several suppliers before finding  

our perfect match. We are very

 excited to re-launch our TOYJOY

Drugstore range in new, trendy, and

contemporary packaging.

We’ve already launched a limited-

edition TOYJOY Designer Edition

 lubricant; a sleek, black and gold

bottle that perfectly matches the

aesthetics of this TOYJOY range.

 However, we wanted to take it further

and create a separate, stand-alone

drugstore collection that would

match the entire TOYJOY assort-

ment, making it the perfect cross-

sale option for our customers. We

are confident that retailers will be

able to cross-sell the TOYJOY

 Drugstore products like hot buns;

these amazing items are simply a

must-have addition to any erotic

 novelty!The new TOYJOY Drugstore

range will offer the consumers

 everything they need to make their

sexual adventures go a bit more

smoothly. Whether they want to add

a bit of heat with the new TOYJOY

Warming Lube or whether they want

extra glide for back door fun with

the Anal Lubricant. The range also

includes a great basic water-based

lubricant; this product has an

 incredible, long-lasting glide effect

that lube lovers will adore! And for

consumers who crave even more

smoothness, the TOYJOY Silicone

Lube is the way to go. 

The TOYJOY brand is known for their

playful packaging – the unique milk

carton packaging is a good example

of that. How difficult was it to develop

lubes, massage-oils, toy cleaner etc.

that fit the brand image of TOYJOY?

Sabine Kirchner: Based on our

 experiences in the past, we had a

pretty clear idea of what we wanted

TOYJOY Drugstore to be. It needed

to be appealing to both men and

women, meaning we wanted to

create a full range of products for

unisex-use. It also meant the

 packaging needed to be neutral,

yet still reflect the TOYJOY image.

 After a bit of experimenting with our

artwork department, we settled on

a sleek design, with white tubes and

containers with tinted circles to

 emphasise its drugstore nature. For

example: Our water-based lube

features blue circles, while the war-

ming lubricant has red circles, etc.

This type of colour-use also matches

brilliantly with the TOYJOY Classics

range milk-carton packaging, as the

colour-schemes are similar and the

brand images also feature coloured

circles. The entire collection is

 instantly recognisable and we 

are confident it’s going to be a

 smashing success.

Which features of these innovations

are particularly noteworthy?

Sabine Kirchner: As the TOYJOY

Drugstore collection is more  

about essentials than innovation, a

 particularly noteworthy feature

about the range is the amazing

cross-selling opportunity it represents.

We wanted a line of pure, quality

drugstore items that can be used in

combination with any TOYJOY

S A B I N E  K I R C H N E R

.................

The TOYJOY Drugstore

items are a perfect

cross-sale product to

make intimate pleasure go

even smoother!”

................................ 

“
TOYJOY Drugstore range in new, trendy,

A water-based lubricant is also

part of the TOYJOY Drugstore line
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 product. The fact that this unisex-line is packaged in a

neutral, contemporary way and has an amazing

 affordable price, makes it the ultimate ‘upgrade’ to any

purchase made by your end-consumers.

What can you tell us about the ingredients?

Sabine Kirchner: All the products are made of premium,

body-safe materials. We aimed to create a line that

can be used by all lovers; so there aren’t any ingredients

specifically devised to suit the male of female anatomy.

All the products contain substances which are safe 

to enjoy by all! Even our toy cleaner is organic and   

alcohol-free; making it a responsible choice to

 guarantee the best possible toy hygiene.

Can retailers get new POS materials for this line?

Sabine Kirchner: For the moment, we are mainly

 focussed on creating online POS materials matching

the TOYJOY Drugstore collection such as photos and

banners. We also offer the option of custom-made

 banners, allowing you to create a full online-brand

 experience for your consumers. For more information

about the POS options, retailers can contact their Scala

Playhouse account manager. 

What advice can you give about ways to market the

new line?
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Sabine Kirchner: TOYJOY Drugstore is the perfect  

cross-sell range of erotic wellness products: combining

quality, affordability, and fun! These playful pleasure

 essentials are must-haves for every consumer who enters

your store, both online and offline.

Do you have ideas for further expanding the TOYJOY

brand into other product areas? Would a TOYJOY

 lingerie line be conceivable, for instance?

Sabine Kirchner: For the time being, we are focussing

mainly on new TOYJOY products and ranges such as the

recently introduced LUZ by TOYJOY and The Rabbits by

TOYJOY. We’ve also added must-have items to our

 TOYJOY Classics range, such as our Bob the Blower

 inflatable dong and the compact Travel G-Sense and

Travel C-Sense stimulators. However, we certainly won’t

rule out the possibility of venturing into new territory with

the TOYJOY brand one day. The sky is the limit, and we

like to keep all our options open. We already have TOYJOY

beach balls, TOYJOY sunglasses, and TOYJOY ice-cream

scoops, although these items are only available as limited

POS promotion materials. But if the consumers start asking

for more TOYJOY, who knows, we might start our own line

of sassy TOYJOY lingerie or TOYJOY luggage to take your

favourite vibes with you wherever you go. TOYJOY is all

about fun, and we plan to keep spreading the TOYJOY

fun with more collections and products for years to come!

I N T E R V I E W
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The TOYJOY Drugstore collection

was presented at the Scala Fair
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When did you launch your company mondin, and

what was the main reason for you to get into

this business?

Tanja Bachmann: I started in 2012. In the beginning, I

only created clothes and accessories of lace and fe-

athers for myself. But as time went on, more and more

friends and acquaintances asked me if I could create

something for them as well ...

Do your activities follow a certain philosophy?

Tanja Bachmann: My hand-made creations embody

the sensual lightness of being.

Is mondin fashion, is it art, or is it maybe a mix of both?

Tanja Bachmann: Yes, it is a mix of both. There is defi-

nitely an art aspect, but I also pay great attention to

current fashion trends. 

Would you mind telling us which products you offer? 

Tanja Bachmann: At the moment, our range includes

masks, neck, arm and body decoration in various co-

lours and models, nipple pasties, and head adorn-

ments, also known as fascinators. But our product

range is constantly growing and evolving.

Which features set your products apart from what the

competition offers?

Tanja Bachmann: As a result of using feathers, there is

a natural uniqueness to my products. Even though the

feathers may look similar, you won't find two that are

222

Is  mondin a fashion label or is  i t  ar t? The

answer of label founder Tanja Bachman: I t

i s  both.  mondin s tands  fo r  s ty l i sh ,  hand-

made necklaces and accessories of feathers

and lace, and to paraphrase Tanja, i t  is  a

label for people who want to wear ar t  in the

form of  des igner  objects ,  as  a source of

pr ide and ind iv idual i ty.  A t  f i r s t ,  she on ly

created her l i t t le pieces of ar t  for herself,

but today, she offers a comprehensive range

of products and is looking for more interes-

ted trade members.

“Most of my ideas
lace and feathers.”

truly alike. This is particularly obvious in our feather

masks. Each one of these products is totally unique.

Where do you get the ideas for your products?

Tanja Bachmann: I enjoy experimenting with these

materials – lace and feathers -, and that's where most

of my ideas originate. I try something, it grows and ta-

exclusive
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originate from the joy of experimenting with 

Tanja Bachmann presents her mondin collection
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kes shape, and when it feels right,

we create a prototype.

What can you tell us about the pro-

duction of your items? Where are

they made?

Tanja Bachmann: The products in

the mondin collection are all crea-

ted by hand. We manufacture

them in Germany.

Do you launch new products on a

regular basis? How often a year do

you present new designs?

Tanja Bachmann founded the

mondin label in 2012 

T A N J A  B A C H M A N N

.................

The products in the

mondin collection are

all created by hand in

Germany.“

................................ 

“
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Tanja Bachmann: Every year, there is a spring/summer

collection and a fall/winter collection.

How are these products priced?

Tanja Bachmann: The retail prices range from 10€ to

250€, depending on size of the product and the amount

of time and effort that went into its creation. 

Who is the target audience for your products?

Tanja Bachmann: You can wear feather and lace acces-

sories together with (“regular“) clothes or on your your naked

skin for a sexy feeling, so I'd say that the target audience is

pretty big. Also, my products can be used in all kinds of dif-

ferent ways; they can be wild, stylish, romantic, and they

can be worn on various occasions. You can wear them

with a t-shirt, a blouse, a wedding dress, a corsage, lingerie,

latex, when having an intimate evening with your partner,

when going to a party, at the theatre, or at work.

Which channels of distribution do you use to sell your

products?

Tanja Bachmann: My products are sold in walk-in and

online shops. The label itself can be contacted through

its website, www.mondin.info, or via Facebook.

Do you want to expand your distribution network?

Tanja Bachmann: Yes, I do. Nationally as well as inter-

nationally.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

My hand-made creations embody the

sensual lightness of being..“ 

................................ “
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Do you only work with retailers, or could you also ima-

gine teaming up with distributors and wholesalers?

Tanja Bachmann: That would be conceivable, yes.

How do you pick your business partners in the trade

and the industry? Which criteria do you apply? 

Tanja Bachmann: It is important that the quality and

the individuality of the products are reflected in their

presentation, and price stability is another requirement? 

How do you support your partners in the trade?

Tanja Bachmann: We offer the retailers images, video

clips, and product information whenever we launch

new products. mondin also try to direct attention to

our business partners whenever we can.

You also deliver lectures in stores. Which topics do

you address at those events, and do you get lots of

positive feedback for these lectures?

Tanja Bachmann: I usually speak to an audience of

female store visitors, addressing topics such as se-

duction or how to send subtle messages by dressing

a certain way. I used to be a model, a producer,

and co-director, working on the well-known AlexD fe-

tish films, so I know a lot about fetishes and fetish

wear, and if there is interest in this topic, I also talk

about that. The audience is usually very interested

and thank me at the end of the evening. Apparently,

there is still a great need for information on these to-

pics, even in our time of modern communication

and information.

I N T E R V I E W
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Photo shoot on St. Martin 
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Questions & Answers 

ment to  speed-up the time of toy creation.

What was your childhood ambition?

Jack Romanski: I had several of them - to become a

president, astronaut, policeman, doctor, and a porn  

actor :)

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Jack Romanski: I used to work with silicones in  aerospace

engineering and then the idea of a toy with two flexible

tips came to me.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing

now? 

Jack Romanski: I would probably become a porn actor.

What was the biggest step in your career? 

Jack Romanski: I believe it is still to come.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?

Jack Romanski: The world changes so fast, I am too su-

perstitious to predict.

How do you envisage the future of the love toy  industry?

Jack Romanski: I see a strong trend for App- controlled

toys. But as you know history, design and fashion trends

have a cyclic nature.

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 

Jack Romanski: I am a perfectionist, so normally, I have

more things on my TO DO list than an average human

228

Jack Romanski has always known that the sky is the limit: He started out in the aerospace indus-

try, but then he had a stellar idea for a sex toy, which evolved from a sketch on a napkin into

the popular Gvibe. The rest is history, as they say. Jack also has a lot to say in this edition of

Monthly Mayhem. For instance he tells us who Milly Cooper is and why she deserves a medal.

Jack Romanski

Are you still designing love toys on paper napkins? 

Jack Romanski: It sounds nostalgic, but I miss those old

good times when I used to design toys on a paper 

napkin :) 

Now we have a team of professional engineers with IT

background, so all of our new toys are 3D rendered first,

then we create a handmade prototype. We start mass

production only after the product proves to be interesting.

From now we start using 3D-print for our product develop-

exclusive
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have partners on all  continents except

Antarctica.

What do you particularly like about

yourself?  

Jack Romanski: As a perfectionist I

have a constant need to improve

and train myself in order to achieve

my personal best. I like this fact about

myself but at the same time find it

very challenging. 

Which vice could you never  forgive?

Jack Romanski: I believe in the phi-

losophy of forgiveness and

 recommend everybody to do the

same. Forget the hurts!

What song do you sing in the  shower? 

Jack Romanski: Recentl,y my wife

gave birth to two kids, so now I know

all the songs from children's cartoons.

I sing them not only in the shower, but

also in the car,  elevator, and even

before  sleeping.

Who would you never ever like to see

naked? 

Jack Romanski: A man with the big-

gest penis having sex with a woman

with the smallest vagina.

With whom would you like to go to

the cinema and what film would you

watch? 

Jack Romanski: I haven’t been to the

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

being can actualise. My perfect day

is when all lines on the TO DO list are

crossed :)

How do you relax after work? 

Jack Romanski: I travel a lot which

actually helps to relax and refresh the

brain. But normally, a good dinner with

close people is a perfect way for me

to repose.

Who would you consider your role

model and why? 

Jack Romanski: I think that the life of

every person is a unique  experience

and that everyone has their own path.

You can get inspired by others but

you can never have someone else's

life. That is why I prefer to be my own

role model.

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner? 

Jack Romanski: I guess it would be

Milly Cooper, a woman who has been

working as an escort since the end of

World War II and who at the age of

96  is still earning £50,000 pounds a

year from her sex services .

Which personal success are you

proud of? 

Jack Romanski: I am proud of having

taken the decision to start my own 

global company Fun Toys. Now we

cinema for months. My wife will kill me

if she discovers that I went to see a

movie without her.

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Jack Romanski: I’ve just returned from

a month’s holiday in Italy.

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island? 

Jack Romanski: I would just probably

take my wife. She will handle all the

rest.

If you could swap lives with somebody

for a day, who would it be? 

Jack Romanski: For sure, it would be

my cat. I am curious about their per-

ception of us.

Is there anything you would never do

again? 

Jack Romanski: There are a lot of

things I regret doing in business and

personal life. What I can tell for sure -

don’t be afraid to show your feelings

to your family and the people you

love.

Do you have some good advice you

want to share with our  readers? 

Jack Romanski: Always be honest

and faithful with the people you love.

Tell each other at least one word of

LOVE every day :)

................

I would probably become a porn

actor.”

...........................“
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